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Foreword

Communication is first of all an art. The cave drawings of primitive peoples, the hieroglyphs of the pharaoh's scribes, the rhetoric
of Greek philosophers and their successors all conveyed messages in imaginative ways. In our time communication has become a science; consider the studies of attitudes and persuasion,
rumor transmission, nonverbal symbols, subliminal cues, and
psychological assessment. Now communication has been transformed by technology: fiber-optic and laser processes, digitized
multimedia delivery of messages, and computerized networking are available to millions. And there is more to come. The marvelous blend of art, science, and technology created by huma n
talent and intelligence can enhance every facet of human
endeavor-education, entertainme nt. data processing, personto-person contact.
Who better to lead us to the leading edge of communication
than Dr. Mark Veljkov? Whether it's digitized, preprogrammed,
sketched, charted, printed, or conveyed as synthetic speech, computerized communication is a purely human activity. Mark's special gift has been building bridges between the human and
technical aspects of communication. Maybe a brief description
of the man will show how.
One of the nation's leading wr iters about microcompute r
technology, Mark has lived on both coasts and in the urban,
suburban, and rural Midwest. At one time or another he has been
a hippie, Yuppie, farmer, and businessman. A former professional
photographer and amateur filmmaker, Mark is also a musician
and music historian. He is multilingual, versed to some degree
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in Spanish, French, Japanese, and even in some foreign computer languages. A teacher, humanist. and cultural observer,
Mark excels in human relationships; he reach es people of all
ages, conditions. and backgrounds. These relationships have
been a fundamental part of both his personal a nd professional
life. Ma rk loves old Ford pickups and brand-new Volvos. He is
as comfortable spending an afternoon with Timothy Leary as
a morning with John Sculley of Apple Computer.
The information Mark sh ares in this work is crucial to the
latest advancement in microcomputer communication. This is
an age of micros and modems, when reams, indeed Ks. of data
and digitized intimacies may be collected from any part of the
globe at any home or office. This information may be edited, appended, illustrated, scavenged. printed, held available for others,
or sent on immediately by anyone with a couple of thousand
dollars' worth of equipment and software. Local Area Networks
(LANs) make this power available to a group and link the individual units, geometrically increasing the potential. These
microcomputer links have changed the way a corporation, a
small company, a bureaucracy, or a service organization does
business.
Th illustrate the change, let's take the hypothetical case of
Ace Acme, Inc. (AAI) , of Anytown, U.S.A.
Ace Acme has 1,000 employees working three shifts. There
is, of course, a board of directors, a president or CEO, five
department directors (often called vice presidents). 15 section or shift chiefs. and numerous data managers. AAI has
40 microcomputers at work, no LANs. Five of the computers
have modems. The corporation subscribes to several database services.
At AAI, department heads meet with their shift and section chiefs daily. The meetings are spent evaluating output.
anticipating problems, modifying goals, reviewing printouts,
and having very little fun. The CEO meets with department
heads at least once, and usually twice, a week. These meetings use the results of the daily meetings to review, project,
budget, and plan. Again, not much fun. Thtal person-hours
spent in meetings average 80 hours per week. Thtal fun-time
averages 15 minutes.
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At these meetings there are usually more than two people. The discussions, however, center between two individuals
for periods oftime ranging from one minute to half an hour.
Granted, others at the meeting may benefit from this information exchange, but listening is not producing. Since only
one is speaking at a time (barring hostile interchange), most
of the meeting is listening time. Individuals must wait their
turn to comment on what they heard; they must wait their
turn to give their reports; they must wait everyone's turn to
leave and return to production.
Of course there is always a computer in the CEO meeting
room. Printouts are available and occasionally a section chief
or department head will bring a disk or two for sharing data
at a gathering. Modifications may be made directly to the
data. However, in most cases an individual will take notes
back from the meeting, boot up his or her own disk and enter
the new information, make a new printout, and send it up
the chain of command. The computer saved time, but the
follow-up process cost time.
That was the AAI method of operation. Now add a LAN and
this book.
I went back to AAI today, my first visit in a month. I immediately saw that something was different. Desks were not piled
with reams of printouts. Keyboard activity was fast and furious. Many workers were leaning back in their chairs. scrolling their screens, smiling, occasionally editing the contents
with the addition of an exclamation point or bold font. I saw
printouts on bulletin boards that looked like love letters-to
the boss! What had happened here?
The boss had installed a LAN and ordered several copies
of this book. The software and hardware links now interconnect every computer in the corporation. Meetings are shorter,
less frequent. rarely include more than three people (with the
exception of productivity celebrations), and always take place
in the presence of a large-screen computer projection device
and at least two m icros.
All the information of the corporation is instantly available to those who use it. Data may be updated, appended,
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cross-referenced, applauded, critiqued, transmitted, and
printed as required. "Meetings" happen without individuals
leaving their desks, their disks, their reference books, their
coffee cups. Interoffice mail and memos are instantly transmitted, instantly available, instantly erasable. Thchnical
graphics, charts, photos. production records, quotas, database
info, schedules, budgets, costs, money transfer records, everything is readily available within the corporation to those who
require the access.
Certain records may be blocked to access without the
proper codes. Memos may be "circulated" for comment and
"signatures" to every micro operator. Filing is automatic.
Retrieval is quick and easy. Hard copy is less necessary. Phone
lines are rarely used for communication between desks and
Ooors. AAI runs smoothly, more efficiently, more effectively.
There is more time for fun communication, fewer boring
meetings, and production is up.
Now let's think big about the future!
Adding the increased communication capability of LANs to
every sizable company, corporation, government agency, service organization, and database worldwide, we can see a wonderful potential. When a LAN includes micromini-, mini-, and
supercomputer links, various large units are interconnected with
other larger units. Let's add permanent fiber-optic cable
hookups, satellite microwave connections, audiovisual, digitized
color, and sophisticated, cross-indexed, coded-access file-server
capabilities.
Now distribution companies are linked to manufacturing and
transportation facilities. Corporations are interconnected with
regulating agencies. Auditing a nd accountability are continuous. Populations can vote a nd register comments instantly and
continuously on issues or people. Experts, teachers, preachers,
h elpers can be "on-screen ," live or prerecorded for instant replay
as need ed. When information is updated at one point, the
changes may automatically ripple through the system according to any preprogrammed requirement. The news is now!
Of course, every solution creates problems; each new system
has its bottlenecks, breakdowns, a nd bad guys. Greed, corruption, and fraud will play on every n ew playing field. Ignorance,
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error, and deception replicate themselves, expanding until they
are discovered and corrected. At any level, however, problems
of this nature can be more readily rectified in an environment
of instant availability of information.
Clearly, in an era of expanding LAN capability, issues of
privacy, database sabotage, illegal access, copyright violations.
and outright theft become important. A technology of security
software will grow along with the advancement in LANs.
There will be new bool~s by Mark and others to promote the
new technologies. Many of these publications will be part of any
LAN database. I fully expect the current work to be the first of
its kind-and a future classic. This book, like the Macintosh
itself, invites you to explore. If you don't want to go through it
chapter by chapter, then skip around. Find what you want. Communication is not linear. It circles and spirals. The more information obtained, the larger the spiral grows. The more information you get from this book, the more doors that will be opened.
MICHAEL GRAY

Preface

Like a good roadmap, a resource book should contain a structure that is accessible and helpful to the reader. Local Area
Networking with the Macintosh has been broken into an Introduction and seven ch apters:
Chapter 1
Ch apter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7

LAN Tips, Suggestions, and Installation
Cable, Thpographies, and Terms
LAN Companies
LAN Peripherals
More Peripherals: Utilities and Software
'froubleshooting Guide
Wrap-up

The Introduction provides a philosophical framework and
some LANs history. If you are unfamiliar with the LANs concept, this section should get your thinking geared in the right
direction. A famous manager once said that half of the success
of a LAN depends on the planning and training that goes ahead
of the actual installation.
Chapters 3, 4 , and 5 are really the heart of the book. Chapter 3 describes various Macintosh LANs from such companies
as 3Com, Centram Systems West, and Infosphere. These
products are the actual LANs that are available. Some are
hardware-only solutions, some are software-only, and others offer
a combination of hardware and software solutions. The structure of Chapter 3 was designed to provide you with practical and
useful information. It looks like this:
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1tJ Product
Company name:
Address:
Telephone no.:
Product name(s):
Type of LAN:
Computers supported:
Network wiring supported:
Maximum length of network:
Maximum number of users:
Network speed:

DESCRIPTION
SETUP AND INSTALLATION
CONFIGURATION/TOPOGRAPHY
NETWORK MANAGEMENT
Hardware provided
Software provided
Product Pros
Product Cons

PRODUCT PRICES
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Chapter 5 names the peripheral LAN products that are add-ons
to LANs. These include modem servers, hard disks, optical disks,
add-on cards, and internetwork bridges. An important set of
peripheral products serve to connect the Mac to mainframes,
minis, and alternate networks. The descriptive format is similar to that in Chapter 4 and looks like this:

~ LAN Support Companies
Company name:
Product names(s):
LAN quality:
Computers supported:
Description of the product:
Product price(s):

Chapter 5 lists some of the network ''usable' ' software. The term
"usable" refers to multiuser and single-user materials. There is
still very little multiuser software available for the Macintosh.
However, some single-user applications lend themselves well to
the multiuser environment of a LAN. This chapter also covers
desktop publishing software and file conversion software.
Chapter 6 is a short troubleshooting guide. There are anumber of dos and don'ts when COI).figuring LANs, and this chapter
should help you deal with some of these.
Chapter 7 wraps everything up. It provides a glossary of LAN
terms and some final words of wisdom(?).
This represents the first book about Macintosh LANs. Many
exciting products are described in these pages. Many more are
on the way. Let this book be your guide, reference source, and
companion. Sit back, relax, and happy LANdings!
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Introduction

For many computer users. communicating with each other has
long been a source of confusion and frustration. Over the years
the entire world of interactive communication and local area networking has been shrouded in mystery. Baffled by strange languages and science-fiction-like hardware. users often h ave had
to struggle against the currents of reason in order to understand
and u se local area networks. Since the introduction of the Macintosh computer, however, the whole interactive process has
emerged from the fog. Welcome to the world of Local Area Networks (LANs) a nd the Macintosh.
Just as the Macintosh has set a new standard of user friendliness for the world of microcomputers, so it does for the world
of local area networking. The Macintosh has ushered in a new
age of user interaction. No longer do humans feel controlled by
their computers. With the Mac. people believe they are finally
in command. The Macintosh h as given them a sense of "Now
I can do what I want to do."
Like all Macintosh applications, LAN applications must adhere to the Mac Interface Standard. The Mac standard has
brought ease of use and friendly interface to over one million
Macintosh own ers. These owners demand simplicity. and they
demand power! Macintosh LAN applications are setting new
communication standards by providing both ease of use and
power.
Local area networks are simply defined as a grouping of any
number of personal computers, usually within close proximity
to each other, a ll sharing one or more peripheral devices. How
many computers constitute a LAN is debatable. According to
1
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Apple, one Macintosh and one LaserWriter is a network. For our
purposes, LANs include at least three computers, one hard disk,
and a printer. Usually the local area network also includes one
or more units that constitute a host unit. This host unit usually
acts as a server for the other computers on the network; these
can access the host and s hare files, records, ideas, etc.

lltJ ROOTS OF LANs
It would be great to say that local area networks came from Alpha
Centauri. Since this is not the case, then where did they come
from? LANs are not a product of our information-based technological society. LANs grew out of a human n eed to communicate. Our ancestors did it with drums, letters, pony express.
telegraph, and telephone. Now with computers and modern LAN
concepts, we have taken technology to anoth er level of sophistication. However. the basic need for communicating ideas to other
people h as never ch anged.
Modem LANs developed from large corporate networks where
individuals used terminals to tap into large mainframe computers. The problem that people h ad with this configuration was
a lack of intelligence. Not a lack of human intelligence, although
many users of early LANs would swear th e LAN they used made
them feel stupid! The lack of intelligence was with the hardware
and software. Network terminals were dumb! That is, they could
only show you information and maybe send that information
to a printer. There was no way for the terminals to manipulate
and alter the information. With the advent of the personal computer, it b ecam e clear that terminals did not h ave to be dumb.
Now personal computers could be terminals. Once you received
your information from the main computer, you could then go
off-line, use an application on your PC, and improve your person a l productivity. As more personal computers entered the
workplace, there became less of a need to tie up the company
m ainframe. Smaller work units began to emerge. These smaller
work units n eeded to share information amongst themselves.
There was, and is, a n eed to s hare information from PC to PC.
Thus the Local Area Network was born.
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~ DEVELOPING THE MACINTOSH LANs
The Mac started off as a cute Yuppie computer. It had en ough
power to satisfy the curious, but not enough for the power hungry. Apple took the proper steps to ensure the Mac's survival.
Power is now a solved problem. With over a million Macs in use,
the time has come to connect and communicate.
As Michael Gray pointed out in the foreword to this book, communication is an art. The Macintosh h as brought this art to the
world of microcomputers. In the short time since its introduction, Apple's pride has outsold a ll other microcomputers, a
remarkable feat for a four-year-old product. Many of these Macintosh users want, and need, to talk with each other, and local area
networks (LANs) are a wonderful means to accomplish this.
For each of the last three years, industry pundits have decided
it was the "Year of the LAN':_the point at which LANs would
become a widespread industry phenomenon. But the Year of the
LAN never really materialized for several good reasons: LANs
have been expensive, complex to set up, a nd difficult to manage.
Now, along comes the Macintosh with its icons and consistent
user interface-just the ticket to get humans into "life in the fast
LAN."
IBM u sers have had powerful LANs for several years. Until
now, the Mac has been left out; it lacked LAN capabilities. In 1985
Apple introduced their token contribution to the LAN world.
Called Appleihlk, it was a low-cost alternative for networking the
Mac. AppleThlk's main objective was to connect multiple Macs
to the LaserWriter. Apple also announced an Appleialk card for
the IBM PC and promised to bring the two machines closer
together.
From the beginning, Apple had intended to link Macs
together. The Macintosh was designed with built-in communications hardware. No boards to add! Appleihlk was Apple's
solution for creating a LAN with the Macintosh. Unlike other
LANs for other computer systems, this one required no special
technical knowledge to physically connect the network. There
was no need to hire a special network m anager to act as a
troubleshooter and technical-support guru.
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Applelli.lk was a nice idea badly implemented. Neither the
creator nor third-party developers did very much to support
Applelli.lk. Then in 1985 Apple introduced the LaserWriter,
which could only be accessed via Appleralk. The LaserWriter
was (and is) expensive for one person to own. On the network,
14 users to one LaserWriter translates into workstations producing near-typeset-quality documents for less than $500 per computer workstation. Not bad if you are producing a lot of
publications. Apple hoped to install thousands ofthese little networking nodes and make Apple:Ialk more than just a little white
box and wire.
Now, two years later, improvement has become a reality. In
the process, Apple managed to sell over 250,000 network nodes.
Of course, Apple would have you believe that these nodes are
installed in full-fledged networks. In reality, most of the networks
connect small work groups (of eight to ten people) and allow
them to share an expensive peripheral-the LaserWriter. At $50
a connection, Applelli.lk provides a low-cost and low-powered
LAN, a strategy that served Apple well in the beginning. The
company hoped that eventually they and third-party developers
could introduce more and powerful LAN solutions.
For the Macintosh to make it in the corporate marketplace,
it had to have powerful LAN capabilities. Apple recognized this
fact and set to work to redirect Appleralk and create a fullfeatured, powerful LAN environment for the Macintosh. What
they got was a great deal of support from third-party developers
like Thngent Thchnologies, Centram Systems West, and Infosphere. These were the first companies to produce what Apple
had only talked about. Because of the perceived lack of power
with the Mac 512K. the developers enjoyed only limited success.
When the Mac Plus was introduced in 1986, LAN sales began
to pick up. It seems that these early companies had begun to
pave the way for Apple. Now with the Macintosh SE and Macintosh II, Apple has come full circle. Sales of LAN software, hardware, and support products have climbed dramatically.
Without the ability to communicate within a network, the
Mac would have been doomed to the status of a common, lowpower workstation. Until recently the needs of small, medium,
and large corporations, colleges and universities, and public
schools were not being adequately met with the Macintosh.
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Organizations needing LANs with speed and power had to buy
computers other than Macintosh. Now the new Macs have supplied these qualities to the world of LANs. Part of Apple's communication strategy is the interconnectivity of operating
systems. Create the enabling technology and let the Mac communicate with anyone! With the capabilities of the Macintosh
to "communicate" with almost any other computer, Mac
screams for faster. more powerful products.
As mentioned, there is an art to communication. and the
Macintosh has enabled a lot of individuals to become proficient
in this art. The Macintosh introduced the world of microcomputers to people who had never used a computer before. Even
individuals who had computer experience found the Mac a
breath of fresh air. No longer would they feel controlled by the
computer. Now there was a computer they could control.

I!J THE MAC PERSONA
The Macintosh provides users with a give-and-take approach to
communication. Of course the Mac is not perfect or infallible.
Programs that should be able to accomplish a specific task often
let the user down. However, because of the nature of the Mac,
many of these disappointments can be easily overcome. The Mac
always seems to provide another way to accomplish the same
thing. Marriage counselors tell you that a good relationship is
never "give and take", but "give and receive." Macintosh gives
back. When a problem is encountered, users often find themselves discovering some new aspect of the same old progra m .
Jean Piaget. the famous Swiss child psychologist. discerned the
self-discovery method of learning while observing young children at play. These same principles can be applied to learning
computer technology. When the user practices exploration and
self-discovery, there is an increased learning curve with n ew
applications.
A great deal has been written regarding the Macintosh as a
"right-brained" computer. This m eans the Mac forces us to utilize the creative side, or right h emisphere, of our brain. Upper-
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level managers are requesting that their mid-level managers
learn to use the Macintosh to enhance their creative selves. It's
too bad that many people have to wait until they are well into
their adulthood to begin this creative learning process. As developmental psychologists have known for a long time, the ages
between two and five are critical times in the learning process.
Almost 90% of our learning habits and skills are already developed by the time we reach kindergarten.
The Macintosh aids symbolic reasoning by providing concrete
visual feedback. Th be fair, most computers provide this response
in one form or another. However, because the Mac utilizes simple representations (icons) for file and command structure, even
very young children can understand and manipulate fairly complex relationships. This does not mean that everyone will understand hierarchical file structures or system calls to the heap.
Mac users can, however, develop an understanding of the thinking process needed to understand the operation of any microcomputer system.
The Macintosh user interface allows every program written
for the Mac to operate in the same manner. The Finder, with its
pull-down menus, is always present. Half the fun of using new
Macintosh applications is exploring the various pull-down menus
and discovering what innovations they provide. Almost like a
gift-filled stocking on Christmas morning, the Macintosh usually
provides no unpleasant surprises, only those that lead into more
productive areas of the program. Some industry experts are calling this common interfacing "intuitive." Mac users often call it
fun! However, in the stoic world of computers the term "fun"
is not a buzz word. In fact, it may not even be in the dictionary
of common computer terms. Maybe the philosophy of the Macintosh will bring the word "fun" into the vocabulary of the
microcomputer world.
The Mac is friendly. It is a philosophy, not just a piece of hardware. As an example, here is a typical line of "code" from an MSDOS system. This sample code allows a PC to simply log-on to
a LAN:

A>LOGIN JohnD:HQ:3Com
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This is how you log-on with a Mac:

AppleShare Admin

[Double-Click]
Like the IBM PC, the Mac is just a machine-wire, ICs, electronic parts. The Macintosh has allowed people to do what they
need to do without the muss and fuss of loading an operating
system and learning strange commands to turn various functions on and off, wasting time that can be spent getting the job
done. With the Macintosh, even first-time computer users can
be immediately productive.
A key word with the Macintosh is tool! The Mac has shown
the computer world that it is a tool. Thols help people gellhings
done. Carpenters, mechanics, and dentists use their tools to help
them do a better job faster. The Macintosh has brought to many
of us the tool to write better reports, access information from
huge data sources, buy products, and do our banking without
leaving home. For those who work with words, word processing
with the Macintosh continually provides a "gee-whiz" response
as we show off our masterpieces, complete with MacPaint pictures. More and more ads are done with a Macintosh and a LaserWriter. With MacPaint and other graphics applications, those of
us who could not draw a straight line with a ruler now have
graphic art tools to create whatever we want. Along with this
freedom of electronic expression is the need to share our creations. Simply picking up the telephone and telling our boss what
we have done is no longer sufficient. As the Chinese have long
said, "One picture is worth ten thousand words."
Quite a few years ago the technology of the telephone was
being marketed to the buying public. People saw it as a technological toy, something for the inventors and the scholars. A few
saw its incredible potential for increasing and improving mass
communication. The Macintosh also started off as a toy, some-
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thing to play with. As we are aware, the telephone has become
a very advanced communication tool. Like the telephone. the
Mac has also become a communications tool. Many workers in
small-to-large companies can now easily type a message. letter,
report. or book and communicate it to anyone on the network,
or in the world for that matter. The Mac helps them do it with
power and ease.

~ MACINTOSH AND THE LAN COMMUNITY
The world of LANs has always been filled with technobabble,
user-hostile interfaces, and highly paid systems administrators.
It can cost companies more to train and retrain individuals on
LAN use than the actual cost of the LAN itself! Macintosh provides a price/performance advantage. Mac users will not tolerate any LAN product that is not "Mac-like." This means that LAN
developers are pressured to create easy-to-use and powerful LAN
products. As the hardware becomes more powerful, software has
to bridge the gap between human and machine. The Macintosh
already has the lead in human interfacing, and it's this interfacing that can open up LANs to more and more people. It is
not n early as scary using a Mac LAN as it is using a LAN made
up of IBM PCs. With companies using, and wanting to use, LANs,
the Mac is the perfect solution. The Macintosh even pleases those
die-hard PC users that want IBM compatibility. Apple has made
sure that not only does the Macintosh provide the user with IBM
compatibility, but that numerous third-party programs offer file
transfer and conversion utilities. These utilities allow files created
on an IBM application to be converted to a Macintosh format.
The best example of this is Microsoft's Excel. Excel can read
and write Lotus 1-2-3 files. This provides for two-way file conversion and transfer. A file created with 1-2-3 (files with a WKS
extension) can be read by Excel. The same file can be converted
to an Excel file and shared with other Excel users. After changes
have been made, the file is easily converted back to the 1-2-3
WKS format. Everyone gets to use their favorite program, regardless of hardware. and yet no one has to be deprived of the information created with these applications.
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Communicating with other computers and operating systems
is called "internetwork connectivity." Again, internetwork connectivity is a key element in Apple's strategy for desktop communications and the Macintosh. The Mac's consistent operating
system and powerful communication capabilities create a new
psychology of internetwork connectivity. LAN users are not as
constrained by the hardware and software as they are with other
systems. For past LAN users this represents something different. Instead of performing a function because it is the only way,
Macintosh LANs offer users alternate methods and flexibility.
Both the hardware and software can be customized to meet
specific needs. There is, of course, less flexibility with the hardware. You can, however, place any Macintosh on the network by
simply "plugging it in." Managers and end u sers can configure
the network the way they want it, not the way they have to! This
"freedom" often confuses people. Not having to do something
a certain way forces people to communicate and make decisions.
Because a Mac LAN is flexible and easy to set up, human communication is needed. Individuals that use the network now have
a say in the topography and configuration of their LAN. Figure
1 shows a sample topography of a simple Macintosh LAN. This
sample includes several options that you will read about.

FIGURE 1 Sample topography of a Macintosh LAN

• •

•
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Mac Plus

Mac Plus
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Until the Macintosh came along. LANs were difficult to set
up. complicated to use, and expensive to maintain. With the introduction of the Macintosh and its iconoclastic, user-friendly
interface, LANs are taking on a new look. Users are finding they
can get on and off the network with a click of the mouse. Companies are finding they can save money by not having to hire
specialized systems administrators. Usually, in-house people can
be trained in less than half the time required using other systems. New employees can be quickly trained in basic network
operations. as well. And reduced training time equals reduced
training costs.

~ THE

OSI MODEL
Even though the Macintosh represents a different m ethodology
and psychology for LANs, there are still some standards to adhere to. The International Standards Organization (ISO) worked
out LAN standards they call the OSI model. OSI stands for Open
Systems Interconnection. The OSI model for network operation
is a key element in the design of Macintosh LAN products. While
the explanation of this model can be quite complex and boring,
it will provide some theoretical underpinnings to the operation
of LANS. Also, sales literature and technical specs often refer
to the OSI model. Having some idea of what it means helps in
making intelligent buying decisions. Actually, you could think
of the OSI model as the nether world of LANs!
Apple has made no bones about the fact that their AppleThlk n etwork adheres to the OSI model. This makes it important for other third-party developers to take the OSI model into
consideration when designing LAN products for the Mac. The
idea b ehind this standard is to break down network communications into layers or tasks. Each of OSI's seven layers represents
a different component that is responsible for the successful operation of a LAN. The seven layers are:
7. Application
6. Presentation
5. Session
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4. Transport
3 . Network
2 . Data Link
1. Physical
You will notice that the layers are listed from the end user
level down. This hierarchy represents the complexity of the
model. End users usually deal with only the top two or three
layers. Unless you are into the technical end of networks, you
probably won't move into the other layers unless you happen
to like bits, bytes, and wiring things together.
7. Application. This is the level that most of us work with
on the network. This layer represents the necessary functions to run your many applications. It is important to note
that this layer is not the actual application (word processor,
database, etc.). It is just the layer that makes sure your application functions correctly on the network. Functions such
as file transfers, printing, and E-Mail would fall into this
layer.
6 . Presentation. This layer translates your layer 7 commands into a language that is understood throughout the
network. The basic Macintosh operating system, or even MSDOS (for those LANs that are integrated), is part of this
presentation layer. This layer makes sure that every computer on the network is speaking the same language. When
documents need to be printed on the LaserWriter, no matter
which computer you are on, the presentation layer takes
care of the translation. The ability to synchronize multiuser
applications for the network is a lso part of the presentation
level. As more multiuser applications become available for
the Mac, this aspect of layer 6 will become very important;
this level is responsible for controlling applications for multip le users.
5 . Session. This layer d etermines when a station (computer) on the network can communicate. It acts like an onoff switch. Session can contro l when you access a host or
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server, and/or when you can relay a message to someone via
e lectronic mail.
4 . Transport. This layer ensures that data transported to

the other upper layers is sent successfully. Layer 4 checks
n etwork transmission and asks for retransmission if necessary. 'fransport is the interface between the lower and upper
layers of the OSI model. Without this layer, users on the network would not be able to communicate with the rest of the
network. Think of this layer as the postman who delivers
your mail.
3. Network. This layer can b e thought of as the entire
postal service. Layer 3 is responsible for routing signals to
the proper users. Layer 3 translates a network " name" into
a physical address and picks the best route over the
network.
2. Data Link. Layer 2 is responsible for putting your data
together to be sent out over the network If we continue the
post office a nalogy, this layer is like gathering what you
want to send, stuffing it into an appropriate-sized envelope,
addressing it, a nd th en sending it out.
l . Physical. This layer consists of the wires, connectors,

add-on boards, etc., necessary to send your data over the
network.
Figure 2 is a graphic representation of the OSI model.
As indicated, these layers represent a model for developers
to follow when developing and imple menting LAN products. At
the theoretical level, all seven layers are independent modules.
It is obvious, however, that many of the layers overlap. The Macintosh ushers in a new method of viewing the OSI model. Instead
of seven separate modules, th e model is viewed as a continuum
of layers. This approach serves to integrate the OSI model into
a holistic concept, as opposed to the current modular view.
Now, if all of this technical explanation of the OSI model is
confusing, it can be put into human terms. Think of the model
as pertainin g to human communication within an office net-
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FIGURE 2 The OSI Model

THE OSI MODEL
7. Application
6. Presentation
5. Session
4. Transport
3. Network
2. Data Link
1. Physical
work. You h ave a supervisor, or manager (systems a dministra -

tor?), who makes decisions and then communicates th ese ideas
and decisions to t he employees. This requires human communication. To get the data to the employees there must b e:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A physical delivery system
A m ethod for gettin g the data into a form that is u nde rstandable to everyon e
A m ethod for routing the informa tion
Some way to m a ke sure that the data is bein g dissemin a ted to everyone
A way to decide who gets what information
A m ech anism for fee dback
Information that is reada ble by everyone

What we h ave h ere is the OSI model starting at layer 1 a nd
going down to layer 7 . Of course a ll of this is an oversimplification and could b e expanded to include many more variables.
Most of the companies with LAN products h ave used the OSI
mode l for severa l years.
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itJ THE LAN INDUSTRY
T he computer industry has caught on to this need for networking. Many companies are actively developing LAN products for
the Macintosh. Among the major players in the LAN marketp lace who have been drawn to the Macintosh and its unique
interface are the following companies:
•
•
•
•
•

3 Com
Novell
AST Research
Hayes Microcomputer Products
Microsoft Corporation

All of the above have a history of producing quality LAN
products. both hardware and software. One company- 3Comcreated Ethernet, one of the first LANs for m icrocomputers and
originally designed to connect multiple IBM PCs. Since its introduction, Ethernet has become an industry standard. As you
will read, connecting the Mac to an Ethernet LAN is no problem
for the Macintosh. Not only can you tie the Mac to an Ethernet
network, but the Mac can simultaneously be connected to a VAX,
IBM 3278, and IBM PCs. To top it off, all of these computers can
share information with each other. Sounds like science fiction
but it is reality. However, all of this interconnectivity has a price,
not only in terms of dollars. but also in terms of an investment
in improving human communication.
LANs have not caught on as fast as t he industry would have
us b elieve. Until Macintosh and Applelhlk, LANs were mostly
IBMs connected together. These networks are powerful, bu t often
difficult to configure and operate. TI-aining costs can also be high.
Of course these problems have spawned the need for other forms
of assistance. As a result stores and libraries are full of books
about LANs, and several LAN magazines have appeared. As always, new technology propagates the need for more and b etter
information sources. Thus writers write books about LANs and
communications.
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ltJ A RESOURCE GUIDE
People need information to help them understand the information with which they are interacting and also to show them how
to use data more productively. People in this situation usually
"buy a book." Considering the quality of computer manuals,
computer books should be better sellers than they are. LANs are
complicated enough without adding the confusion of manuals
and poor documentation. Hopefully, this book will be a practical resource guide for setting up and using LANs with Macintosh computers. Even though Macintosh LANs don't present the
difficulties that other systems do, there are still times when you
need a little help just to get started.
Getting started can sometimes be the hardest part of setting
up an LAN. There are usually a million questions to be answered
before any purchase is made. Whose LAN should we buy? What
type of wiring do we want to use? Do we want multiuser software, and if we do what kind? How many users will be attached
to the network? Will our LAN integrate different brands of computers? The questions go on and on. If a buyer is uninformed,
salespeople can have a field day. Not that some salespeople aren't
well-versed in the inner workings of LANs, but these are few and
far between.
The decision to network is not an easy one. It takes a lot of
planning to make the right buying decisions. You cannot purchase and install LANs as you would single-user systems. If you
do not plan your LAN well and include all of the end users, the
LAN can quickly become the company's albatross. This book
should provide you with enough information so that you can
feel comfortable making certain decisions about a Macintosh
LAN. Your end users will also find this book valuable. Now they
can gain knowledge about Macintosh LANs that allows them to
add intelligent input into the decision-making process.
Detailed planning, communication, and this book all add up
to improved human interaction. These points will provide you
with a LAN that maximizes your employee resources, reduces
training time and costs, and makes use of the most innovative
microcomputer ever designed-the Macintosh!

CHAPTER

LAN Tips. Suggestions.
and Installations
Over the last several years, LANs have not been particularly successful as a solution to the communication problems of business. Oddly enough, this poor record has been due to a lack of
communication. TI-aditional LANs have had a difficult time communicating with the humans who use them. This has been due
to several variables. First, PCs that were part of the LAN were
difficult and complex to operate. Second, LAN software has often
been complex and difficult to install and manage. These variables have placed some unwanted burdens on the humans responsible for the day-to-day operation of the network.
Now the Macintosh has come a long. It is easy to learn and
use, has a consistent operating system, and provides users with
a powerful tool. Mac users do not tolerate programs that don't
follow the Mac interface. There are many users who say, "If I can't
figure out at least 80-90% of the program WITHOUT the
manual, then I know this program could be troublesome." With
this attitude, the challenge is to bridge the gap between the need
for sophisticated LAN power and the easy-to-use, consistent operating environment of the Macintosh.
Many companies have faced this challenge and provided Mac
users with LANs and LAN peripheral products that adhere
closely to the Mac standards. With Apple's two new Macintoshes,
the Macintosh SE and the Macintosh II, Apple has stepped into
a new generation of computers. The new Macs take the power
of the Mac Plus even further. Add-on boards and powerful software are already beginning to make their way into the LAN
world. The Macintosh LAN has become a powerful communication tool. The best part-it's still a Macintosh!
16
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Heavy philosophy aside, the Mac has indeed h elped to improve LAN communications. Macintosh has placed a very powerful tool in the hands of many people, some of whom thought
they could never use a computer. As a result. individuals have
become more aware of the need for-andpower of-creative communication. Macintosh LANs are an expression of this need. And
as data communication becomes easier, maybe verbal communication will improve!
The following tips and suggestions are not meant to dictate
how your LAN should be set up and administrated; they are simply guidelines to follow. Some of them are practical-sense ideas.
However, they might easily be overlooked as you become immersed in the technical world of LANs. At the end of these generalized tips and suggestions are some topographies and ideas for
setting up a Macintosh-oriented LAN in your organization. To
help you appreciate the range of complexities that Macintosh
LANs can accommodate, organizations are broken down by size.
The size and nature of a particular organization determines to
a large extent the complexity, structure, and topography of a
LAN. I have a lso included some specific types of businesses that
might fit within the various size classifications.
There are four areas to look at when setting up your LAN.
These are:
•
•
•
•

Hardware (the computer itself)
Software
Cable
Users

Within these four areas are specific "do's and don'ts" that
will help when you're creating your network. Keeping these tips
and suggestions in mind can ease your anxiety concerning installing and operating a LAN.

~ HARDWARE
1. Decide how many computers will make up your
LAN. You n eed to make an accurate initial decision as to
how many computers and peripherals are to be part of the
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network. Does everyone in the office n eed to be networked?
Do they want to be networked? Most of the Macintosh LANs
will limit you to 20-32 nodes. With more users on the network, the network processing speed decreases dramatically.
Instead of one giant LAN, consider organizing into smaller
work groups.
2. Decide what brand of computers are to be included.
Whose computers are you going to use? Obviously, Macintosh is one. You can integrate IBM-PCs and their clones (MSDOS computers) into the same network. Your decision may
be based upon the number of MS-DOS computers already in
place. If this is the case, how many Macs are you adding?
What kind of computers is the rest of the company using? If
there are no computers being used at all, then your decision
is easy-Macintosh! However, many companies rely on a
"standard" to help them decide which brand of computer
the company will buy and use. The idea is that providing a
standard eliminates the need to shop around for a computer
system. Macintosh has made some large inroads into these
standards. One of the reasons is that standards can cost you
time and money!
The real key to deciding which computers to use is first
to decide what you want to do with them. Connecting to the
company's IBM mainframe may be better handled by MSDOS computers. Putting out a company newsletter or creating presentation graphics can be well-served by the Mac. In
no way does this mean the Mac is limited to only graphic
art tasks. The Mac can do anything other computers can do.
It is just that the Mac does some things much better.
It's also important to consider your users when selecting your hardware. Which computer do your users find
comfortable and familiar? If they have been using MS-DOS
computers for the past five years, it may be difficult for
them to give them up. They may resist having to learn a
new machine, new software, and a new way of doing things.
But if the majority of your people are first-time users, then
the Mac is just the ticket.
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3 . Determine the additional hardware needs for each
computer on the network. Ma ke s ure you h ave all of the
a dditional "pieces" for each node. If you are us ing AppleThlk, make sure a ny MS-DOS computers on th e n e twork
have AppleTh.lk cards installed. Your MS-DOS computers ca nnot b e integra ted into your Macintosh LAN without this
card. If you are pla nning on using a n Ethernet-based n etwork, then your MS-DOS computers must have the a ppropriate Ethernet card ins talled. Als o, make sure every node on
lh e n e twork h as a n etwork connector.
If you are pla nning to link into mainframes or other n e tworks, or if your n etwork is going to s pread over a very long
distan ce, then you n eed a "bridge." Kinetics FastPath™ . a n
Ethernet bridge, is a n example. Interbridge™ from Hayes
Microcomputer Products is another example, a bridge tha t
links multiple AppleTh.Jk networks together. There are also
bridges (or links ) th at connect you with fiber-op tic networks,
IBM 3278 mainframes, VAX systems, a nd so on. MacMenlo,
by Menlo System s, is an example of a link to th e Thndem
computer system.
A LAN th a t is to cover distan ces greater than your ca bling re quires a n other typ e of bridge, common ly call ed a
"rep eater." A repeater simply intercepts n etwork data a nd
rep eats the sig nal while boosting the sign a l's power. A
repeater bridge like Interbridge TM is a n example of a product
th a t can increa se your LAN ran ge. Modem servers can a lso
increase your LAN range by providing a long-distan ce lin k
via the telephon e system.
4. Decide the location of each computer and peripheral
(node) before you begin installation. One of the first
things to do wh en you b egin to organize your LAN is to
draw a sch em atic of where your cable and comp u ters will
go. It is a good idea to know exactly where each node will
be located before you draw a cabling s ch em atic. Ch eck th e
su rrou ndings carefully. Look for p ower lines that could interfere with n etwork tra n s mission. Fluores cent ligh t fixtures
are also trouble spots. They cause electromagnetic interferen ce (EMI). Make s u re there is ad equ a te s pace for th e
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computer and users. Tho often an area designated for a computer is later found to be too small.
Installing your network printer, such as a LaserWriter, in
a centralized location works better than sticking the thing
way off in a back office. Likewise, locating your modem
where there is no phone outlet means paying the additional
cost for an extra phone jack installation.
5. Make sure each node works independently before
connecting it to the network. Th identify hardware
problems that are not network-related, check out each node
before you place it on-line. In each case, if the computer
malfunctions, you h ave prevented a larger problem and
saved n etwork downtime. Ch eck your printers, modems, network bridges, and h ard disks prior to booting up the
network.
6 . Determine the location of the server(s). Careful planning here can save frustration later on. Some file serving
software called a "distributed file serving" system, allows
anyon e on the network to act as a file server. TOPS is a
good example of a distributed file server. With this type of
server, huma n communication becomes a key issue because
of the need to communicate individual needs and wants.
If you are using a centralized server, plan carefully where
it is to go. Keep it away from sou rces of electrical and electromagnetic interferences, s uch as heaters, air conditioning
units, and large electrical panels.
7. Make sure your hardware is compatible with everything. Always make sure that your hardware is compatible
with your software and cable. For example, TOPS sells an
AppleTh.lk card with their TOPS for the PC. When first introduced, it worked well with TOPS software. It would not
work, however, with Thngent Technologies PC MacBridge
software. Similarly, a connection into a VAX system m ay not
allow you access to an IBM 3278 mainframe. Know what
goes with what. If you are in doubt, check the specific
product descriptions or contact the companies to make sure
your h a rdware and software are compatible.
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~ SOFTWARE
1. Make sure every computer on the network is using
exactly the same system files. Every Macintos h computer h as to use exactly th e sam e vers ions of system files,
including the following:

•••
•
•
••
•

System
Finder
Im ageWri ter
LaserWriter
Laser P r ep
DA/Fon t Mover
Installer
Chooser

2. Find software that meets your needs. Do you want a
dis k s erve r, a file serve r, or an E-Ma il program? Before you
buy any software, d o a comple te n eeds assessment. You
m ay save money in t h e long run. If you only wa nt to n e twork three to five people so t h ey can share a LaserWriter
a nd a h a rd dis k , you may not n eed to put in an expe nsive
file serving system . A s imple disk serve r m ay do. On the
other h a nd, Macintosh file s e rving s oftware allows you to exp a nd at a la ter time. The decisio n won't be a n easy one; it
will take time a nd communication. If you ca n a n swer s ome
of the followi ng question s, you can b egin to determine your
LAN n eed s.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

How many computers will be n e tworked?
How big a facility do you wa nt to network?
Do you want to share a centralized database?
Do you wa n t to s hare a pplications or data?
Do you n eed to access a m a infra m e system?
Do you need to access a not h er n etwork?

3. Make sure your software is compatible with all your
hardware. S ome of t h e LAN softwar e leads you to believe
t h at it ope rates on a ny Macintosh . Bu t t h e fine print will
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specify "any Macintosh with at least 512K of memory." If
you have some older 128K Macs still around, they will require an added expense to upgrade them to Mac 512K or
Mac Plus. When you are integrating MS-DOS computers
with your Macs. make sure the software works with your
MS-DOS machine. Some IBM clones have problems on a
network with Macintosh. Leading Edge has had problems
running TOPS. 'frying to run Thngent Technologies PC MacBridge software with the TOPS PC card used to cause
problems, but now these two fine products work well
together. Infosphere's MacServe and TOPS do not cooperate
on the same network. Be careful about intermixing two
different file servers.
4 . Check to see what additional hardware is needed.

Does your software have extra, perhaps hidden. hardware
needs? Check to see whether or not you need anything in
addition to what you've planned to buy. Th link into an
Ethernet network, for example, you need some additional
hardware that creates a physical bridge to the other
network.

5. Check to see if your software allows internetwork
connections. One of the advantages of a Macintosh LAN is
its ability to cross LAN barriers. You can now physically connect and link up with Ethernet. IBM Token Ring, and Novell
networks. However, if internetworking is essential to your
LAN, make sure your LAN software is capable of providing
the link.
6. Know the software's capacity. If you n eed to connect
150 users, do not buy software that accesses only 20 or 30
users. Find out what multiuser software is compatible with
your file servers. Can the multiuser application work as a
concurrent application w ith a d edicated file server system
like AppleShare?

7. Decide whether you need multiuser or single-user
applications. There are still a few multiuser applications
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for the Macintosh. This is sure to change. Meanwhile, many
companies have used a "backdoor" solution to this problem.
Many applications are now "AppleShare compatible." This
means that they have methods for locking out all but one
user to a specific file. Microsoft Word is a good example.
Even though any number of users can access the application itself, only one person at a time can edit and save
ch anges to a specific file. This is not multiuser software,
a lthough many users can use the same application. Thue
multiuser software allows more than one user to access and
make changes to the same file.
There is another side to the multiuser/single-user
problem. Current and past research has indicated that most
organizations with LANs are not interested in having multiuser applications, except for databases. It seems companies
are more interested in having the ability to transfer and
share files from one to another applications format. In other
words, if you write a letter using Microsoft Word on the Mac,
you may want someone using WordPerfect on an IBM to
read and modify th e document. Once these changes have
been made, you can then translate that document back into
a Word format. This ability to translate data files to another
application while still maintaining all of the correct formatting is invaluable.
8. Does the LAN software contain network management? Being able to manage your network has many advantages. Farallon's Traffic Watch and StarCommand
software are excellent examples of n etwork management
software. If you do not have any m a n agement software, try
to find some. It makes life with a LAN much easier.

~ CABLE
l . Find out if the cable is compatible with both your
software and your hardware. Some companies have
started to sell fiber-optic networks for the Macintosh. Sounds
great in theory. The problem is software and hardware. The
Mac 512K and Mac Plus are not capable of taking advantage
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of fiber optics' great s peed. 'fransferring data at 40 megabits
per second sounds great. In reality, some of the Macs just
can't handle it. Such speed requires a special card and software for both the Mac SE and the Macintosh II. If you decide to use Farallon's PhoneNET and AppleThlk, make sure
you get a PhoneNET-to-AppleThlk connector. In other words,
find out exactly what you need to make the correct connection.
2. Have enough c~ble. Always buy double the amount of
cable you think you'll need. It's easier to subtract extra
cable than it is to add it.
3. Have enough cable connectors and splicers. If you
are using AppleThlk or PhoneNET, each node on the network
must have a connector. These include hard disks, LaserWriters, Scanners. CD-ROM drivers, and other printers.
When you buy an AppleThlk connector, you are given about
six and one-half feet of cable. AppleThlk is capable of going
1,000 feet between computers with small connectors that
splice several lengths of AppleThlk cable together. A better
method is to buy AppleThlk cable in rolls of 1,000 feet each.
Then buy connector kits and make your own connector
ends. This ensures that you have enough cable for your
needs.
4. Use repeaters for long distances. Even though AppleThlk is limited to 1,000 feet and PhoneNET to 3 ,000 feet,
you can go much further with repeaters. Repeaters are
devices that intercept the LAN signal, give the signal a boot
in the rear (amplify the signal strength), and send it on its
way. InterBridge from Hayes Microcomputer Products is an
example of a repeater. By using repeaters and modems you
can effectively increase your LAN's distance.
5. Know where to install the cable. Before you begin
making plans for the location of your computer, know where
the cable needs to go. Create cable schematics, avoid large
power lines, power supplies, electromagnetic fields (such as
generators, h eaters, or air conditioners). and anything else
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that could cause interference. If you have run your cable
close to something that could cause interference, be sure
that your cable is well-shielded (see Chapter 2, Cable Installation).

ltJ uSERS
1. Train all your users. Anyone who is going to use the
LAN needs to be trained in its operation. The ease of learning its basic operations is one of the features that make a
Macintosh LAN impressive. The consistency of its operating
system makes a Macintosh LAN one of the easiest to set up
and learn, reducing training time and saving money. One of
the first large corporations to embrace the Macintosh standard was the Sea First Bank in Seattle, Washington. They
found training time on the Mac was one-tenth of that on
their IBM systems.
2. Don't overtrain users. As easy as the Macintosh is to
learn and use, don't overtrain your users. Many LAN users
have little need to know the relational structure of the company's database or how to program custom menus in Omnis
3 PlusTM. 'fraining them in these areas is a poor use of training time. Ongoing communication with the LAN users will
reveal what their training needs are.
3 . Communicate. On-line communication will improve
when you also encourage live communication regarding
users' needs and wants, system deficiencies, and ideas for
improvements.
4. Always back up data. Make sure there is a scheduled
routine for backing up data. There are now some companies
that provide a timed backup procedure. Mirror 'Technologies
and SuperMac Thchologies make backup programs that provide for automatic backup at predetermined times. Another
company, Diversified 1/0, makes a similar backup program.
(See Chapter 5 , LAN Peripherals, for more detailed descriptions of these programs.)
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These suggestions should help you get off to a good
start. The first steps are usua lly the hardest when you're
starting a new project. Companies that n ever before thought
of networking are now considering it because of the Mac.
Many of these companies may not have a great deal of the
technical expertise they need to set up a LAN. The following
guides should provide t h em with a base to build on.

ltJ ORGANIZATIONAL TOPOGRAPHIES
Knowing that you have an idea of what to do and what not to
do, how do you do it? Good question! Every organization that
is thinking about a LAN h as different needs based on the size
of the organization, the number of employees, the number of
offices, and, most important, the data processing needs. These
factors combine to determine an organization's LAN needs.
Before going much further, I should explain why I use the
term "organization" as opposed to "business" or "company."
As we know, the Macintosh is n ot just for business people a nd
their companies. Corporate America would have us believe they
determine whether a particular computer market lives or dies.
The Mac's friendly, consistent user interface and operating
system-and subsequent shortened learning curve-are the
qualities that sold the Mac to over one million users. The Macintosh opened the doors of computing to individuals who never
dreamed they could operate and make productive use of a computer. The same qualities also distinguish Macintosh LAN systems. Macintosh LANs won't be installed only in business-related
organizations. Other organizations can, and need to. use a Macintosh LAN to good advantage. Church groups, state and federal
governments, colleges and universities. and-above all-our public schools are some of the organizations that will benefit. That's
the reason I use the term organization instead of company or
business.
I divide organizations into three groups according to sizesmall, medium, and large (not original. but useful). Organizations are classified in this manner to give you a sense of where
your particular organization fits into the sch eme of things. Here
are a few topographies and some suggestions that may help you
decide what to buy.
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1. Determine each user's needs. Obviously, every user
needs a Macintosh. But not every user needs a Macintosh II
or Macintosh SE. The computing power necessary depends
on a user's type of computing. A small organiza tion that
does a lot of graphic-intensive work probably needs a combination of Mac lis and Mac SEs. Users who primarily do
word processing and unsophisticated graphics can get by
with a Macintosh Plus. Remember, determining which Macs
suit which user is a bit like buying that bulk candy at the
grocery store. You can "mix-n-match 'em."

2. Integration of MS-DOS. If you must integrate an MSDOS computer into your Mac LAN, make sure you have the
appropriate add-on cards. These add-on cards allow the MSDOS computer to communicate with Macs over a variety of
network media (cables).
3 . Match peripherals to needs. Like computers.
peripherals are selected according to needs. Intensive
graphic needs require large hard disks. Start with 80 megabytes and go up. A good formula (guesstimate. to be precise)
for graphic-intensive organizations is: 1 user= 20 megabytes
of space.
Less intensive graphic needs-including word processing
and spreadsheets-require less storage space. The formula
for these needs might be: 1 User= 1 megabyte. If you maintain the majority of your data on floppy disks, then start a t
20 megabytes per user and go up.
4. Modems. If you are planning to access remote databas es ,
either commercial or private, make sure you have a modem .
The modem must b e compatible with your Macs. The big
tip here is to secure the proper modem cable. Most modems
are fairly generic in operation. If the modem accepts the
standard Hayes instruction set, then it will run on the Mac.
If it won't operate, you probably have the wrong cable. If in
doubt about the proper one to use, call the company that
sells the modem.
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5. Add-on cards and bridges. Macintosh SE and Mac II
computers need add-on cards or bridges in order to connect
to Ethernet or mainframes. MS-DOS computers need an
AppleTh.lk card in order to communicate to Macs over
AppleTh.lk.
6. Connectors. Everything-computers and peripheralsmust have network connectors. Unless they have specialized
needs, small organizations should get by with eith er AppleThlk cable and connectors or PhoneNET connectors and
twisted-pair telephone wire.
7. Match cabling to the size of your organization.
Small organizations can use AppleTh.lk twisted-pair, twistedpair telephone wire, or existing telephone wires. Medium to
large organizations might need to move up to Ethernet networks or IBM Token Ring.

Small Organizations
Small organizations-from two to fifty employees or membersinclude small church groups, civic organizations, public or private schools. consulting firms, and professionals in private practice. Small professional organizations include physicians' offices,
mental health groups, architectura l firms, attorneys, engineering companies, and so on.
Many of these small organizations need only a simple disk
server. such as MacServe from Infosphere. They have no need
for sophisticated file serving systems, such as the 3 + TM network from 3Com. Being a small organization often means h aving a limited budget. These smaller groups n eed a LAN that is
powerful but inexpensive to install. The cost of a LAN system
might appear to be unreasonably high until you break down the
total cost of the LAN on a per node basis. This is called the
price/node ratio (P/N ratio). An excellent example of this comes
from Apple's original marketing scheme for the LaserWriter.
Many people thought the LaserWriter to be overpriced at $7.000.
However, in an organization that connected 14 users to the LaserWriter, the P/N cost was $500. This m eans that for $500 each
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of the 14 users had access to a machine that produced neartypeset-qu a lity docu men ts. Considering th e cost of professional
typesetting, a single user could offset the cost of his or her node
with the first publication.
This same principle holds true with LANs. Small organizations would do well to look closely at the PIN ratio of the LAN
system they purchase. Since they often have little or no in-house
technical support, they need a LAN system that is easy to install, learn, use, and main tain. A typical top ography in a s m all
organization is shown in Figure 1.1.
FIGURE 1.1 Top ography for a small organization
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Medium-Sized Organizations
Medium-sized organizations range in size from 50 to 200 people. These organization s might include larger school districts,
a large college or university, s ome medical concerns, and many
types of businesses. Medium-sized organizations have unique
needs. Often they n eed to communicate in small work groups,
each one much like a small organization in itself. At other times,
a m edium-sized organization must connect to mainframes,
Ethern ets, or other alien networks. This internetwork connectivity is something that large organizations use. A medium-sized
organization might look at topographies that combine both small
work group topographies with internetwork connections. A sample topography might look like the one in Figure 1.2.
FIGURE 1.2 Topography for a medium-sized organization
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Large Organizations

These are organizations with over 200 people. IBM, federal and
state governments, large accounting firms, banking organizations, and national public organizations are some examples.
Often. large organizations are made up of small- and mediumsized groups. However, most large organizations need remote
connections, requiring the use of modems on the network and
mainframe connections. When buying Macintosh LAN products
for large organizations, consider who is connecting to what and
h ow far you want these connections to go. If your organization
has standardized on a particular system, find out what it is.
Macintosh LANs can connect or talk with most of the popular
network systems, su ch as 3Com, Novell, TCP/IP, SNA, or X.25.
In Figure 1.3 is shown a typical topography for a large organization. Large organizations generally have highly complex needs.
Their LANs must cover thousands of miles and provide inform ation to be accessed by thousands of employees. In addition ,
large organizations might also require a LAN in order to connect to several brands of mainframe computers.
Now you are armed with tips, suggestions, and illustrations.
As you read about actual Macintosh LAN products, keep in mind

the basic yin-yang Macintosh philosophy. Most Mac products,
whether applications or LAN products, work in "complementary opposition" to each other. Keep an open mind when setting up your Macintosh LAN. 'fry different approaches.
Several years ago, a researcher by the name of Marc Gold developed the "Try Another Way" method for instructing and training developmentally disabled indiv iduals. The premise behind
his training method was simple: If you try one way of doing something and it does not work, try another way. In general, we adults
tend to be dogmatic in our attitude toward work-especially with
computers. ' 'By God, if it doesn't work the way you told me it
would, it's no good!" With the Macintosh, if a particular configuration or topography does not work for you, try another way!
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FIGURE 1.3 Topography for a large organization
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CHAPTER

Cable, Topographies,
and Terms
Before we begin our exploration into the various LAN products,
I want to familiarize you with some basic LAN concepts. These
concepts include basic standard topographies and configurations. some basic terminology, and standard LAN operating
procedures. LAN cabling or wiring considerations are also covered. It is important to understand the various types of cable
or wiring that can be used for your LAN. Understanding these
"basics" and "standards" will h elp you as you read about and
study the various products. It makes life easier when you have
to decide just what the heck to buy.
In the introduction I covered the OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) model with the intention of providing you with a
theoretical basis for working with LANs. If you are very familiar
with LANs and the OSI model, you may want to skip this chapter and proceed to the products. I would caution you, however,
that the information presented in this chapter is related specifically to the Macintosh. Compared to other computers, the Mac
is a different "animal." and there may be information here that
will prove to be valuable later on.
Here are some important e lements that make up the layers
of the OSI model:
•
•
•
•
•

'TYpes of LAN transmission-baseband/broadband
Methods of LAN transmission-asynchronous/
synchronous
Cable installation suggestions
'TYpes of cable
LAN topographies
33
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With the Macintosh, many elements of the OSI model overlap each other. For example, cable/wiring is considered part of
the physical layer. It is necessary with the Macintosh to know
whose software you a re using before considering the type of wiring to install. Some software does not care what the speed of
transfer is. Other applications send information at a set speed
regardless of the type of cable you are using.

ltJ TYPES OF LAN TRANSMISSION
There are two basic types of LAN transmission- baseband and
broadband. These two bandwidths determine the amount of, and
the sophistication of, LAN transmissions.

Baseband
This is the simplest, cheapest, and least sophisticated transmission bandwidth. A baseband LAN uses the entire bandwidth of
the cable to transmit data. The data is usually sent as just a single digital signal. There is no need for expensive demodulators.
Baseband can be thought of as a single-station radio. This radio
can pick up whatever the radio station happens to be broadcasting at a particular time-rock and roll, classical music, or jazz.

Broadband
Broadband networks carry several signals over different channels at the same time. One ch annel may be for video signals,
one for voice, and one for data. Each channel is modulated
(tuned) to a different frequency. At the receiving end, broadband
networks require very expensive demodulating equipment to
reinterpret the signals and put them into an understandable
form. This is how cable TV can send you 50 or more TV stations.
Most of the LANs for the Mac use a baseband technology.
Soon there will be add-on cards to provide broadband transmission with the Macintosh II and Macintosh SE. Combined with
fiber-optic cabling, broa dband transmissions will allow us to use
our Macs to send data, tall{ on the phone, and see who we are
talking to, a ll at the same time.
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'=1 METHODS OF. LAN TRANSMISSION
There are two methods of LAN transmissions that can be sent
over broadba nd or baseband-asynchronous and synchronous.
These two m ethods determine how the data that is sent down
the cable can be interpreted .

Asynchronous
This is the most common m ethod for sending information. Asynchronous communication sends data by the bit. When a character is sent, th e receiv ing end reads that bit and th en "echoes"
it to your screen. With asynchronous communication, it is necessary for the s ender to be a ble to "talk" the same way as the
receiving unit. In telecommunications it is essential that the
receiving unit have the same settings as the host unit . With
LANs, asynchronous communication means that every node on
the network has to be ·'speaking the same language.' ' If you send
the letter "B," a nother node on the network must interpret that
character as the letter "B"!
Furthermore, asyn chronous communications require more
bits to be transmitted in order to get the same message across
than do syn chronous communications. These characters are
spaced by start and stop bits, specific signals that tell each computer when tra nsmission h as started and when it has stopped.
In asynchronous communication, these signals are s ent before
and after each character. The importance of asyn chronous communications on the network is vital. All of th e communications
with Mac LANs is asynchronous. Apple's File Protocol (AFP) calls
for asynchronous communication standards. Part of th e reason
for this has been th at the small microcomputers have not been
capable of h andling a nd controlling the sophisticated software
and hardware needed for syn chronous communications.

Synchronous
This type of transmission is more sophisticated than asynchronous com munication. With synchronous communications.
data can be sent in "blocks," as opposed to individual bits, be-
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cause start and stop bits aren't required to regulate transmission. Instead, in synchronous communication characters are
spaced by time. Synchronous transmissions require a very precise timing clock. Because you don't h ave to add start and stop
bits, synchronous transmissions take fewer b its and less time
to send. It might seem that synchronous transmission is the best
way to go. However. because you need a precise timing clock and
lots of RAM, synchronous communication is expensive and
difficult to use. For this reason, synchronous communication
is usually done with mini- and mainframe computers. Fairly
sophisticated and less expensive synchronous timing clocks are
soon to come. The newer Macs, with their capacity for larger
RAM, should easily be able to handle synchronous communication.

~ CABLE

INSTALLATION SUGGESTIONS
Careful planning for cable installation will h elp you create a
strong skeleton for your LAN system. Here are a few tips and
suggestions to remember when you begin to design your cable
scheme:
1. Make detailed cable diagrams. Be sure to draw a
schematic of where your cable will go. Label connecting
points, repeater positions. connectors. terminators, and
modem connections. If you a re using a star configuration,
you s hould locate your host and each of the nodes.
2. Select the correct cable. Ma ke sure you make a careful
evalua tion of all you r n eeds. present and future. Selecting
the proper cable will save you time and money when you
d ecide to upgrade your system to the latest and greatest.

3. Always install more cable than you think you will
need. This actually should be one of Murphy's Laws. You
will almost a lways need to add that extra node or to stretch
the boss's conn ection to his office down the hall.
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4 . Do not place your cable along or near electrical wiring or fluorescent light fixtures. They will wreak h avoc
with your LAN. The interfe ren ce t hey put out can cause loss
of data and a LAN tha t is constantly down.
5 . Label all of your cables and peripherals. Be sure to
la bel a ll of your cable, modem servers, connectors , com puters. s ervers. a nd printers according to your sch em atic
drawing . This tip w ill save you m any h ours of frustration
wh e n installation tim e comes. Each cable can b e a ssign ed a
color-cod ed n u mber, and p eripherals ca n be given a letter or
number combination wit h the s ame color coding.
6. Have a good idea where your cable can go before
you install it. On e of the big mistakes is thinking cable
ca n go a long a certain route only to find out later that it
can't. The result is a n a dded expense to relocate your cable.
Ins p ect your b uilding (w iring blueprints can b e h elpful) and
pla n for th e cable's location ahead of time.
7. Lay out your cable according to the size of your
LAN. If you h ave a small LAN w ith five to ten users, you

proba bly won 't h ave to r un cable through ventilation system s or buy specia l cable du ct . Sometimes run ning th e
cable along the baseboard or th e edge of the ceiling w ill
work just fine. If your LAN is going to be quite large. th en
you n eed to carefully examine just where the cabling needs
to g o. This is to avoid placing your cable in a reas that can
cause interferen ce with n etwork communication .

8 . Make sure you know how strong your cable is. T he
stre n gth of t h e cable is called the " pull s trengt h ." Your cable
m ay appear tou gh a nd stron g. but it takes only a very s m all
break or crack in the cable to cau se h ours of downtime a nd
expen sive repairs to the cable. Kn owing the pull stren gth is
also importan t wh en you want to bend a nd tw is t the cable
a roun d corners or throu gh sm all holes. Be nding a coaxia l
cable a rou nd a 9 0-degree corner, for example. is n ot a very
good idea.
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Cabling/Wiring
The type of cable you select for your LAN is important. It can
determine your network speeds, network distance, and capacity for transmitting data as well as the reliability and integrity
of your data. Factors such as network speed, dis tance, and capacity can be evaluated somewhat selectively. In other words,
how far, how fast. and how much allow for some flexibility. Reliability and integrity, however, are very objective, essential factors
with no room for flexibility. It is imperative that your data reach
its destination without error. Loss of signal usually means loss
of data. Loss of data usually means that your information doesn't
get to where it should go. When this happens, the boss gets mad,
and you h ave more work to do. Not a very productive way to work.
This loss of signal over distance is called attenuation. It is your
LAN cable that can assure minimum attenuation and increase
reliability and integrity.
Another feature of cable is shielding. Shielding surrounds
the cable and is usually made up of a thin metal foil or metal
braiding. The purpose of shielding is to act as a n extra insulator against interference. Shielding affects your network's distance
and speed. Poorly shielded cable may have problems with interference and attenuation, thus limiting the distance and speed
of your network. For example, poorly shielded cable has to have
a slow network speed to cover a longer distance. Speed up the
network and you reduce the distance.
To shield or not to shield, that is the question. Remember,
unshielded cable allows a greater distance for your LAN, but a t
a slower speed. Unshielded cable however, also exposes your LAN
to possible interference. Shielded cable, on the other hand, allows your LAN to transmit faster over a shorter distance. And
shielded cable provides much better protection against interference.
Three basic elements mal<e up your LAN: computer, software,
and cable. Cable affects your network's speed, capacity, and distance. However, your cabling, software, and computer hardware
are a ll interrelated. Each one depends on the others. For exam p le, a fiber-optic cable is capable of handling transmission speeds
of 200 megabits per second. Your Macintosh- and most LAN
software that adheres to the AppleTh.lk File Protocol (AFP)- can
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transmit at only 230.4K bits per second. This is not to say that
software couldn't be written to accommodate faster speeds. It
already exists. The Mac itself can handle faster network speeds.
Connecting to the SCSI port of the Mac can provide LAN transmission speeds from 2 to 4 megabits per second. Connecting
your LAN through the Applel.alk port limits your transmission
speeds to the standard 230.4K bits per second. As you can see,
you can transmit faster than your cabling can carry the information. More often, however, your cable can carry signals much
faster than your computer or software can transmit. New innovations in Mac software and the open architecture of the Macintosh SE and the Macintosh II now bridge the gap between the
capacities of your cable and the capabilities of your hardware
and software.
There are three basic types of cabling for your LAN- coaxial,
twisted-pair and fiber-optic. In examining these three types of
cabling, there are several factors to consider that can aid in your
selection of the appropriate cable for your LAN. These factors are:
1. Speed. What are the maximum transmission speeds of

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

the cable?
Distance. How far can the cable carry a signal, and
what is the rate of attenuation without repeaters?
Capacity. What is the cable's bandwidth?
Immunity. What type of interference affects the cable?
Strength. How easily will the cable bend without cracking or breaking?
Size and weight. How big and heavy is the cable?
Cost. How much does the cable cost per thousand feet?
(Prices below are estimates and can vary depending upon
your dealer.)

Coaxial

This is t he oldest, most common type of network wiring. Coaxial cable is an electrical cable that is generally used for cable
TV. The cable itself is a solid piece of metal (usually copper) that
is surrounded by insulation and then covered with metal braiding. This metal braiding acts as a second conductor. Coaxial can
carry several voice, data, and video signals simultaneously.
Though it sounds like the perfect cable for LANs, there are some
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drawbacks. Coaxial is difficult and cumbersome to install. A large
roll of coaxial cable is heavy. Installation usually m eans permanent installation;.when a LAN has to be altered or moved, alterations may require rewiring. Rewiring is expensive. Figure 2.1
shows what coaxial cable looks like.
The characteristics of coaxial cable are:

• Speed. Coaxial is capable of handling transmission speeds
of 2 to 5M bits per second with fairly low attenuation.
• Distance. Coaxial is good for about 1,000 feet before attenuation becomes a problem. Some coaxial manufacturers would
have you believe that coaxia l is capable of greater distances.
• Capacity. Coax has a much higher bandwidth than twistedpair and can thus carry more data at higher speeds.
• Immunity. A s ingle coaxial line that is well shielded
should be immune to most interferences, including radio frequency interference (RFI)/electromagnetic interference (EMI).
and crosstalk. Multiline coaxial is another story. Multiline
coaxial consists of several coaxial wires grouped together.
These wires are very close together, and interference is a
problem if there is not adequate shielding.
• Strength. Coaxial is very strong but not very flexible.
New advances in coaxial technology have increased the flexi-

FIGURE 2.1 Coaxial cable
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bility of coax. But coax will never have the flexibility of
twisted-pair or fiber-optic.

• Weight. Of a ll the cables, coax is the heaviest. Cable
weight may not seem important-until you begin the installation process. Common coax can run 40 to 60 pounds per
thousand feet! Your ceiling may not appreciate the additional weight.
• Cost. The cost of any cabling will vary. The quality and
volume of cable ordered can affect the cost. Currently, coaxial can cost from 44¢ to $2.30 a foot. The better the quality,
the higher the cost. Coaxial cable with a heavy shielding
will cost more than coaxial with a layer of cheap shielding.
Twisted-Pair

This is the "new kid on the block." Even though twisted-pair
wiring has been used for years, it is just now coming into its own
as a wiring medium for LANs. 1\visted-pair is two copper wires
twisted around each other. The twists in twisted-pair act as a
shield against RFI and EMI. The more twists, the less interference. High quality twisted-pair has a large number of windings
per foot. This type of twisted-pair is generally better for data
transmission. Cheaper twisted-pair has less shielding and not
as many twists per foot. This is the type of twisted-pair used to
carry voice transmissions. Thlephone are wired with twisted-pair
wiring and for this reason, existing telephone wires are now
being used in LANs. The RFI/EMI interferences can be controlled
even more by shielding the cable with some type of noisereduction material. A foil/mylar or metal braiding are examples
of shielding material. The cable used for the Apple:Ihlk Personal
Network is shielded twisted-pair.
The characteristics of twisted-pair wiring are:

• Speed. 1\visted-pair is not considered a "fast" network
cable. It can handle speeds up to 4 or 6M bits per second.
However, twisted-pair cannot transmit these speeds for any
great distance. Shielded twisted-pair can carry up to 4M bits
per second for a distance of 300 feet. Unshielded twistedpair can go somewhat farther, close to 1,000 feet. In many
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cases, slower speeds for a greater distance is an acceptable
trade-off. In the world of Macintosh LANs, where the standard has been 230.4K bits per second, twisted-pair can
cover distances to 4,000 feet without repeaters.

• Distance. Like the speed factor, distance is a relative
issue. Good. well-shielded twisted-pair cable can handle
transmission up to 4,000 feet without the need for repeaters.
The faster you want to send data. the s horter the length for
twisted-pair.
• Capacity. 1\.visted-pair can handle virtually any type of
baseband transmission. 1\.vo twisted-pair cables can handle
about 24 two-way conversations.
• Immunity. The more twists in twisted-pair, the better
the immunity to RFI/EMI and crosstalk. Also the addition of
a good shielding material can increase twisted-pairs immunity to these interferences.
• Strength. 1\.visted-pair is a very strong and flexible
cable. Because of its strength and flexibility, you can install
twisted-pair in more places than coax-around corners,
along baseboards, under carpeting. etc.
• Weight. Unlike coaxial cable, twisted-pair is much
lighter and thus is easier to install. Typical twisted-pair
cable weighs in at 15 to 20 pounds per thousand feet. When
compared to the 40 to 60 pounds for coaxial cable. it is easy
to see the weight advantage that twisted-pair has.
• Cost. 1\.visted-pair cable can cost anywhere from 4 1/2¢
per foot for unshielded cable to 26¢ per foot for heavily
shielded cable.
Here is an idea of what a typical twisted-pair cable might
look like. Figure 2.2 shows a fairly high-quality twisted-pair
cable.
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FIGURE 2.2 Twisted-pair cable
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Fiber-Optic Cable

I referred to twisted-pair as being the new cable on the block.
What is even newer is fiber-optic cable. Actually, fiber-optic
cabling has been around since the 1950s. However, it's just now
starting to be used in the LAN environment. We are seeing a
giant increase in the demand for fiber-optic networks. S everal
companies h ave already announced fiber-optic add-on cards and
software for the Macintosh SE and the Macintosh II. Fiber optics h ave so many a dvantages that t h e cables may event ually
replace coaxial a nd twiste d-pair.
The main stumbling block to the use of fiber optics in LAN s
has been the lack of computer software and hardware development. Simply put, there is as yet no software or hardware that
can take advantage of the speeds and bandwidths available with
fiber-optic transmission. Fiber optics can transmit data at speeds
in excess of 200 megabits per second! So far, no one has written software or designed hardware that takes real advantage of
fiber optics.
The telephone industry is moving towards fiber optics. Many
larger cities have installed fiber optics at their switching stations,
thus increasing the volume and speed of our telephone calls (and
the s ize of our telephone bills). Fiber-optic telephone lin es operate at 565 m egabits per second. This is a zillion times faster than
any LAN can use. There could come a day when even this speed
is slow for a LAN. but for now our micro-based LANs have a
difficult time handling speeds much over 40 megabits per
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second. LANs will benefit from this technology with lower costs
and better performance.
Fiber-optic cables work with light waves instead of electronic
signals. This means that data is sent along a fiber-optic tube on
a wavelength of light. A fiber optic is a very thin glass tube about
the size of a human hair. But signals can be transmitted in only
one direction. 1b transmit in both directions requires a duplex
cable consisting of two fibers transmitting in opposite directions.
Before deciding to go to a fiber-optic network, you need to
consider what type of fiber-optic cable you want. There are currently two types, "single mode" and "multimode." The two types
of fiber-optic cables are differentiated by the way light travels
through the glass tube. In multimode cable. the light bounces
off the walls of the glass. Single-mode cable sends a concentrated
beam straight down the middle of the· tube. The glass tube in
the s ingle-mode fiber is also smaller than the multimode fiber.
For standard LANs, the multimode fiber is used. In fact. the companies that have announced fiber-optic networks for the Mac will
use multimode fibers. Multimode fibers are less expensive than
single-mode fibers, but they have a greater attenuation. The
single-mode fiber has better attenuation and is more suitable
for sending signals over very long distances. Single-mode fiber
is also more expensive than multimode fiber cabling. A typical
fiber-optic cable is shown in Figure 2.3.

FIGURE 2.3 Fiber-optic cable
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The characteristics of fib er-optic cable are:
• Speed. Data transmission speeds are fast with fiber optics! However, the speed question is interesting. It would
seem obvious that light waves travel faster in space t han
electrons do on a copper \Vire. In reality, both travel at the
speed of light, 180,000 miles per second. The difference is
in the way light travels through the transmission medium.
Th put it simply, light waves traveling through a small glass
tube meet with less resistance than do electrons traveling
over a coppe r wire.
• Distance. Telephone companies are sending signals over
fiber-optics cables to repeater stations that are over 30 miles
apart! In the LAN world, this translates into an adequate
distance for your needs. For most LANs, distance probably
won't be an issue.

• Capacity. Fiber-optic cable is not only fast, but it carries
a lot of data. A single cable containing two fibers can handle
over 1,300 two-way conversations. TWisted-pair can deal with
about 24. In the future. the capacity will increase. There is
an almost infinite number of light waves. Because fiber-optic
cable uses these light waves to transmit data, there could be
an almost unlimited number of transmissions along the
same cable. Imagine voice, video, and data signals all transmitting at the same time on the same cable!
• Immunity. Fiber cable is immune to RFI/EMI and crosstalk. Fibers can cross each other, can be installed right next
to any other type of wiring. and can even be placed right
next to more fiber-optic cables. This level of immunity
means no loss of data integrity due to interference problems.
• Strength. Fiber-optic cable is strong, but not as strong
as coax or twisted-pair. It is more flexible than coaxial, but
not as flexible as twisted-pair. If the cable is placed in a protective sheath of some type, it can last quite a long time.
Fiber-optic cable is a lso not as susceptible to damage by
water and other elements.
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Weight. Fiber cable is quite thin. It weighs 9 pounds per
1,000 feet. 1Wisted-pair weighs about 18 to 20 pounds.
• Cost. Fiber-optic cable can actually cost you less than
coaxial. Of course, it depends on the quality of coaxial cable
you install. If you install very high quality coax, it could
cost you as much as $2.30 per foot. Fiber-optic cable costs
about 80¢ per foot.

~ LAN TOPOGRAPHIES
Now that you have seen the different types of cabling available
for LANs, let's take a look at some LAN topographies. The topography of a LAN is a description of how the network can be
hooked, or linked, together. With Macintosh LANs, there are only
a few basic topographies available. These are serial, parallel. and
star. These topographies should not limit your creative experimentation when configuring your LAN. You can now effectively link your Mac LAN into a variety of other LANs that utilize
different topographies. For example, you can connect and link
into the IBM Token Ring network. This network a llows you to
connect your PCs into a loop configuration. There is also the Kinetics FastPath™, which is a bridge into an Ethernet n etwork.
There is one topography that must be avoided with Macintosh
LANs. This is the circular or loop connection. See Figure 2 .4.
FIGURE 2.4 Loop topography
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Lets take a look at some of the different topographies
available.

•

•

Serial topography. This configuration connects your
network nodes (computers, laserwriters. modem servers,
etc.) in a series. Each node is connected to another, and
any node in the series can communicate with any other
node. A sample serial topography is shown in Figure 2.5.
Parallel topography. Macs can also be connected in a
parallel sequence. See Figure 2.6.

FIGOBE 2.5 Serial topography

LaserWriter

FIGUBE 2.6 Parallel topography
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•

Star topography. This is the topography that is most
popular with other computer systems. 'Teleph one switching systems are an example of a star topography. Wit h a
star, LANs can be expanded to include other stars. serial.
or parallel LANs. The star topography is also an excellent link into olher "foreign'' networks. See Figure 2.7.

In this chapter I have attempted to familiarize you with some
basic terms, ideas. and tech nical concepts beh ind LANs. The
approach was not intended to be too technical, yet at times I have
found no way around it. As all of us have come to appreciate,
the Mac is a very nontechnical computer. Most of you will probably just se~ up your LANs and expect them to work. However,
for those who need to understand more "technical things," feel
free to explore further. There are many other LAN books that
might provide more tech n ical information.

FICUBE 2.7 Star topography

CHAPTER

LAN Companies
Yes, this is the good part! The companies listed here are pioneers.
Some may be old hands in the LAN world but new to the Macintosh game. These companies are entering an untested marketplace. After all, the Macintosh is just a toy, isn't it?
Companies like 3Com have had a lot of practice with LANs.
However, many a Mac developer can attest that the Macintosh
is a different animal. These companies all see a profitable market in Macintosh LANs. They want to make money! This means
more and better products for the Macintosh LAN market. With
each new generation of more powerful Macintosh computers
come more powerful applications.
We have a lready seen many Macintosh products evolve.
ThinKPc:mk™ from Living Video Thxt is a good example. ThinkThnk has grown from a simple outline processor to the highpowered and sophisticated outliner, More™. With the Macintosh SE and the Macintosh II, More has taken still another step
up on the evolutionary ladder. There are many other examples
of this sort of evolution. The key to the success of these products
is the Mac itself. Even though the products become more powerful and sophisticated, they remain easy to learn and use. The
result is better communication and increased productivity.
As you will see, there are some very powerful and sophisticated LANs and LAN products for the Macintosh. Yet all these
products maintain the easy-to-use standard Mac interface. In the
confusing world of LANs, this ease of use and learning is welcome indeed. At this point, it may be a good idea to define some
LAN terms that will help you understand what these companies have to offer.
49
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'tJ LAN DEFINED
Local area networks can be simply defined as a grouping of 5
to 12 personal computers, usually in close proximity and sharing one or more peripheral devices.
The common local area n etwork also includes one computer
{or more) on the network that acts as a host unit. This host unit
usually acts as a server for the rest of the computers on the network. The other computers on the network can access the host
and share files, records, and ideas.

Disk Servers vs. File Servers
The concept of file sharing leads us to another, often confusing, concept. In the world ofLANs there have been two methods
for "sharing" information. Usually this information is located
on a centralized hard disk called a host. The two methods are
file serving and disk serving. Many people don't know the difference; others may not care. However, the distinction between a
file server and a disk server is important.
Disk Server

A disk server allows each user on the network to store and
retrieve files from a centralized hard disk. Each user has a section, or volume, of the hard disk in which they can store their
files. Basically, a disk server provides storage space to the network users. Generally, users cannot "share" files with other
users. They can allow other users to "see" a file but not make
changes to it. lnfosphere's MacServe™ is an example of a
sophisticated disk serving system.
File Server

File servers allow all users on the network to access files. Of
course, many of these files can have optional restricted access.
Files created with multiuser applications can be opened, ed ited,
and the changes saved by more than one user. File servers come
in two forms. One is a dedicated file server, and the other is
a distributed file server.
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Dedicated file server This file server is "dedicated" to one

purpose-file serving. A dedicated file server is usually software
residing on a hard disk and requires the power of one computer
to operate. Often the dedicated file server uses one of the computers on the n etwork as its "brains." AppleShareTM is an example of a dedicated server that uses a computer exclusively
to run the program. This means that you have to dedicate one
of the computers on the network to run the file server. When
you do this, the computer that is acting as the host cannot be
used for anything else. The exception would be an applica tion
that operates in conjunction with the file server. This is called
a concurrent application.
Other dedicated file servers are combinations of hardware and
software. The software comes with its own intelligent host. This
host has all the power of a computer without the disk drives and
monitor. Memory, peripheral ports, and size of hard disks can
be configured according to the n eeds of the LAN. 3Com's
3Server3 together with 3 + networking software is an example
of this type of dedicated system. The computers attached to this
system are free to perform any normal computer functions.
Distributed file server A distributed system "distributes" the
duties of the host over several stations. With a distributed file
server, any computer on the network can act as a host unit. The
server software is installed on any user's startup disk. Users then
decide what folders and files they want to make available to the
network. Once users have m a de folders and files accessible to
the network, remote users then "mount" these folders and files
as logical disks on their computer. The 'franscendental Operating System™ (TOPS) from Centram Systems West is an example of a distributed file serving system.
With the distributed file server system, communication
among LAN users is essential. Without good communication,
users can easily lose track of who has what. Individual users
now have control over n etwork management. It is up to each individual to decide what folders and files are to be made available and who will have access to them.
Disk servers are no longer as popular as file servers. In a local
area n etwork, users want and need to be able to modify files w ithin their area of responsibility- anytime!
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The line distinguishing between a me server and a disk server
has become very fine. In the "good ol' days" (about five years
ago). disk servers were the only game in town. They provided
LAN u,sers with the ability to access a mass storage system. With
the increased sophistication of LAN systems came more complex serving needs, and the file server methods were created.

~ LAN PRODUCTS
Many of the companies producing LANs for the Macintosh also
market peripheral hardware and software. These products are
covered in Chapters 4 and 5. For the buyer, sorting out who
makes what and what it does is confusing. Th avoid this confusion, here is a working definition of the types of products covered in this first chapter.
These are products, hardware and/or software, that provide
methods of connecting multiple personal computers, including
Macintosh. These products provide some form of systems administration for the sharing of applications, peripherals, and
data. Macintosh LAN products can be divided into three
categories:
1. Hardware only
2. Software only
3 . Combination of hardware and software

Many products are beginning to cross over into the other categories. A combination of hardware, software, and "firmware,"
is used with the Macintosh SE and the Macintosh II. Some of
the products are confin ed to the physical level of the OSI model.
Other products are at the presentation level. Still others provide
components that range from the physical level to the very top
application level. This wide range of flexibility makes Macintosh
LANs unique-the most powerful and easiest-to-use LANs in the
business.
Some of the LAN companies listed furnish extensive installation steps and management information. These companies
have generally made LAN products their only business. You may
consider them the major players in the Macintosh LAN market.
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Other companies with less in-d epth coverage are still important
in the LAN game. If you want more information about their
products, contact them.

'=1 3Com Corporation
Company name: SCorn Corporation
Address: 3165 Kifer Rd

Santa Clara, CA 95052-8145
Telephone no.: (408) 562-6400
Product name(s): 3 + for the MacintoshTM (software)

3Server3™ (hardware)
NetadaptorTM (firmware)
Type of LAN: 1. Hard

disl~:s

2. File server software
3. Adaptor cards
Computers supported: Macintosh 512K

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II
IBM-PC/XT/AT
Most IBM clones
Network wiring supported: Apple!alk twisted-pair

Coaxial
1Wisted-pair phone line
Fiber-optic
Ethernet
Maximum length of network: Apple:Ialk-1000 feet

without repeaters
Ethernet-1000 feet
without repeaters
Maximum number of users: 32 without repeaters
Network speed: Applerhlk-230.4K b<:!.ud

Ethernet-10 Mbytes
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'=1 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Next to Apple, 3Com is the biggest player in the Macintosh LAN
game. Apple n eeded 3Com to endorse a nd adopt the Appleialk
File Protocol (AFP). More important, Apple n eede d 3Com to develop a Macintosh LAN that connected with 3Com's 3Server3
and communicated with the 3 + network software. Not an easy
job. 3Com played around with an AppleThlk connection. It was
called EtherMac™, and it allowed Macintosh to link into an
Ethernet n etwork. There were limited file-sharing capabilities
and some electronic mail service. Worst of all, you had to use
an IBM to start up the n etwork before a Macintosh could log on.
EtherMac was a "first gen eration" LAN program. Once
logged-on, the Macintosh looked like a terminal connected to an
IBM mainframe, with 9-point Monaco font and simple cut-andpasting of screen characters. Nothing fancy, but the Mac was
linked into the 3Com system. Now, 3Com has integrated the
Macintosh with Ethernet while maintaining the Macintosh
standards.
There are four main product areas that 3Com has developed
for the Macintosh. These are:
•
•
•
•

3 + File Server
3Server3
3 +Mail service
Adaptor cards

These four products allow Macintoshes to connect with (and
share files and electronic mail with) other Macs, MS-DOS computers, and mainframes. These connections take place over a
variety of mediums. Users are no longer locked into Apple:Ialk
Personal Network (APN) conn ections. Macintosh SE and Macintosh II users h ave impressive choices:
•
•
•

Apple:Ialk
Ethernet
Thken Ring network
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With Ethernet adaptor boards, the Macintosh SE and Macintosh II connect directly to Ethernet. The Mac 512K and Mac Plus
continue to need the APN and an Ethernet bridge to connect
to Ethernet.
It might seem that 3Com considers the Macintosh just
another computer connected to Ethernet. But when you examine
3Com's product line, you realize the planning and strategy that
went into the inclusion of the Macintosh. Let's take a look at the
features 3Com has to offer Macintosh LANs.

3+ File Server
In many respects, the 3 + File Server offers fairly standard
features. These include file and record locking, multiuser file
sharing, printer spooling and user directories that provide a network-wide "Name" service for identifying users and servers. The
Name service (directory) performs other important functions besides simple user identification. On a small network, the Name
service is used to control network access and security. As your
network grows, the Name service allows users to access resources
by name on a local or remote basis. Users in remote geographic
locations can access a 3Com server or AppleShare server simply by selecting the appropriate name, without knowing the
exact physical location of the resource they are trying to access.
The 3 + File Server supports more than one server running
on the same n etwork. A small work group network with only
one 3 + is usually configured as a "non-concurrent" server.
Larger networks may want more than one server and are called
"concurrent" servers. Multiple servers have advantages and disadvantages that depend upon user needs. Security is harder to
manage and maintain with the concurrent server. With the 3 +,
you can run both the 3 + and AppleShare concurrently, allowing users to utilize Appleshare for application sharing and data
storage while having access to the 3 + File Server to bridge into
an IBM Ethernet network-a powerful choice for Macintosh
LANs.
The concept of multiple distributed file servers is important.
There are some Macintosh LANs that offer distributed file serving. TOPS from Centram Systems West and MacServe from lnfosphere are examples. The difference between 3 + and these
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others is a feature unique to 3Com. 3 + allows specific n etwork
services to be distributed across different dedicated servers. See
Figure 3.1 for an example.
As you can see in the figure, work groups A, B. and C are all
independent networks. Yet all three of them are interconnected
and controlled through the 3 + File Server. This is the concept
of distributed, concurrent servers-more than one server, each
doing something different, yet all interconnected.
Other features of the 3 + network system include:
•

•

•
•

3 +Mail. This is the 3Com electronic mail service. A
user can send, receive, and store messages with any
other user on the network. Messages can be routed for
other users to read, carbon copies of messages can be
sent to specific users, messages can be dated and timestamped, and messages can be saved for later reading.
Internetwork routing. This feature a llows users to
cross various AppleTh.lk networks to access mail and/or
files on a different server. These different networks can
be linked by standard AppleTh.lk network connections or
through modems.
Network-to-network bridging. Network-to-network
bridging permits users to access foreign networks, including Ethernets and IBM Thken Ring networks.
3 + 32 70. This feature allows a Macintosh node on a 3 +
network to communicate with an IBM 3270 mainframe.

With all these different connections, remember, the 3+ server
can also be used with an all-Mac network or a combination of
Macs and MS-DOS computers.
3Server3
The 3Server3 is the dedicated network server for AppleTh.lk,
Ethernet, and Thken Ring networks. The 3Server3 provides a
basic 960K of internal RAM. Additional RAM can be added as
a later option. The 3Server3 comes in a variety of sizes from 40
megabytes up. An important feature of 3Server3 is the multiple media support. A single 3Server3 supports both AppleTh.lk
and Ethernet at the same time. Up to 100 users on Ethernet can
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Workgroup A is a mixture of IBMs and Macs all connected together with Ethernet to do some desktop publishing.
Workgroup B is all APN; their network uses an AppleShare server. There is also an Ethernet connection to a 3 +
server. The AppleShare server provides file serving for group A doing the company newsletter. But the folks in
workgroup B are doing the writing for the newsletter, and they need to send their writing to workgroup A for editing
and pasteup. When workgroup A has finished, the final document goes to workgroup C, who in turn sends the newsletter via modem to the typesetter, the boss, and the electronic bulletin board. Workgroup C is also responsible for
"research and development." The folks in workgroup C are constantly accessing public information sources such as
Dow Jones News RetrievalTM, the company mainframe or NewsNetTM, and the ever-popular Computing TodayTM newsletter. Workgroup C, a combination of Macs, MS-DOS computers, and modem servers is interconnected with a combination of fiber optics, Ethernet, and twisted-pair telephone connections from Farallon Computing.
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access the server. Add to that the 31 users on a single Apple Th.lk network, and you can begin to see how your networks can
expand with your needs. A word of warning-th ere are limitations to what the 3Server3 system can handle. Th expand your
interconnectability, you need at least 2 megabytes of RAM space
for the 3Server3 plus a minimum of 150 megabytes of storage
space.

3+Mail Service
3Com also offers an E-Mail service for the 3 + system. The 3 +
mail system operates like the mail services on many large commercial databases. Accessing your mailbox is as easy as selecting 3 +Mail from the Apple menu. The mail service enables you
to:
•
•
•
•
•

Send and retrieve mail to and from a Mac or any MSDOS computer.
Maintain a personal address book.
Forward messages.
Create a carbon copy (cc: ) list and send your mail to
users on the list.
Print your messages to the LaserWriter.

!J SETUP AND INSTALLATION
Unlike all the other LANs for the Mac, the setup and installation of the 3Server3 and the 3 + can be somewhat complicated.
However, considering the power of the 3Com network, the extra
effort is a small price to pay. The 3Com network installation requires extensive preplanning! A brief installation and setup
guide follows. Th cover the installation in great detail here would
take much too long, but this guide should provide you with an
understanding of the basic process.
The 3Com LAN supports both Macintosh and MS-DOS on
the same network. A nice feature-but there's a catch. lf you're
integrating Macs and MS-DOS computers, the installation
process can become a bit complicated. In order for the MS-DOS
computers to integrate and share the various LAN services, alL
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the services for both the MS-DOS and Macintosh are installed
on the 3Server3 from an MS-DOS computer. For a Mac-only network, you install the services through only the Macintosh.
The basic 3 + server provides 6 different services to each user
on the network, including:
l. 3+Name. This tracks all the network users' and servers'

names.
2. 3 +Share. This service manages file and print services,
allowing disks and printers to be shared over the
network.
3. 3 +Mail. This is 3Com's E-Mail system.
4. 3 +Backup. This service copies files from any 3 + network server to any tape backup system connected to
your network.
·5 . 3+Route. This service is responsible for routing users to
other 3 + networks via mode ms.
6 . 3 +Netconnect. This sets up interconnection between
Ethernet and Applelalk. 3 + Netconnect is a gateway
through which Ethernet and Appletalk communicate
with each other.
There's both good news and bad news concerning the installation process. Any or all of these services can be installed on
the 3Server3. That's the good news. The bad news is, in order
to integrate the Mac and MS-DOS computers, the services are
installed from the MS-DOS computer. 3 + system software is installed on startup disks for the Macintosh. However, for MS-DOS
computers to integrate with the Mac and access all the services,
the 3 + services also must be installed on the 3Server3 from an
MS-DOS computer. The installation process is quite painless if
you read the directions and pre-plan.
Before you begin to install the various services on the
3Server3, you need to decide which ones you want . 3Com has
provided you with some standard configurations-sets of services that have been preconfigured for you. It's a good idea to
select one of the preconfigured sets. If you decide to install the
services individually, you '11 need to configure and adjust the various parameters associated with each service. That can be a tedious process. The table in Figure 3.2 shows the preconfigured sets.
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FIGURE 3.2 Preconfigured 3 + services table

Preconfigured Standard Installation Sets
Services

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

3+Name

X X X X X

3 + FileShare-5 users

X X X X X X

3 + FileShare-Unlimited
3 + Mail-5 users

X X X X X

X X X X X X X X X
X X X X

3 +Mail-Unlim ited

X X X X

3+Backup

X X X

3+Route

X
X X

3 + NetConnect

X X X X X

X X X

X X

X X

X

X X X X X X X

I will not describe In detail how the services are installed from
the MS-DOS computer. If you heed th e following list of Do's and
Don'ts and follow the on-screen instructions, the MS-DOS installation should go smoothly. Remember, these rules are for 3+
systems that integrate MS-DOS computers with Macs.

CAUTION: If you are setting up a 3Server3 and 3 + network
for the first time, you must Install and set up the MS-DOS
systems before you install the Macintosh services and
system.
Do's and Don'ts

1.
2.
3.
4.

Decide which services you n eed before installation.
Do find someon e that is good with MS-DOS.
Don't be in a hurry!
Do shut down the n etwork.
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5. Do reestablish a console (node) connection with the
server. Basically. this means to start up a n MS-DOS
node and establish a network connection with the
server.
6 . Select a standard configuration that includes the
3 +NetConnect service. Also, be sure to write down the
number of the standard set(s) that you install.
7 . Once the services have been installed, print out a Configuration Report from the MS-DOS PC.
8. When prompted to select your m edia type , select
"Ethernet." Selecting any other media causes some
very odd problems with n etwork communications. Have
no fear, the Applefulk drivers are added later when you
install 3 + NetConnect services.
9. You can double-check the status of the various services
by selecting Item #2 in the 3 +Server Installation and
Configuration screen. This is the first screen you will
see after you boot up the services installation disk on
your MS-DOS computer. This option allows you to install or de-install individual services.
10. Select several of the other menu options from this opening menu. These different options let you fine-tune your
network communications. For example, the 3 + system
will automatically assign an IBM-type extension to Mac
and MS-DOS files. With this extension, desktop icons
can be opened with Macintosh applications. This is one
of the most powerful features of the 3 + network. Not
only can you save MS-DOS files as Macintosh files, but
you can control these " file extension mappings." The
3 + n etwork uses an Extension Mapping Th.ble (Figure
3.3) to establish the a ppropriate Macintosh and MS-DOS
file names.
When you create a DOS file with one of the extensions found
in the table, the Macintosh service checks it against the table
and creates corresponding Creator and l)rpe fields. The results
are an appropriate Macintosh icon. The table is hierarchical and
is searched from top to bottom. The first match that is found
is the one that is used. For example, if a MS-DOS user creates
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FIGURE 3.3 3 + extension mapping table
Mapping
Number

MS-DOS
Extension

Macintosh
File Creator

Macintosh
File Type

MS-DOS
Equivalent

Macintosh
Equivalent

1

PUB

ALD2

PUBF

Aldus Pagemaker
Version m

Aldus PageMaker Version
2.0

2

TXT

MACA

TEXT

Any ASCII file with
.TXT extension

MacWrile
'Text-only file

3

BAT

MACA

TEXT

Any batch file (.BAT
extension)

MacWrite
Text-only file

4

ROY

MORE

TEXT

LVT Ready! file

LVT More file

5

WKS

XCEL

TEXT

Lotus 1-2-3 version
1.0 WKS file

Excel WKS file

6

WK1

XCEL

TEXT

Lotus 1-2-3 version
2.01 WKS file

Excel WKS file

7

TXT

WORD

TEXT

Microsoft Word Textonly file

Microsoft Word
'Text-only file

-

COM

3MAC

DEXE

Executable files with
.COM extension

None. PC executable icon.

-

EXE

3MAC

DEXE

Executable files with
.EXE extension

None. PC executable icon.

-

TXT

<NULL >

TEXT

Any ASCII file with
.TXT extension

None. Generic
PC document
icon.

-

•

DDOC

3MAC

Any 11le without an
extension or that has
no match in table.

None. Generic
PC document
icon.

a text file called SAMPLELTXT, the table is searched and the
first match that is found is MACA. TEXT. When saved, the file
becomes a "text-only" file that can b e opened directly by MacWrite. You can also open a text-only file with Word. Likewise,
a Macintosh file can be given an MS-DOS name (one to eight
characters with a one- to three-character extension): MS-DOS
users will see the file with that name when the Extension Mapping Thble is employed. The Extension Mapping Thble should
not be confused with the file transfer or conversion software that
transfers and/or converts MS-DOS files to Macintosh application
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files. such as Dayna Communication Corporation's File. Conversion programs generally retain the formatting of the original files.
After you have installed the services, take a deep breath, have
a drink, and head on over to the Mac.

Macintosh Installation: Network Administrator's Level
As with so many Macintosh products, most of the work is done
transparently. That means that you, the end-user, need not worry
about a lot of technicalities. There are two levels of software to
install on the 3 + network for the Mac. There are the n etwork
administrator's level and the user level. Of course, the more complex level is the a dministration level. You must install this level
first. If you do not, then the Mac users will be lost. Not being
able to logon to a very expensive LAN can make even the most
even-tempered Mac lover more than a bit irritable. Before you
begin, write down the number of your standard installation s et,
as you did when you installed from the MS-DOS side.
Installing software at the network administration level accomplishes the following:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Establishes the network m edia, either Applelhlk or
Ethernet. With the Mac SE and Mac II, you may be using
Ethernet cards, in which case you will want to select
Ethernet as your media. For an integrated system (Macs
and MS-DOS computers). be sure that you install the appropriate system parameters when you install the
3 + NetConnect service from the PC side of things.
Initializes the server. This is done only if you are setting
up the network for the first time and it is going to be an
all-Macintosh network.
Names the server. After a ll, without a name we have no
identity.
Provides the server with an administrator's password.
Installs the 3 + system files.
Installs the 3 + network services for the Macintosh.
Remember, what you did from the MS-DOS computer allowed the DOS machines on the network to interact on
friendly terms with Macs.
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•
•
•

Enters name service information.
Enters printer information.
Reboots the server.

Installation Procedure
1. Check to make sure all connections are secure. Thrn on
the 3Server3.
2 . Insert the 3 + for the Macintosh installation disk into
the internal drive of the Mac.
3. Double-click on the 3 + for the Macintosh installation
icon. Your screen should look like the one in Figure 3.4.
4 . If you are installing for Apple!alk, click on Appleralk. If
you are using strictly Et hernet. click on Ethernet. If you
are mixing your Apple!alk Macs with Ethernet DOS
PCs, then click on Apple!alk.
5. You now must start the server. As it was with the old
Model T automobile, the 3Server3 needs a "jump start."
Open the front panel of the 3Server3 and locate the
thumbwheel dial in the left-hand corner. Thrn the dial
to 6 if you are installing Apple!alk; turn to 4 to install
Ethernet. Your screen will ask you to "6-boot the
server"; just click "OK."
6 . A dialog box will appear and tell you that it is waiting
for a start request from the server. Don't get impatient.
This process can talce up to a whole minute!

FIGURE 3.4 Network media screen

Ouer which network will you
be lnstolllng?

( AppleTollc) (Ethernet) (

Quit

)
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FIGURE 3.5 Start request screen

R start request was receiued from
seruer #090317 (seruer number is on
seruer front panel). Start this seruer?
[

Yes

]

(

No

)

7 . When the server request is received, a dialog box like
the one in Figure 3 .5 will appear.
8 . Now insert the 3 + System Files disk in your external
drive.
9 . Since you have started the server, the Mac should inform you of this fact with a dialog box.
10 . At this point you should take a deep breath and relax,
because the real installation process is about to take
place.
11 . After the server has been started, the dialog box shown
in Figure 3.6 should appear.
12. It's a good idea to click the Yes button. This takes you
very s lowly through the installation process.

FIGURE 3.6 G uided installation dialog box

Do you wont o guided first-time instollotion?
[

Yes

]

(

No

)

(

Quit

)
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13 . You will now be asked to initialize the server. If t his is a
new server. it should have come initialized from 3Com.
If it is an existing server that you do not want, then
click the No button (unless you want big guys with
nicknames like Spike and Bruiser looking for you). You
would click the Yes button only if you were absolutely
sure that the server had never been initialized before or
if you wanted to erase the server and start over again.
14. The next dialog box asl{s you if you want to install the
system software on the server without first initializing
the server. Click the Proceed button.
15. The Mac begins to do its thing. When all is said and
done, a dialog box says that the server is ready and is
restarting.
16. Now you are prompted to name your server. You should
see a screen like the one in Figure 3.7.
'!ype in a unique name. Th.b to the Domain line. A
domain is the geographical location of the server. A
sample domain name might be "North End Broom
Closet." Now tab to the Organization line and type in

FIGURE 3.7 Server name screen

Please giue the seruer a new 3-part name and password
Nome:
Domain:
Orgainization:
Password:

(

OK

)
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the name of your organization (company, subsidiary,
etc.). The last line is a password. Be sure to make it
unique and meaningful (like a marriage). Write it down
and keep it in a safe place. Click "OK."
17. A dialog box will indicate that the system files are installing on the server.
18. After the installation is finished, you are returned to
your desktop.
3+ Services Installation The following steps install the Macintosh 3 + services from the Install menu.
1. Select "Preconfigured Services" from the Install menu.
2. The screen should appear as in Figure 3.8.
3. Here you need to remember your standard installation
set number from the DOS installation. Click the Next Set
button until you come to your preconfigured, standard
services set number. When you find your set, click the
Install button.

FIGURE 3.8 Preconfigured services screen

Install Standard Set of Seruices
Seruices in this set
N User Share Seruice
Name Seruice
N User Mail Seruice
Remote Seruice

Iset

1 of 1o I

Memory used
by t his set: 577K
[

NeHt Set )

(Preuious Set)

(
(
(

Install Set
Cancel
Help

)
)
)
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FIGURE 3.9 3 + name parameter screen
3+Name Parameters

1401 [7

Network Number

I HQS

Defoult Domain

Default Organization 13COM
Domain Limit
Open Domain limit
Buffers
(

More

) ( Cancel

4 . Your screen should look like the one in Figure 3.9.
5 . Enter the appropriate information. The Network Number
is located on the outside of the name service DOS disk.
Enter this number. Enter the Domain name and organization. 'JYpe in 5 for Domain Limit, 4 for Open Domain
Limit, and 20 for Buffers. Click ·'More.''
6. On your next screen, set the internal clock of your server.
This clock needs to match your time zone. Fill in the appropriate information from the time zon e table supplied
with your manuals. If you are in the United States, the
dates for the beginning and end of daylight saving time
are preset for you. Click "OK.''
7 . The next few steps are important because they set up
your printer on the network. You should now be at the
first printer screen (see Figure 3.10).
8. Here, you enter information about your printer. You can
have multiple printers attached to the 3Server3. These
printers can be a combination of LaserWriters and dotmatrix printers. Each printer needs a name and a port to
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FIGURE 3.10 Printer parameters screen
Printer Parameters

® Coml:
0 Com2:

Description J Main printer

Coml:

formType

0 Com4:

Baud Rate

0

0 ComS:
0 Lptl:
0 Lpt2:

I 9600

Surfer Size 11024

[!:]

Retries
~
~

Protocol:

[D

Eject a page between jobs
Printbannerpage

® HON/HOFF

Parity:

0ETH/RCK
0Hardware
0 Hardware & HON/HOff
(

OK

) (

More

®

Euen

00dd
ONone

0 ...
0 ·o·

) ( Cancel )

send signals to. In the description box, type the name of
your printer. Now click Coml as your first communications port. You can click Com2, Com3, etc., for any additional printers you are adding to the system. Defaults,
Protocol, and Parity are set for you. If you need to alter
the defaults, check your printer manual. The protocol
and parity settings allow you to fine-tune your printer
parameters. For the Apple LaserWrite, click the following
buttons:
Protocol: XON/XOFF
Parity: Even
9. Click OK and you see another printer parameter screen.
This printer form allow you to set up additional printer
parameters. Click OK if you are not going to set up additional network printers.
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FIGURE 3.11 Route paramete rs screen

't
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Commen t s:

r•ute to tlca dquarters

Network Number. j40( 41
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~====~----------------~
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I
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Start:

Joo:oo I

finish:
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Mon lues Wedli.ililJfrl Sat sun

Quit

The next screens a llow you to establish Rou te Parameters.
See Figure 3.11.
Rou te parameters establish th e modem links with remote
connections. You need to be careful w hen setting u p these com munication param eters. You cannot u se the sam e ports tha t are
being u sed by th e printer(s ).
After the 3 + network is installed, your fina l dialog box dialog box looks like th e one in Figure 3.12.
Once the network system software is installed on the
3Server 3, you can install the various administrative services.

Macintosh Installation: User Services
Once your network system software a nd network services are
installed, it's time to create user star tu p disks. Creating user
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FIGURE 3.12 Final installation screen

Please restart the seruer with the
thumbwheet at "'0. Then click
on "OK when the seruer's
display shows ·nddress".
N

(

OK

]

( Cancel )

disks is easy. The ins tallation process uses the standard Macintosh installer utility. Here's the procedure:
1. Insert the 3 + Share User for Macintosh disk into the in-

ternal drive.
2 . Open the Installer icon. Your screen looks like Figure
3 .13.
3. Click the Drive button until you see the drive you wish to
install the 3+ system on. Select "3+ File" and "3+
Print" from the Installer menu and click the Install
button.
4 . Repeat this procedure to create as many user disks as
you need.

Configuration and Topography
Your configurations and topographies can be as varied as your
needs. You can combine Applelhlk personal networks and Ethernet networks. You can also bridge into the IBM Thken Ring network. With products from Centram Systems and Farallon, your
typographies can be any of the following:
•
•
•

Serial
Parallel
Star
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FIGURE 3.13 Installer screen
Installer
3+MDt

LaserWrlter (u3.3)
3+FIIe end 3•Prlnt

0

)
)

(
(

Eject

(

tns1<tll )

Driue

( B·~n\IHit~

)

[

Help

)

(

Quit

)

Please select the resources and the disk you want to
install them on.

These configurations and topographies are designed to be
used by Mac-only n etworks or Macintosh and MS-DOS combin ations. In Figure 3.14 is a typical 3+ network configurat ion.
Remember, your bridges must be installed at the point where
you wish to bridge into the different networks.
As you can see, the 3 + network allows you easily to integrate
Macintosh and MS-DOS compu ters over different media. The
table in Figure 3.15 is an overview of the various configurations
available with the 3 + n etwork. Since there are so many combinations, you can make your decision based upon your n eeds
(much different from your wants).

ltJ NETWORK MANAGEMENT
Network administration with the 3 + system is complex. It would
be crazy to attempt to provide complete details for managing
a 3+ LAN. What is important is to appreciate the various administrative options available to you.
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FIGURE 3.14 3+Network configuration screen

om

Mac Plus

To VAX via

L~~pleT•~C.ble :J

LaserWriter

Ethernet cable

Kinetics
FastPath

lmageWriter

There are a few common-sense rules that you should follow
before you install the management services.
l. Check aLl physical connections between machines.
2. Plan your service needs before installing and write
them down. Then put the list in a safe location.
3. Make sure you have installed the basic 3 + services before you install the management services.
Remember, if you are integrating MS-DOS computers, you must
set up the server with software from both the Macintosh and the
MS-DOS computers. This ensures that both systems have the
same services, names, printing resource information, and routing information. Remember to install the resources on the MSDOS side first. Also. remember that MS-DOS users can print out
configuration reports that provide you with a printout of the
parameters you have set.
In order to begin to understand how the 3 + network can be
administered, it is important to know the three basic services
that you installed. These services are:
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FIGUBE 3.15 Configurations available with 3 +
All AppleTalk
connections

--1

Combinations of
AppleTalk and
Ethernet

Inclusion of Mac
to VAX via
Ethernet

I
......

3+ NETWORK
WITH
3SERVERS3

--

•

•

I--

-l

Bridges from
AppleTalk to All
Ethernet

-1

Bridges from
AppleTalk to
Token Ring

--j

•

All Ethernet

Inclusion of
MS-DOS
Computers via
Ethernet
Inclusion of
MS-DOS
computers

Combinations of
AppleTalk-ElhernetToken Ring

3 +Name. This service stores the various names used
with the 3 + system.
3 +Share. The 3 +Share includes file - and printersharing services and manages all information about
shared folders and printers.
3 +Net Connect. The 3 + NetConnect service is actually
an optional service to instalL It provides transparent access to other networks (Ethernet, Appletalk, or 1bken
Ring).

1b login as the administrator, follow these steps:
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1. Thrn on your Mac and insert your 3 + startup disk into

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

the inter nal drive.
Insert the 3 + administrator disk into the external drive.
Open "Chooser" from the Apple menu. Select the
3 +Plus Mac icon.
If you have multiple networks and/or zones, they will
show up in their appropriate windows. A sample window
with multiple networks and zones might look like the
one in Figure 3.16. Select the network and/or zone you
are connecting to and type in "ADMIN" as your user
name. Then click the Login button.
At the Login window, type in your password (did you
remember to write it down and put it in a safe place?)
and click the Login button.
Close your Chooser w indow and open the 3 + Administrators application. You should now see your Network
window, which looks something like Figure 3.17. This is
the window where you set the access privileges and add
or delete users, domains, aliases, groups, members, or
servers.

FIGURE 3.16 Chooser window with zones
Chooser
Login Network:

~

HQ:Petry Meri ne
HQ:Reffel Exports

3+Print

~Netwo~8J

RppleTallc Zones:

Headquarters
Production

5J

HQ:Fisher

5J

(logout )

user neme

App l eTe l k ®Connected
0 Disconnected

3 .0
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FIGURE 3.17 Network window
~

~
Sl Home Fo
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Fisher Co.
Network

OpPn
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~hnn~

( lln ~hnn~)
( Getinfo )

Status

Options

Done

3+ Name Service
The 3 + system uses a hierarchical structure to identify who is
doing what. This hierarchy uses n etwork names as the directory that lets the administrator know who is on the network and
where the users are. The following limitations are placed on you
when you create n etwork names:
•
•
•
•
•

User, group. member, and a lias names can be 1 to 40
characters long.
Domain and organization names can be from 1 to 20
characters long.
When using mutliple names to establish pathways, each
part must be separated by a colon (:). For example,
Name:Domain:Organization
The total length of all three parts together, including
colons, cannot exceed 58 characters.
You can use the following characters in your naming
conventions:
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•
•
•

Letters A to Z and a to z
numbers 0 to 9
special characters: dash (-) underscore (_), period (.).
single quote ('), and blank ( )

3 + does not distinguish between upper- or lower-case letters.
Therefore, MARK VEWKOV:WRITERS:SEATTLE is the same as
mark veljkov:writers:seattle.
As long as you follow these standard naming conventions,
you will have no problem.
Here is the nam e hierarchy:
1. Organizations. An Organization is usually your com-

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

pany. 'TYpically, there is only one Organization per network; you can, however, have more.
Domains. A Domain is a group or division within your
Organization. If you have multiple networks within your
Organization, you assign them as a Domain.
User Names. Each person that uses the 3+ network
must have a user name.
Groups. Groups are generally part of a Domain. Using
Group names is valuable for E-Mail services. When you
use Group names, it becomes easy to leave messages for
a select group of people within a Domain.
Members. These are all of the User, Group, and Alias
names that make up a Group or Domain.
Aliases. These are nicknames, shortened n ames, secret
decoder names, etc., for existing Users, Groups, and
Servers.
Servers. Since you can have multiple servers connected
together, each Server must have a name.

Each of these areas is dependent on the others. Most would
call this interdependence "symbiosis"; the computer industry
calls it "syn ergy." You can have domain names without group
names and vice-versa. But in very complex network configurations, using all the varieties of names simplifies file and E-mail
transfers. Reaching the various levels is handled by the standard
Macintosh Hierarchical Filing System (HFS).
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After you login as the a dministrator, you will s ee the Network
window. In the middle of the Network window is the name
"Admin" w ith a small icon n ext to it. Click on this icon and a
m enu drops down. What you see is a lis ting of Domains on your
network. Select a Domain and you see an extensive list of Servers,
Groups, Members, Aliases, and Users. Some of the listings in the
Network window m ay in clude a complete pa th of nam es. For example: Users:Doma ins:Organization. The following proce dure
will show how deep you can go into the hierarchy:
1. S elect the Admin icon in th e middle of the Network

window.
2. Click the Options button.
3 . Your screen should now look like Figure 3.18 .
Click the a ppropriate names that you want to view and then click
the OK button. The names a nd services checked will appear in
the Network window after you select a Domain.
Names can be set up and cha n ged when you login as th e a dministrator. In the Network window there are two m enu s elec-

FIGURE 3.18 Options window

~121 Users end Admins
s~Seruer
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tions that will let you add or delete users, servers, domains,
members, groups, etc. These menus are Options and Add. Add
is self-explanatory and allows you to add a user, server, domain,
group, alias, or member. The options menu lets you delete the
same. 1b delete a name of any type, select "Delete Item" from
the Options menu. 1b add or delete a name, you have to click
through the various levels of names to get to the level you want.
1b change a user, click through the organization to the domain,
to the group, to the user. Once at the user level, you can add and
delete a user or add and delete an alias.
There is another option for altering existing information
about a server or a domain. Once you have selected the appropriate domain from the Network window, select the server, group,
or user you wish to modify. Now click the Get Info button. The
Get Info window supplies you with information about the particular name you have selected. You may now alter most of that
information within the Get Info window.

3+Share File Service
3+ file serving works very much like the AppleShare™. Each
user on the network is assigned a "Home Folder" and its location. The Home Folder is where each user stores his or her data.
Keep an accurate record of disk space remaining on the server.
Each Home Folder automatically expands with more data, and
it may not take long to use up the storage space on a server. Since
the 3Server3 can be partitioned into multiple drives, it's a good
idea to assign specific drives to specific groups or users.
Once users are logged into their Home Folders, they can create folders for shared data. This is where the similarities to AppleShare become clear. Here's the procedure for creating shared
folders:
l. Open the Home Folder.
2. Create new folders. One of the folde rs will be designated
as the "Shared Folder." Shared folders are used to hold
any applications or files that you wish to share on the
network. Non-shared folders are used to store the data
you do not want to share.
3. Open "Chooser" from the Apple menu.
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4. Find and select the folder you want to share and then
click the Share button.
5. You will now see the Share window, which looks like
Figure 3.19. As you can see, this is where you set the access privileges for shared folders and their enclosed files.
Figure 3.20 illustrates the various rights, what they are
used for, and comments.

CAUTIOH: Use the "Write" or "Create" access rights with extreme caution. If you assign these rights for folders that
contain 11.0n-multiuser applications like MacDraw. users
will neeJ to modify files one at a time. 'Irying to access and
modify a file simultaneously will damage the file, folder1
and contents of the folder. If you want to use non-multiuser
applications in a shared folder, set the access rights to;'Private" or ''Read-Only."

FIGURE 3.19 Share folder window
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Shared folder nBme
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I
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New Access Rights
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FIGURE 3.20 Access rights table

Access Right

Meaning

Private

Only one user at a time can access the folder via
the volume name. A password must be assigned
by the creator for other use rs to have access.

Read Only

Users can read files and folders, but cannot
modify them or create new ones.

Shareable

Users can create new volume names for the
folde r, as well as read, modify, create, and delete
files and folders in the volume.

Read, Write, Create

Users can read, modify. create, and delete files or
folders in the volume.

Read , Write

Users can read from and write to files and folders
within the volume.

Write, Create

Users can modify, create, and delete files and
folders within the volume, but cannot read them .

Write Only

Users can modify files in the volume, but cannot
read them or create new ones.

3+Print Service
Setting up network print services is probably the most complex
part of the 3 + system. Most of the printer service should h ave
been set up when you first installed the services. Printers are
as much of a shared resource as the server is. You can access
printers just as you can access various servers on the n etwork.
You can also link into printers that are in different network zones.
Printer services are set up to print documents in the order
they are received. The documents are placed in a que and held
there until the printer is ready for them. The 3 + system allows
you to a lter this que by setting the priority of the print jobs in
the que. The lowest priority is 1; the highest is 99. Unless you
change it, the default priority for all print jobs is 50. All print
jobs remain in the que until it is their turn to be printed. As net-
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work administrator, you can change the priority of any user's
print job. You can also delete any user's print job from the print
que. This is a valuable feature when you have to deal with
"printer hogs." Printer hogs are users who monopolize printing
services. One of the more powerful printing features is the ability to move an entire print que to another printer on the same
network-wonderfully convenient if one printer s hould malfunction in the middle of an important project (as it will, according
to Murphy's law).
Altering printing services is similar to creating shared folders
and setting network parameters.
1. From the Chooser, login as the "Server-User" on the
server to which the printer is connected.
2 . After logging in, close the Chooser window and doubleclick on the Admin application.
3. Open "Chooser" from the Apple menu and select the
3 +Print icon. The names of network printers should
show up in the Chooser window. Select the shared
printer you want to change. Close the Chooser window
and you will see the 3 + Network window.
4 . Select the shared printer and use the Printer m enu to set
options, show printer status, move a printer que, and
change printer configuration. A basic explanation follows
of how to login and a lter printer functions. In brief, once
you login you can:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Designate a printer as shared
Change a printer's password
Change a printer's name
Change a printer's configuration
Reorder a print que
Move a print que
Unshare a printer

Hardware Provided
Macintosh: 3Server3
AppleTI.llk connectors
Ethernet adaptor card for Macintosh II
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Software Provided
Macintosh: 3 + Network Software

3+Name
3+Share
3+Mail
3+Backup
3+Route
3 + NetConnect

IBM: 3INSTALL
3 + Installation #l (drivers) for Macintosh
3 + Installation #l (3Server) for Ma cintosh
3 + Installation #l (3INSTALL) for Macintosh
3Server/3 + System for Macintosh
3+Share 3Server/File and Print for Macintosh
3 + NetConnect for Macintosh

ltJ PRODUCT PRICE(S)
Macintosh: 3Server3 ... ...... ........... ........... ... ....... ...... .. ... .. $5,995

3+ ...... ....... ............ ........ ... .. ... ..... ... ....... ........ .. $495

Product Pros
• The 3 + n etwork is both flexible and powerful. 3Com's
3 + network should satisfy a ll of your LAN needs and then
some! The many services provided by the 3 + system provide a user with excellent file-sharing capabilities, printer
sharing, and network management.
• The 3 + network is not d esigned for small (four to five
Macs) n etworks. Its sophistication is revealed in large networks that integrate multiple LANs over different media.
The 3 + NetConnect service makes these internetwork connections work. The power behind the 3 + NetConnect service
is not just the integration of Macintosh and MS-DOS com-
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puters. It lies in its capacity to link the Mac to Ethernet or
Thken Ring LANs with one click of the mou se button.
• File and printer sharing are positive and powerful features. The Extension Mapping Thble used by 3 + can autom atically create Macintosh files from MS-DOS files. While
these may not be perfect conversions, they truly integrate
the Macintosh and MS-DOS operating systems. File sharing
is very similar to AppleShare. Users control access rights to
folders and files they create. The many file-sharing access
rights provide control for single-user applications. Built into
the 3 + file-sharing system is control for multiuser applications as soon as more of them become available for the Mac.
• Considering how slow the LaserWriter can be, 3 + print
sharing allows multiple printers to be attached to the same
server. While this feature is not especially new, the added
capabilities of altering and moving the entire print que are.
Users can now search for a printer that is either not busy or
can give them a higher priority in its que.
• A key elem ent in any LAN is the capability to find your
way around. It's all done with names. The 3 + name service
offers a system that helps users know who are on the n etwork and what they are doing. The best part of this name
service is that it operates just like the standard Macintosh
Hierarchical Filing System (HFS). Users don't h ave to learn
complicated command syntax simply to log into a new
domain.
• The lack of a complex command syntax is another key
feature of 3 + . Users can share files a nd printers, change
n etworks, and send mail through interaction with the standard Macintosh user interface. Macintosh users n eed not
learn bizarre codes, obscure la nguages, or alien messages to
accomplish the basic tasks of SCorn's LAN.
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Product Cons
• The 3 + n etwork is complicated to set up and configure,
especially when you are bridging to other LANs, and it takes
a good deal of preplanning and consultation. For companies
who want to integrate Macs into 3 + networks that are a lready in place, the installation process should be easier. Setting up a complete 3 + system from scratch can take a
couple of hours or more. For Macintosh-only networks, the
3 + system may be like trying to cross Lake Erie in the
Queen Mary-a comfortable trip once you get under way,
but is it worth the hassle of getting started?
• Likewise, small Macintosh-only LANs probably don't
need the power of the 3 + network. Where 3 + really shines
is in its ability to bridge into alien networks_!'to boldly go
where no man has gone before.''

ltl Apple Computer, Inc.
Company name: Apple Computer, Inc.
Address: 20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
Telephone no: (408) 996-1010
Product name(s): Apple:IhlkTM
AppleShareTM
Type of LAN: 1. AppleShare-file server software
2 . AppleTh.lk board for IBM PC and clones
3 . LaserShare-LaserWriter software for allowing MS-DOS computers to access the Apple
LaserWriter.
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Computers supported: Macintosh 512K

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II
IBM PC/XT/AT
Most IBM clones
Network wiring supported: Applelalk twisted-pair

Farallon twisted-pair
Fiber-optic
EtherNet
Maximum length of network: 1,000 feet without repeaters
Maximum number of users: 32 without repeaters
Network speed: Applelalk coaxial-230.4K

PhoneNET twisted-pair-230.4K
Fiber-optic-Over 2 Mbytes
EtherNet-! to 3 Mbytes

lltJ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Apple has historically relied on third-party developers to create
products for their computers. Now Apple itself has entered the
LAN field. Actually, Apple has been in the LAN field since 1985,
when it introduced Appleialk as a method for connecting the
Macintosh to the LaserWriter. Then Apple announced a number of enhancements that would provide additional network features, including an Appleialk board for the IBM PC, a file server,
and hard disks. That was two years ago. Most of these products
are just now becoming available.
Even though it has taken the company two years to get their
LAN products to market. Apple has created a new LAN standard
called AppleTh.lk! Appleialk is more than just a cable and small
white connector; it incorporates all of Apple's networking structures as well as a basic structure for developers to follow when
developing Macintosh LAN products. This structure comes in
the form of communication standards called the Apple File Pro-
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tocol, or AFP. Besides the AFP standards, Apple has created networking products of its own, which fortunately have entered the
market at a time when buyers are beginning to take the Macintosh seriously. Apple now sells several LAN products. They are:
•
•
•

AppleShareTM
AppleTa.lk PC Card™
LaserShare TM

AppleShare and the Applefalk PC Card are examined here.
Check out Chapter 4 , "LAN Peripherals," for a description of
LaserS hare.
Before describing AppleShare and the AppleThlk PC Card, it
would be good idea to look at the background behind the Apple
File Protocol (AFP). The philosophical and operational structure
of AFP set the standards for a ll subsequent Macintosh LAN
products.

Apple File Protocol
Several companies were offering LAN products for the Mac before Apple entered the race. Thngent 'Iechnology's PC-MacBridge.
Centram's TDPS, and Infosphere's MacServe were the first Macintosh LAN products. One of the many problems these early developers faced was a lack of networking standards. Apple had
plans. It intended to introduce new and more powerful Macintoshes and to create a communication standard that would
exceed existing technical specifications. Thus the Apple File Protocol was born.
AFP standards were developed by Apple in conjunction with
its AppleShare file server. Their purpose was to provide developers with file protocol standards for LAN development tools
so they could create products that would adhere to the Macintosh standards. Mac users do not tolerate programs that are not
"Mac-like." In the past, the world ofLANs resembled an adventure in the 1\vihght Zone. Mac users refused to tolerate the codes,
commands, and mumbo-jumbo associated with the traditional
LAN. AFP standards give developers the necessary tools to create LAN products that have the look and feel of the Macintosh-
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easy to learn, easy to use. Above all. communication is easy with
products that follow AFP standards; users can send and receive
information over a LAN with a simple click of a mouse.
AFP is part of the Applerhlk standards. Actually. Applerhlk
is Apple's LAN. The Applerhlk Personal Network (APN) is just
one implem entation of Apple!hlk. The components of Applellilk
closely follow the traditional OS! standard. Figure 3.21 shows
the comparison of Applerhlk to the OS! model.
As you can see, AppleThlk emcompasses many different communication elements, with plenty of room allowed for expansion and improvement. AFP is the most important part of the
Applellilk network-the part the end user has to deal with. Like
the presentation layer of the OS! model, AFP standards give users
"What You See Is What You Get" (WYSIWYG). Along with Apple
Corporation. other Applerhlk developers are incorporating the
AFP standards into their Applellilk products.

FIGURE 3.21 AppleTalk-OSI comparison
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AppleShare
AppleShare is Apple's file server, providing dedicated file serving for Macs and IBMs on the AppleTh.lk network. AppleShare
is set up on a single , dedicated Mac that becomes the physical
center of your network and its activity. Thus dedicated, your AppleShare server cannot be used for any other purpose.
AppleShare is installed in either of two ways, as a server or
a u ser's workstation. AppleShare provides full file-serving capabilities. It does this in several ways. It gives users direct control
over storage and use of files residing on the server. Users can
determine which files and/or folders can be read, written to, or
listed by other users on the network. AppleShare allows both
individual workstations and groups of workstations access to the
file server. With this approach, and with multiple servers on the
same network, you have some powerful controls over the allocation of work assignments. Some individuals like to work alone,
while others are more productive working in a group. AppleShare
allows users to work either way and still enjoy the convenience
of the LAN.
AppleShare lets users set access privileges via a desktop accessory (DA). To those familiar with MacServe or TOPS, the DA
approach is nothing new. When ·'Access Privileges'' is selected
from the Apple menu, you see the screen shown in Figure 3.22.
The Access Privileges screen allows each user to set access levels
and passwords. Access privileges give the individual workstations powerful control over users' access to files.
As mentioned, AppleShare requires that at least one Mac is
given over to central file-serving purposes. Even though you have
to dedicate a Macintosh as a file server, you can add one n etwork server application to run concurrently with the others. This
might be a company database or an E-mail application such as
Inbox. You can have more than one of these applications on your
server, but only one application at a time can be active.

AppleTalk PC Card
The AppleTh.lk PC Card was announced by Apple in 1985. Needless to say, it n ever came to market. Thngent Technology was
the first to introduce a PC card, called PC MacBridge, that al-
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FIGURE 3.22 Access Privileges screen
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lowed MS-DOS computers to share the I..aserWriter on the Apple:Ialk network. Since the PC MacBridge introduction in 1985,
Thngent has added many more features to its Macintosh product
line. Now Apple has finally gotten into the act. Its Applelhlk PC
Card is designed to accomplish the same functions as PC MacBridge and TOPS PC card. It integrates the IBM PC/XT/AT (or
any IBM clone) into the Applelhlk network. Apple, however, has
not developed Apple:Ialk network drivers for the Apple:Ialk PC
Card. In other words, once your MS-DOS computer is attached
to the network, you need some software to allow it to talk to the
I..aserWriter. other Macs, and file servers. The Appleihlk PC Card
can use Thngent's PC MacBridge software, MacServe, or TOPS
for effective integration of the MS-DOS computer into the Apple:Ialk network.
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tJ SETUP AND INSTALLATION
These installation steps are for the AppleThlk Personal Network
(APN). Bridging to other n etworks requires certain other special
procedures. Check out the installation steps for some of these
products to see how they conn ect to the APN. Some of these
products are covered in Chapter 5.
Both the server and the user nodes are easy to set up. There
is a "Server Installer" and a "Workstation Installer." You must
use the newest System and Finder files designed for AppleShare,
and they should be included with AppleShare. AppleShare was
initially designed to operate with System 3.2 and Finder 5 .3, and
these versions work fine. However, Apple is sure to update both
the System and Finder files. To be sure you have the most current version, check with your Apple Computer dealer. 1b see the
version number of the System and Finder. insert either the
Server Installer disk or the workstation disk into a drive. Click
on the System File icon and select "Get Info" from the File menu.
This should tell you the version number. At your Desktop, select
"About Finder" from the Apple Menu. This dialog box shows
you the version number for the Finder.

Server Installation
Since the s erver requires a dedicated Macintosh, it is best to install your server software first. Servers are installed on hard disks.
You can have more than one hard disk attached to the Mac that
is acting as your server, but only one of these can be a startup
server. The other hard disks become "Volumes" for network use.
Follow these steps for installing your AppleShare server:

CAUnON: Open the Control Panel from the Apple menu and
click the "Connected" button for Applelalk before installing the server. Then shut down and install the server.
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1. Make sure all Applera.Ik connections are secure.
2. Make sure your server has the new version of System
and Finder.
3. Boot the Mac that is to be used as the server. From the
Apple menu, select "Control Panel" and make sure that Applera.Ik is activated. If Applentlk is not connected, click the
"Connected" button. Close the Control Panel window.
4. Insert the Server Installer disk into the internal drive.
Double-click on the Server Installer disk icon.
5. Double-click on the "AppleShare Admin" icon, shown in
Figure 3.23.
6 . AppleShare looks for any Applentlk system files on the
designated hard disk and then tells you that it can't find
any. Click "OK", and AppleShare will install the necessary
system files and administration programs for AppleShare.
7. After the server has been installed, you set it up for network use. This is where your preplanning (remember doing
that?) pays off. If you re-boot your Mac, it starts up as the
network file server. Initially, you have no users or group set
up, so that if users try to logon they will get a message that
they are not registered with your server.
8. AppleShare now creates a new Users & Groups file
where you will store user and group information. Ap-

FIGURE 3.23 AppleShare Admin icon

AppleShare Admin
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pleShare prompts you to select a Users & Groups file or create a new one. When installing a new server, simply click
the "New" button. AppleShare does the rest.
9 . After creating a Users & Groups file, you have to assign
the server a unique name identifying the server to the network and an "Admin Key." Your screen should now look like
the one in Figure 3.24.
The Admin Key allows an administrator access to the AppleShare Admin file (the one you used to install AppleShare)
after the server has been shut down. Be sure to write down
the name of your Admin Key. The Admin Key acts like a
password for the person responsible for administering the
network. Without the Admin Key, no one can set networkwide access privileges or create new users and new groups.
10. Now AppleShare asks you to set up the server "Custodian." You need to name and assign a password for your
custodian. See the Custodian screen in Figure 3.25.
Every server must have a custodian. A custodian is a user
who becomes the caretaker of all unowned folders on the

FIGURE 3.24 AppleShare Admin Key screen
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FIGURE 3.25 Custodian screen
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server. Be sure that the "Login Enabled" box has an X in it.
This a llows the user named as the cu stodian to logon to the
s erver. A good idea is to use "Custodian" as the custodian's
name. Then assign a specific user as the custodian (see Network Managem ent further on in this chapter) and giver that
user the custodian's password. Click "OK."
11. The next step is to set the time and date. Select "Alarm
Clock" from the Apple menu and set them both. Once the
time and date are set, you can generate several kinds of
reports that utilize time and date stamping. the benefits of
which are explained in the section on Network Management.
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12. The last step is setting your RAM Cache. Since the
server frequently stores bits of information in RAM. setting
your RAM Cache can improve the server's speed. Th set the
RAM Cache, use the Control Panel under the Apple menu.
Set your Cache at 64K. Using less doesn't work. and more is
a waste of RAM space. Also. setting aside too much RAM in
the Cache could have an adverse effect on some applications.
13. After you have installed AppleShare, you are left in the
AppleShare Admin program. This is where you create
(register) your users and groups and set up folder access
privileges. Access privileges are covered in the Network
Management section. You can set them up now or wait until
later, depending upon your network needs.

Server Setup
By following the steps above, you have installed AppleShare onto
your hard disk. Now you need to set up the server for network
use, by naming users and groups. You a re already in the AppleShare Admin program. Select "Create Users" from the Users
menu. Name your users and give them passwords. A good idea
is to have your users write this information on a small slip of
paper ahead oftime. You can a lso create groups of workers with
equal access to specific folders. As with access privileges. groups
can be set up at a later time. Usually. after your LAN has been
in operation for a while, n atural groupings of workers begin to
take shape. It may be wise to meet w ith the LAN users and let
them decide whether or not they want group access on the network. After you have created your users and groups, set access
privileges, and so on, you can quit and reboot your new AppleShare file server! Your system will inform you that it is checking your startup volume. This checking process might take two
or three minutes, but don't be a larmed. If the installation has
gone well, you s hould soon see an AppleShare screen that looks
like the one in Figure 3 .26.
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FIGUBE 3.26 AppleShare screen
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Workstation
Installing AppleShare on workstation disks requires some simp le preplanning. You can install AppleShare on startup disks that
contain nothing more than system files, or you can install AppleShare on application disks. Installing on application disks
means you do not intend to u se the applications on the server.
This approach may be acceptable if you are interested in storing only your data files on the server. There are both pros and
cons with t his approach.
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PROS
•

•

You can customize your
application disk to include exactly what you
need. You are not dependent upon the server's
system.
Using the server's system can slow network
access time.

CONS
•

•

If you are logging onto
the network from a
floppy, you may not
have enough room on
your disk for an application, a system folder
and AppleShare. You
can, however, delete
desk accessories and
fonts to free-up the
necessary room.
You do not have access
to all the fonts and desk
accessories that might
be available if you were
using the server's
system.

If you create a network startup disk with no application, you
can easily switch over and use the server's systems. Here's how:
Start up your workstation with your startup disk. Wait until you
see the Disk icon for the server. Open the system folder on the
server. Hold down the Command and Option keys and doubleclick on the Finder icon. This switches control over to the s erver's
system. Now drag the icon of your network startup disk to the
trash icon. This will eject it. Now you're under the server's control.

Creating a Startup Disk
Before you can begin to use AppleShare, you need to create a
startup disk. This disk is needed to logon and access the server.
These steps will get you there:
1. Make sure all the Apple!alk connections are secure.
2. Insert the Workstation Installer disk into your internal
drive.
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3. Insert a startup disk with or without an application into
the external drive. This startup disk must have a system
folder on it. You can use a hard disk connected to the
workstation. It doesn't matter if the System and Finder
are the current ones needed for AppleShare; you'll be
able to make the necessary changes when you install AppleShare.
4. Open the Workstation Installer disk. As you will notice,
there are two folders and the Apple Installer application.
Double-click on the Installer application.
5. Your screen should look like Figure 3.27.
6. Click on the "Drive" button until you see the name of
your startup disk.
7. If you need to update the system on your startup disk to
the newest system, click on the appropriate system update name. There is one for the Macintosh 512K and one

FIGURE 3.27 Installer screen
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for the Macintosh Plus. Select one of these and click the
"Install" button. If your startup disk already contains the
newest System and Finder files, you can proceeed
directly to installing AppleShare.
8. S elect the AppleShare (V 1.0) name and click the " Install" button. The Installer does the rest.
You can create as many workstation disks as you need, but
you're allowed only one server installation. AppleShare installation is quite painless. The Macintosh alerts you to what is going
on and notifies you with dialog boxes to do specific things.

Final Installation Points
Before you get your network up and running, there are a few
last-minute points to cover.
l. Shut all computers down and turn them off.

2. Double-check each and every connection to each and
every computer and peripheral.
3. Start up the server first.
4 . Check out the n etwork. Before daily work begins, make
sure your server is talking to your users. Ask a few users
to save some files to a folder, others to access applications, and so on.
Following these steps h elps to ensure a smooth transition to
actual network operation. It is easier to work out bugs and kinks
before users begin to demand network time.

~ CONFIGURATION

AND TOPOGRAPHY

AppleShare follows the standard APN configuration and topography. You can use the standard serieal topography. If you want
to use any other topography, such as a star, you '11 need some
special adaptors and programs; Apple doesn't sell the necessary
hardware and software to make a star topography. The APN is
limited to serial topography. If you would like to do a star, "H",
or parallel topography, check out Farallon Computing or Cen-
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tram Systems West, companies that offer products that give more
flexibility to the AppleTh.lk Personal Network. Apple does support internetwork connections, however, and there are bridges
and boards that allow you to connect the APN to Ethernet or
IBM Thken Ring. (See Chapter Four for companies that sell these
products.) As always, you must avoid)oop topographies. In Figure
3.28 is an example of typical serial Applerhlk topography.

Cabling
With AppleShare and the APN, you have two cabling choices.
The first is the standard AppleTh.lk twisted-pair cable, which
comes with your AppleTh.lk connectors and has a maximum
length of 1,000 feet between network nodes. The other type of
cable is twisted-pair telephone line, which gives you the advantage of using existing telephone lines. With PhoneNetTM connectors from Farallon, you can use either existing or new
telephone lines and expand your distance between nodes to
3,000 feet.

'=1 NETWORK MANAGEMENT
At times, network management with AppleShare can be somewhat confusing. However, with thorough planning and discussion beforehand, an AppleShare network is relatively simple to
FIGURE 3.28 AppleTalk serial topography
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administer. Since you are using a dedicated server approach,
it is important for management and users to understand the
"rules of the road' ~things that you can and cannot do with AppleShare. Unlike other LANs, AppleShare provides quick, easy,
and controlled access to volumes, folders, and files. At the same
time, it is easy to lock a user out of a specific folder, thus locking that user out of any other folders or files contained in that
main folder.
AppleShare doesn't require a highly trained systems administrator to manage the network-one of the most attractive features of Mac intosh LANs. Anyone with some knowledge of
computers can learn to administer an AppleShare LAN. However,
all this ease of learning and use doesn't eliminate the need for
preplanning and communication!
Network administration and management is handled by the
"AppleShare Admin" file, the same file that you used to install
the network server. Double-clicking on this file provides the tools
to set passwords, allow folder and file access, create users, and
define groups. 1\vo reports are available, the Server Report and
the Volume Report. Both of these reports provide a systems administrator or a manager with valuable network information.
The Server Report lists all registered users and their group membership. It tells you how many files and folders are in each user's
volume and how much space these files and folders occupy.
There are two main leve ls of network management with AppleShare. The server level and the user, or workstation, level.
Each level provides a variety of options for controlling the way
files, folders, and applications are accessed and manipulated.
Before you begin to configure your folders, groups, etc., we
should cover some basic AppleShare terminology and concepts.

• Volume. A volume is a hard disk attached to the Mac
dedicated to AppleShare. Several hard disks can be attached
to the Mac, any or all of which can be designated as
volumes for network use. Of these volumes, one can be
design ated as the startup volume.
• Server. You may have several servers on the same network. Each server must be clearly identified, i.e., must have
a unique name on that network. The server controls who
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has access to files, and the kind of access users have to
these folders and files. You cannot use one server to control
access to other servers on the same network.

• Custodian. This is the caretaker of all unowned folders.
the person who was established as custodian when you installed AppleShare. A smart idea is to leave the name of the
custodian as "Custodian," when you assign a user or administrator to be the custodian. Only the custodian can access folders and files that are unowned or were on the hard
disk before AppleShare was installed. The server automatically assigns the custodian any folders with incomplete information about who created and owns them.
• Access privileges. Access privileges control the amount
of privacy provided by the server and user. Access privileges
can be set by selecting "Access Privileges" from the Apple
menu. Anyone on the network can set access privileges. but
the administrator has total control over these privileges. The
user who has access to AppleShare Admin can use AppleShare to control the access privileges to any volume or
folder on the server. including users' private folders.
• User. A "user" is anyone who is registered as a user on
the server and identified by his or her unique network
name. A user may or may not have a password.
• Guests. A "guest" is an unregistered user, anyone who
logs on to the network without a password or a registered
user name. Guests cannot own a folder. Guests who create a
folder turn over access privileges to the custodian.
Server/Administrator-Level Management

1b get to the server. or administrator, level, double click on the
file "AppleShare Admin" and enter the password. From here you
can control access to your server's folders and the functions of
the main user categories.
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There are three user categories:

1. Owner. The owner of a folder is the person who created
a folder or was assigned ownership.
2. Group. Any group that the administrator created,
usually consisting of users with common interests, files,
or applications.
3. Everyone. Anyone who logs on to the server, whether a
registered user or a guest.
As the network administrator, your job is to determine the
access privileges for the three user categories, based upon access to folders. Access privileges are set for folders and files within a specific folder. The privileges that you can assign are:

• See Folders. This allows you to determine who can see
or open folders within the main folder selected. Opening
folders within folders depends upon the privileges set for
each folder. As you can see, setting access privileges for
folders follows Apple's standard HFS format.
• See Files. This privilege a llows a user to see, open, and
copy documents and applications within a particular folder.
Be careful when setting this privilege. Some applications, especially those that don't adhere to AFP standard, need to
have both "See Files and Make Changes" set before the application will work. If a particular application begins to consistently bomb, reset the folder containing that application.
Then set it to "See Files and Make Changes" (see below).
• Make Changes. This a llows a user to make changes to
the contents of the folder, such as moving or deleting folders
or files.
To set access privileges for a folder, select ''File & Folder Info'·
from the Folder menu. Your screen should look like Figure 3.29.
Any one, or all three, of the access privileges can be assigned
to a specific folder. Each privilege is set independently of the
others. Setting a folder's privileges as "Make Changes" does not
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FIGURE 3.29 File & Folder screen
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au tomatically allow you to "See Folders" or "S ee Files." As you
can tell, there a re a va riety of combinations tha t you can set according to your sp ecific n etwork n eeds.
When s etting access privileges to folders, th ere is another option th a t is important. This is the " Change all enclosed folders"
option. When you select a folder to set access privileges. only
access to the f older itself is affected . Unless you click " Change
all enclosed folders,' ' the inner folders remain inaccessible. This
mea ns a user on the n etwork can open the folder. but n ot any
other folders within. Access privileges mus t b e set separately
for a folder a nd for the files it contains.
Users gen era lly nes t folders w ithin folders , a natural way to
orga nize on the Mac. For example, a m ain folder might be called
' 'Applications.'' Inside a re other folders containing applications.
If you do not ch eck "Ch an ge all enclosed folders" when s etting
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access privileges, then users can open the Applications folder
but cannot get to any of the applications because they are in
folders that have not been assigned any access privileges.

CAUTION: The "Change all enclosed folders" does not come
up as a default option. You have to set it. If you forget, you
will have to shut the server down and go back into the AppleShare Admin program.

User-Level Management

Network management for the user level is controlled by the "Access Privileges" found in either the Apple Menu or the File menu
at the Desktop level. Selecting "Access Privileges" from the Apple
menu brings up the screen shown in Figure 3.30. In this screen,
FIGURE 3.30 Access Privileges screen
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users can set access privileges for the folders they create. Logging onto the network is done with the Chooser from the Apple
menu. To logon to the network, follow these steps:
1. Boot up your workstation with the network startup disk.
2. Select "Chooser" from the Apple menu. Your screen
s hould look like Figure 3.31.
3. Select the AppleShare icon on the left. A list of AppleShare servers will appear in your main dialog box.
4. Select a file server, type in your network name, then
click "OK."
5. AppleShare now wants to know if you are a registered
user or a guest. A guest is allowed access to the file
server, but cannot access a folder unless the folder has
been set to be viewed by ''Everyone.''
6. Select the registered user button, type in your network
name, and click " OK."

FIGURE 3.31 Chooser screen
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Zones
Zones, another element to consider at both the server and the
user levels are a group of one or more networks connected to
each other via a ·'bridge.'' A bridge is a peripheral. such as the
Hayes InterBridge™, that connects multiple networks.
Zones show up at the server level as remote volumes. They
only show up, however, if you are using the Hayes Interbridge
and have installed the "Zone Chooser." Then users can access
different zones by selecting the appropriate zone from the
Chooser menu. Zones appear in a dialog box in the lower lefthand comer of the the Chooser. A user can select a zone by clicking on it. Once connected to a zone, a user can logon to another
server and access "mounted" volumes that have been designated
for network use. Zones can greatly expand the 32-node limitation of the Applelhlk Personal Network, as well as providing internetwork connections such as links to Ethernets or Thken Ring
n etworks.

Hardware Provided
Macintosh: AppleTh.lk Personal Network connectors and cable.

IBM PC: AppleTh.lk PC Card

Software Provided
Macintosh: AppleShare TM, LaserShare

IBM: None

Product Pros
• AppleShare is easy to set up, install, and manage. Because it's so easy to use, there's really no need to spend
extra money to hire or train someone as a network adminis trator. However, Apple does offer a Network Administrators
Course. 'fraining users on AppleShare is easy, too, because
there are no complex codes or commands to learn. Most
users learn to logon and access the majority of network features after about 10 to 15 minutes of instruction.
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• AppleShare gives users a great deal of control over information access. The server provides enough power to enable
individual users to determine who can see and do what with
specific files. Th some degree, these options compensate for
having to dedicate an entire Macintosh as a server. User options can, of course, be controlled by someone at the administration level. thus providing an added level of security
and network management.
• One important and positive aspect of AppleShare is not
written down in any manual. And that is the simple fact
that AppleShare is from Apple. Because Apple developed
and is marketing AppleShare, users should expect excellent
support, upgrades, and product enhancements in the future.
• AppleShare is s upported by a large number of certified
Apple Dealers. These dealers are specially trained to sell, install, and service Applentlk products, including AppleShare.
Companies that are installing large numbers of APNs have
the comfort of knowing that Apple is fully supporting their
product.
• The ease of connecting to other networks is another important aspect of AppleShare. The use of bridges such as
the Hayes InterBridge and Kinetics FastPath TM make internetwork connections possible. AppleShare also makes these
internetwork configurations available to any user on an Applentlk network.

Product Cons
• The biggest problem with AppleShare is the fact that
you must dedicate a $2,000 computer to run your network.
Many managers consider this a waste of a powerful tool.
Centram's TOPS and Infosphere's MacServe do not require a
dedicated Mac. Dedicating a Mac as a file server means
either you have to purchase an additional computer or
someone has to give up his or her Mac workstation. 'fYpical
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Mac users would rather sell their mothers than lose their
Macintoshes. The concept of a dedicated file server dates
back to the oldest LANs, when the company mainframe
usually acted as the file or disk server.
• With a dedicated file server network like AppleShare,
there is a tremendous amount of disk accessing that slows
down network activity. One AppleShare server with eight to
ten users is slow! It can take several minutes to save a file,
and the larger the file, the longer it takes. Printing a lso
seems to take forever. But this time factor may not be that
bad when you consider the alternative to t h e LaserWritertypesetting. 'JYpesetting can take anywhere from two days to
two weeks. Compare that with the 20 to 30 minutes it takes
a network LaserWriter to print your file, and the wait isn't so
long.
• I mentioned under the "Pros" heading that a positive
aspect of AppleShare and the APN is the fact that it is from
Apple. Unfortunately, this same fact has its dark side. All
LAN products need support. LAN applications are not a
typical productivity application, and so far Apple has not
done a great job of supporting them. The AppleShare
manuals are skimpy and don't provide enough troubleshooting information. Local dealer support for simple products
has worked for Apple in the past, but networks are something else again. Apple hasn't done a very good job of training its dealers. Most d ealers know about the products, but
can't offer enough support to do much more than assist you
in the installation.

ltJ PRODUCT PRICE(S)
Macintosh: AppleShare .. ............................ ................... .... $799

LaserShare ....................... ............ ...... .. ........... $299
IBM PC: Applelalk PC Card .. ... ..... ....... ... .......... ....... ... ... .. .$399
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1tJ PhoneNET
Company name: Farallon Computing
Address: 1442 A Walnut St. Berkeley, CA 94709
Telephone no.: (415) 849-2331
Product name(s): PhoneNET
Type of LAN: 1\visted-pair cabling
PhoneNET connectors
PhoneNET-Appleihlk repeaters
PhoneNET StarController™ with StarCommand
software
Computers supported: Macintosh 512K
Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II
Macintosh IBM PC/XT/AT
Most IBM clones
Network wiring supported: AppleTh.lk twisted-pair
Farallon twisted-pair
Maximum length of network: 2,000-3,000 feet without
repeaters
Maximum number of users: 20-32 without repeaters
Network speed: 234K baud with either coaxial Applelhlk or
twisted-pair PhoneNET

~ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
PhoneNET is an alternative LAN that can be used to connect
Macintosh and MS-DOS computers. Farallon does not sell LAN
software such as a file or disk server. but PhoneNET can use
file or disk servers from any third-party developer. PhoneNET
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uses the common twisted-pair wiring that is found in many
buildings; you may know it by another name-telephone wire.
PhoneNET is Applelhlk-compatible. but adds some extra features
that Applelhlk doesn't offer.
One of these features is increased distance between nodes.
With standard Applelhlk connectors and cable. you are limited
to 1,000 feet. With PhoneNET connectors and twisted-pair wiring, the distance between nodes is increased to 3,000 feet.
Another feature is the use of standard RJll connectors, the same
type of connectors that we have on our phones. The advantage
is that they are not easily pulled out. whereas with Applelhlk
connectors it's easy for someone to accidentally unplug your network connection.
PhoneNET is both hardware- and software-compatible with
AppleThlk. Any program that follows Apple File Protocol (AFP)
will operate with PhoneNET. PhoneNET can also b e connected
to IBMs with the IBM cabling system. Besides hardware. PhoneNET can also use a number of different LAN administration software packages. Centram's TOPS. lnfosphere's MacServe. Th.ngent
Technology's PC-MacBridge. Think Technology's InBox.
Kinetics's EtherNet Bridge. Hayes InterBridge. Apple Computer's
AppleShare and 3Com servers are a few of the programs that
currently run with PhoneNET.
One significant advantage of PhoneNET is its ability to u se
existing telephone lines. Many companies already have miles of
twisted-pair wire laid out. and thus could save the cost of rewiring their buildings.

ltJ SETUP AND INSTALLATION
Setup and installation ofPhoneNET is as easy as setting up AppleTh.lk. The connectors use the standard RJll telephone-type
connectors. One end of the connector plugs into the DB9 part
of the Mac; the other end is the RJll modular connector. There
are several setups that can be used with PhoneNET. One is to
combine twisted-pair wiring and Applelhlk wire. You'll need additional hardware for this setup. as well as PhoneNET-Applelhlk
adapter cables. Be sure to order these if you plan to integrate
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twisted-pair wire with Applefulk cable. PhoneNET also allows
the integration of Macs and MS-DOS computers, if you use an
Applefulk adapter card. There are several cards available, and
some come with file-servingklisk-serving software. You can select
the following cards for your PCs:
•
•
•

Applefulk Card, from Apple Computer, Inc.
TOPS Applefulk Adapter Card, with TOPS software, from
Centram Systems West
PC MacBridge, with or without software, from Thngent
Thchnologies

There are four installation configurations available with
PhoneNET:
•
•
•
•

PhoneNET Backbone (using existing telephone wiring)
AppleThlk Serial (also called Daisy Chains)
PhoneNET Star
Applefulk and PhoneNET combination

Let's take a look at the installation steps for these four configurations.

PhoneNET Backbone
With this configuration you use existing telephone wires. Simply plug one end of the PhoneNET connector into a Mac or
Applefulk card in a PC and then plug the RJll end into the telephone socket on the PhoneNET connector. This connection will
work if your telephone uses only 2 wires (the red and the green
ones), because PhoneNET used the yellow and the black wires.
If your telephone system uses more than two wires, it is advisable to have someone from the telephone company assist you in
the installation. You can wire the connections yourself, but it's
tricky if you have never done anything like this before. The backbone configuration does well when wired in a parallel topography. Th do this, follow these steps:
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1. Run standard copper telephone wire (22G stationwire)
throughout the area to be networked and install telephone wall boxes at appropriate locations.
2 . Install a 120n resistor across the yellow and black wires
inside each wall box.
3 . Attach a PhoneNET connector to each device on the
network.
4. Link the connectors together with extra telephone extension cables.
Network distance can be 4,000 feet with this backbone configuration. A parallel topography with a backbone configuration
might look like Figure 3.32.

Serial
The simplest type of PhoneNET topography. Connect PhoneNET
connectors with the Apple!hlk DB9 or DIN-8 connectors, plugging them into the back of your Mac. the DB9 connectors are
for the older style 512K Macs. The Mac 128K can also work. but
you may have some difficulty operating certain applications. due
to the lack of m emory. The Mini DIN-8 (the round plug) connector plugs into the printer port of the Mac Plus or Mac SE. You

FIGURE 3.32 Parallel topography
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need one connector for each device on the network (Macs. IBMs
and LaserWriters). Plug each connector into the Mac. Then use
additional wiring to link the various units together.
There are several drawbacks to a serial topography:
1. Do not use a serial topography if you intend your network to be permanent. If a node is removed from the middle
of the network, the network will separate into two pieces.
Depending on the number of hosts you are using, users can
find themselves either bumped off the network or losing
data. If you are interested in a more permanent network arrangement, a star configuration would be better (see PhoneNET star configuration below).
2. PhoneNET can be extended to 3,000 feet. When using a
serial topography, the total network length cannot exceed
2,000 feet.
3. With a serial topography, the total number of users
should not exceed 20-less than Applentlk allows. This
shouldn't be considered a major drawback, however, since
the speed of PhoneNET slows proportionately with the increase of users on the network.
A serial topography with PhoneNET looks like Figure 3.33.

PhoneNET Star Configuration
This is the most complex of the PhoneNET configurations; it's
also the most permanent. For a typical PhoneNET star topography, see Figure 3.34.
The normal telephone switching system is a star configuration. There are considerable advantages to a star configuration:
increased distance (up to 3,000 feet): increased number of users;
and increased network speeds (up to 1 megabit per second). 1b
lay out a star configuration, you need the following hardware:
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FIGURE 3.33 Serial topography
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PhoneNET connectors for a ll devices on the network
PhoneNET StarController box
'Telephone punch-down block
Telephone wall boxes (optional)
Extra cable

With the PhoneNET StarController box. you can establis h
networks throughout one floor of your building, throughout the
entire building, or throughout entire corporate or academic ca mpuses. The Phon eNET StarController box h a s 12 ports that allow
for the connection of 3,000 feet of cable. Any or all of the 12 ports
can connect to other PhoneNET StarController boxes, thus expa nding your number of n etwork u sers b eyond the 32 allowe d
by Apple:Ialk. If you are attempting to bridge longer d istances
tha n 3,000 feet, you n eed some type of bridge or repeater. One
such product is the Hayes Inter BridgeTM from Hayes Microcom puter Products.
You ca n a lso bridge to other n etworks, such as Etherne t. To
a ccomplish this requires a d ifferent type of bridge. One example is the Kinetics FastPathTMEthernet Bridge.
Once you have created your star network, th e network can
be monitored and de-bugged from any location, using Farallon's
StarCommandTM software. StarCommand allows you to perform various network management ch ores within the star con figuration. A more detailed des cription of the StarCommand
software is given later.

AppleTalk/PhoneNET combination
This is essentia lly the sa me setup as a regular Applelhlk and
PhoneNET installation. Macs or PCs connecte d with Applentlk
connectors a nd wiring can b e linked into a Phon eNET twisted pair network. Th do this, you n eed the PhoneNET-Appleialk
Adapter-one for each node being connected.
No additional software is n eeded. S imply plug your Apple Thlk cable into the PhoneNET-Apple:ralk Adapte r and then plug
the Phon eNET wire into the adapter. Remember. you have to
have an ada pter wherever you are connecting the two n etworks
together.
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~ CONFIGURATION AND TOPOGRAPHY
There are several topographies available with PhoneNET. and
they work in eith er a single or multiple office environment.
Serial, para llel. star, or a combination of topographies can b e
used. You h ave a lready seen para llel. serial. and star topographies. In Figure 3 .35 is a sample topography that is a combination of the oth er three.
You must avoid circ ular or loop connections like the one in
Figure 3.36.

~ NETWORK MANAGEMENT
Farallon h as nume rous software packages for n etwork a dministration. They also make several network a dministrative utility
packages of their own. These are:
• PhoneNET Network Traffic Testing Disk. This program is a small desk accessory that allows users on the

FIGURE 3.35 Combination topography
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FIGURE 3.36 Loop topography
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LAN to see who the other users a re and to view network
printing activity. The latter can be useful for determining
when to send a print job to the printer.
• PhoneNET Traffic Watch™. This is a comprehensive
network analysis program designed for managers to monitor
who is talking to whom on the network. Traffic Watch also
tells how often certain users access the printer and how
often they communicate with other users. All of this information can be exported to Excel for later analysis. Some of
th e other features include a "real-time" display of n etwork
activity and automatically timed saving. Timed saving a llows you to establish times to monitor n etwork activity and
then export that data to Excel. Once in Excel this data can
be analyzed to determine peak operating times, areas, or
users that have extra work loads and to generate a workable
printing sch edule .
• StarCommand™ Network Management software
This is t h e software to use with the StarController system
and a star configuration. This software can be run from any
of the StarController's twelve ports from any remote loca-
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tion. This means that a modem that is linked to the StarController could act as the management link for a manager
thousands of miles away. The StarCommand software is a
bit like Business FileVision, and it uses the Hierarchical Filing System (HFS) very well. Maps of regional LANs can be
presented, and the manager can then click his way to the
individual building level. Once there, individual offices are
viewed by clicking on a floor plan. The manager can also
isolate the location and characteristics of various network
problems to a specific room or work group. Again, with a
modem, all of this network administration can be done from
any remote location, providing the manager's computer and
modem are connected to the StarController and modem.
The PhoneNET system can use other commercially available
network management software and hardware. These are file
servers, bridges (adapter cards), and network translation software that are the software "bridges" to foreign networks. This
is less confusing then it sounds. Chapter Four discusses these
and other products in detail. For now, here are some of the
product that PhoneNET supports:

•

File servers
•
•
•
•
•

•

1DPS- Centram Systems West, Inc.
MacServe- Infosphere
HyperNet 2000-General Computer
The Keeper-Reach Technologies
3Server3 and 3 + - 3Com

Bridges, cards, and translation software
•
•
•
•
•

PC-MacBridge™ (IBM Appleialk Card)- Thngent Technologies
TOPSTM (IBM Appleialk Card)-Centram Systems
West, Inc.
IBM Applelhlk Card-Apple Computer, Inc.
InterBridgeTM (repeater)-Hayes Microcomputer
Products
FastPath™ Ethernet Bridge- Kinetics
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•
•

Netway 1000 Gateway (to IBM 3278 mainframes)'fri-Oata
AlisaThlk (networking for VAX/VMS mainframe systems)-Alisa Systems, Inc.

There are, and will be, many more products supported by
Farallon and PhoneNET. A good rule of thumb is that any
product that works with AppleThlk will work with PhoneNET.
PhoneNET is 100 percent compatible with PhoneNET.

Hardware Provided
Macintosh: PhoneNET connectors

PhoneNET-Apple:Ialk adapters
PhoneNET repeater
PhoneNET StarController
1\visted-pair cable
Cable construction kits
50-pin telephone tine tap
Thlephone wall boxes
Thlephone wall plates

IBM PC: IBM cabling system line tap

Software Provided
Macintosh: PhoneNET Network 'fraffic Watch

PhoneNET Network Thsting Utility disk
StarCommand Network Management
MazeWars+ (a network game for the "funat-heart")

IBM: None

'=1 PRODUCT PRICE(S)
Macintosh: PhoneNET conn ectors .. ................... ......... ... $49.00

PhoneNET-Apple:Ialk adapters .................... ... $8.00
PhoneNET Repeater. ....... ... ..... ........ .......... .$185.00
PhoneNET StarController.. .... ................... . $995.00
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TWisted-pair cable ..... ...... .... .. .... ......... .. $35-$75.00
Cable construction kits ............................ $49-$95
50-pin telephone tine tap .. .. ... ................ ..... $40.00
Telephone wall boxes ..................................... $5.00
Thlephone wall plates ........ .... ....... .............. .... $9.00
RJll connectors (10-pack) ............................. $4.00
PhoneNET Network lraffic Watch ............. $195.00
PhoneNET Network Testing Utility disk ...... $29.00
StarCommand Network Management. .. .. .. $500.00
MazeWars + (a network game for the "funat-heart") ............ .. ................ ....... .... ..... .. ..... $49.00

IBM PC: IBM cabling system line tap ............................ $60.00

Product Pros
• Probably one of the strongest pros for PhoneNET is its
ability to use existing telephone wiring to create a network.
It is a lso 100 percent Applentlk compatible. These two
features alone make PhoneNET an attractive alternative.
Farallon has done an excellent job of developing and manufacturing innovative products. The StarCommand software is
one of the best network management programs on the market for any LAN on any computer. You get power plus easy
setup and installation. Farallon also sells the small adapter
plugs, resistors, extra wire, etc., that you might need for
your installation.
• Since PhoneNET is primarily a hardware-oriented LAN,
the product can be used with numerous third-party file
servers and external peripherals. Add the integration of MSDOS computers, and you have a very powerful LAN solution.

Product Cons
• The first problem with PhoneNET that pops up is speed!
It's a problem with Applentlk, too. The basic operating
speed of PhoneNET is 234K bits per second (baud). This
can be increased to 1 megabit per second with a StarCon-
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troller system. However, to get this speed will require a
PhoneNET Plus™ connector system.
• Installation can be a problem, too. Even though a basic
PhoneNET system is very easy to install, modern offices
have modern telephone systems. PhoneNET is designed to
work with single-line or multi-line telephone systems. When
you start to get into integrating PhoneNET with multi-line
and PBX (Public Branch Exchange) systems, you had better
know telephone systems. Th save yourself time and money
in the long run, it's wise to ask the telephone company for
assistance.

'=I MocServe
Company name: Infosphere
Address: 4730 Southwest Macadam Ave.

Portland, OR 97201
Telephone no.: (503) 226-3515
Product name(s): MacServe (software)

LaserServe (software)
Type of LAN: 1. File server software

2. Print spooler
Computers supported: Macintosh 5 12K

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II
Network wiring supported: Apple.Ialk twisted-pair

PhoneNET
Maximum length of network: Applera.Ik-1,000 feet without

repeaters
PhoneNET-3,000 feet with out
repeater
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Maximum number of users: 32 without repeaters
Network speed: Appleialk/PhoneNet-230.4K baud

'=I PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
MacServe was one of the first disk servers available for the Appleralk n etwork. Since its beginnings, MacServe has held the distinction of being a powerful de dicated disk server as opposed
to file server. There were two reasons for this. First was the lack
of multiuser applications. Second, there were no file protocol
standards for the Mac. As you know, all this has changed; MacS erve is now developing a file server. As a disk server, MacServe
still provides many features and, like standard disk servers, performs th e following functions on a n etwork:
•
•
•
•
•

Permits sharing of hard disk(s) on a LAN
Partitions hard disk(s) into as many as 16 volumes
Allows for the sharing of these volumes on the network
Provides n etwork management
Manages th e s haring of other n etwork peripherals such
as laser printers and other hard disks

MacServe has all of these features and more. MacServe is installed on your system as a Desk Accessory, as in Figure 3.37.
Like Centram's TOPS, access to the shared hard disks can
be obtained from the Apple m enu. Each node on the network
must have MacServe installed on a startup disk. Each h ard disk
must also have MacServe installed to act as a server. Once MacServe is insta lled as a network server, it runs primarily in the
background. That is, a Macintosh use d as a s erver can be used
for other activities as well.
MacServe also provides other options at the user interface
level. For example, everyone on the n etwork has a network name,
identifying each as a unique node on the network. It is this name
that identifies the users for disk access and resource sharing.
Each volume on any h a rd disk designed as a server can be
password-protected to ensure security.
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FIGURE 3.37 MacServe D/A
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MacServe allows multiple servers to exist on the same n e twork. assigning specific tasks to specific hard disk systems on
the network. This is a nice feature when you have an office that
uses many different talents for different jobs. For example. in a
company that produces magazines, most writers aren't concerned with graphics or pasteup, and it makes sense to give them
their own h ard disk for storing files and sharing resources. Some
of the writers, however, might be interested in where their articles are going to be placed in the magazine. With MacServe, a
writer on the network can take a look at the graphics that will
be added to their story or th e ad that will go on the same page.
MacServe works with any Macintosh that supports Appleialk,
including the old Macintosh Filing System (MFS) and the n ewer
HFS machines.
MacServe does n othin g to speed up the AppleThlk network,
however. which still operates at the standard 230.4K baud.

'=1 SETUP AND INSTALLATION
Setting up and installing MacServe is easy and straightforward.
First. you should connect your network nodes. Be sure and check
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all your connections, both at the connector level and at the com-

pute r level. Be sure you don't have a loop topography. Next, d etermine which units are to act as servers; these are the first units
on which you'll install MacServe. You'll need a separate copy
of MacServe for each of the servers. After MacServe has been installed as a server, the other nodes can use the MacServe disk
to install MacServe as a "user only" node. To install MacServe
as a server, follow these steps:
1. Insert the MacServe disk into the internal drive of each

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

computer acting as a network server. You'll use the system folder on the MacServe disk to install MacServe onto
the system on your hard disk.
Thrn on your hard disk and wait until you see the Hard
Disk icon on the Desktop.
Open the MacServe Disk icon and double-click on the
MacServe Installer icon. The Installer icon is pictured in
Figure 3.38.
Your screen should now look like the one in Figure 3.39.
Since you are installing a server, be sure the button labeled "Server too" is clicked on. Each MacServe disk is
used to create a single server for a n unlimited number of
users.
Click the drive button on th e right-hand side of the MacServe dialog box until you see the name of your hard
disk drive. This ensures that you are installing MacServe
onto your own hard disk.
If you n eed help, click the Help button to bring up a list
of h elp topics. Then simply double-click on the topic you
need help with.

FIGURE 3.38 MacServe Installer icon

Installer
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FIGURE 3.39 MacServe Installer screen
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8 . Enter a unique name that will identify you on the n etwork a nd print ques.
9. Click the Install button to complete the installation
proce ss.
Use th ese s ame procedures to install MacServe on any startup dis k. As I m entioned, one MacServe disk can be used to ins tall one server and an unlimited number of "user only" stations.
These same procedures are used to install MacServe for the other
users on the network. The only variation is that you cannot select
the "S erver too" selection in the MacS erve insta ller dia log box.

'=1 CONFIGURATION AND TOPOGRAPHY
Any standard Macintosh LAN configuration and topogra phy
works with MacServe. As us u a l, avoid the dreaded loop topography. With a m edium-sized network of 10 to 15 computers, it's
a good idea to have m ore than one h ard disk working as a server.
This sh ould speed up network activity because not everyone will
be trying to access the same h ard disk. A sample topogra phy
migh t look s om ething like the one in Figure 3.40.
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FIGURE 3.40 MacServe topography
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If you're u sing PhoneNET connectors, you can use your existing telephone lines. Using the PhoneNET St.arController from
Farallon gives you the added dimension of configuring a star network. You should probably use Farallon's StarCommand n etwork
management software with MacServe. Managing a star n etwork
can be difficult without appropriate n etwork management
software.
If you are using an Im ageWriter printer andbr a modem, you
need to reme mber several things wh en configuring MacServe.
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First, make sure your ImageWriter is connected to the modem
port. When a local printer is attached to your host server. MacServe looks for it at the modem port. So if you want to run a
modem from your host server, you need to make other arrangem ents for connecting a printer. You might use the ImageWriter
II with an Applera.Ik card installed. This way you can connect
your lmageWriter directly to the Applera.Ik network.

itJ NETWORK MANAGEMENT
Network management is easy with MacServe, but requires
preplanning. There is a program included with MacServe called
"Manager." You can use this program to set the pa rameters that
govern the network. The Manager icon is pictured in Figure 3 .41.
Let's start with a tour of the Manager program. Double -click
on the the Manager icon. Your screen should now look like Figure
3 .42.
The first thing you want to do is create volumes. These will
act a user's private a reas on the hard disk. Volumes appear on
the network as standard Macintosh disk icons. They can be
password-protected. made available for network use or not, and
can be automatically booted upon startup.

Volumes
Th create your volumes, follow these steps:
1. Select "Create" from the Volumes menu.
2 . Your screen now looks like Figure 3.43.
FIGURE 3.41 Manager icon

Manager
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FIGURE 3.42 Manager screen
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3. Use your Drive button to select the hard drive that is attached to the host server.
4. Enter a name for the first volume. Choose a name that
will be recognizable to everyone on the network. For example, create an "Applications" volume to store applications or
maybe a volume called "Eli's Project" for all of the files and
applications associated with Eli's project. You can create up
to 16 volumes.
5. Assign a volume size. The default size is 400K, the same
size as single-sided Mac disks. The size of the volume is
limited by the amount of disk space available. Determining
the size of your volumes is where preplanning pays off. For
someone who needs to store only a few temporary text files,
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FIGURE 3.43 Volume screen
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400K is a de quate. If you need both a n application and room
for files, go with BOOK. If you expect to n eed la rger volumes
in the future, estimate a nd assign a la rger size at this time.
Th e size is somewh at perma n en t . Th ere is a m ethod for
resizing a volume, bu t it's ris ky. Th resize a volume you have
to creat e a n ew volume of the corrected s ize. T h en select
"Archiver" from the Misc. m enu. Use the Archiver to copy
th e con ten ts from the old volume to the n ew on e. Now delete th e old volume. This process works, b ut it can cause
dis k fragmen tation . Too m u ch disk fragm entation makes it
difficult for MacServe to find things on your disk and can
cause loss of data and system crash es.
6 . Set the in itial features of the volume. As you can see. you
can set four differen t features for each volume. T h ese a re:
•

Automatic. A feature that tells MacServe to open th e
volume each time you r system is s tarted-useful
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•

•

•

when there are volumes that have to be available
whenever the system is on. MacServe limits the number of automatic volumes to six. If you select more
than six volumes for automatic startup, then MacServe will open only the first six volumes it finds.
Volumes on automatic default open as "network
volumes," accessible to any users on the network.
Locked. This feature is available only when there is
at least one file in the volume. It allows the manager
to lock a volume to make it "read-only," protecting
the volume against any modification. Be careful when
locking a volume with applications in it. Many singleuser applications need to write information to the
disk. and with a locked disk, the application is not
able to complete its task, possibly resulting in system
error or data loss.
Network. Network is the default setting. If it is not
selected, the volume is available to only one computer. Other users on the network do not even see the
Volume icon.
Password. This allows you to set a password for the
volume. First, you are prompted with a dialog box
that asks you for a password. You can enter up to a
14-character password, and MacServe double-checks
to makes sure it's correct. Now the Create button is
active. Click "Create" and you have assigned a password for the volume.

Your volumes can be altered by selecting "Alter" from the
Volumes menu, allowing you to make changes to the structure
of a volume.

Print Spooler
After you have created your volumes, you need to set up your
various printer options. MacServe has a print spooler that operates on the network, but you'll need to set up your various options ahead of time. Because MacServe uses a print spooler, pay
special attention to the setup of these various options. With a
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LaserWriter attached to the network. these settings take on even
more importance. When users on the network print their documents, they want them to be printed in a resona ble amount of
time. Most of these options are preset for you. But if you have
an unus ual printer, check with the printer's m anual to reconfigure these options.
1b set up your printer options, follow these steps:
1. Select "Printer Options ... " from the Settings m enu.

Your screen now looks like Figure 3.44.
2. If you're using a I..aserWriter or ImageWriter printer, simply click "Set." If you want print serving enable d, do
nothing. Click on th e small Printer icon to disable the
print spooler.
3 . Select "Print Spooler" from the Settings m enu. Here you
can set the size of the print spooler and determine

FIGURE 3.44 Printer Options screen
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whether or not you want to flag your print jobs. Flagging
print jobs is a method of identifying whose stuff is coming off the printer. The Print Spooler window looks like
the one in Figure 3 .45.
4. For printing documents with a large number of graphics,
set the reserve at BOOK or more. Graphic files take up a
great deal of disk space. Text documents take up less
room, so if you're printing primarily text files leave the
reserve at 400K.
5. The Flag jobs and Flag copies buttons do two things.
" Flag jobs" ejects a page a nd then prints a page with the
name and creator of the document being printed. Flagging a job lets you know when the docume n t begins to
print and whose docume nt it is. "Flag copies" does the
same thing for copies of a document that are being
printed.
6. The two small icons at the left set printing priorities.
Whe n you click the hourglass icon, documents that are
not sent to the print spooler get printed first. Clicking on

FIGURE 3.45 Print Spooler screen
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the Printer icon causes the p rint spooler to pa use-useful
when you want to attach a m odem or downloa d informa tion before going back to finish printing.

Controlling Network Access
S om e special features control network access to the dis k server
and print spooler. Selecting ' 'Network Access" from the Se ttings
m enu allows you to set the n a m e of your disk server, p rint
spooler, and printer type. These functions are important whe n
using disk servers and printers on the same network When you
select " Network Access" your screen looks like the one in Figure
3.46. Clicking on either of the t wo icons a llows you to either en able or disable specific network accesses.
Passwo rds

The password you select restricts a ccess to options in the
Volumes and Se ttings m enus. It's important that.you rem em ber your password and change it frequently. Security, however,

FIGURE 3.46 Network Access screen
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can be a double-edged sword. If you change your password too
frequently, you're apt to forget it. Writing it down and keeping
it in a secure pla ce (like your wallet or purse) is one solution to
the problem. And , of course, if tight s ecurity is not an issue, you
may not want to s et any p assword at all.

Hardware Provided
There is no hardware provided with Ma cServe. If you purchase
a Mirror Thchnologies 40/40 h a rd disk, you '11 receive Infosphere's
MacServe. Infos phere is als o included as an option when
you purchase Thngent Technologies' PC-MacBridge with PCMacServe.

Software Provided
Macintosh: Each unit contains one disk that allows you to in-

stall Ma cServe a s a server for one unit only! But
you can use tha t same disk to make a n unlimited
number of user nodes.

IBM: None

'=l PRODUCT PRICE(S)
Macintosh: $ 225.00 pe r server, with unlimite d user or work-

station insta lla tion s.

Product Pros
• If your n etwork n eeds are s imple, Ma cServe may be just
the ticket. As you can tell, MacServe is easy to s et up and
use. Network a dministra tion does not re quire a great d eal of
time, bu t it does require some preplanning. It's important to
know h ow m a ny volumes a re n eeded and the a ppropriate
size of each volume before you begin to install your server(s)
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and users. Even though MacServe is not a true file server,
Infosphere has left provisions for support of multiuser software. Accessing the server from any node is easy-you just
pull down the Apple m enu and select ''MacServe.'' MacServe
also works well with E-Mail products such as lnBox and
Mail Center. With the addition of E-Mail, MacServe is a simple and powerful network program.
• Many smaller offices and workgroups don't need soph isticated file-serving systems. MacServe is the answer. It's not
fast or fancy, but it allows multiple users to share disk
space and printers. You don't need a dedicated Macintosh.
MacServe works in the background and allows the host to
work as an independent node on the n etwork. The best
"Pro" of all is that MacServe rarely bombs, and this is a real
plus.

Product Cons
• While MacServe is adequate for handling simple network
activities , it does not meet some of the more sophisticated
network needs. MacServe won't let more than one user access a single file. Only one user can open and make ch anges
to a file. The print spooler can cause a real n etwork slowdown. Theoretically, the print spooler can maintain 32 documents in the print que; but in reality, if there are more than
5 or 6, printing can take a very long time! The print spooler
is a nice idea, but it re quires a large hard disk to handle the
space n eeded. If you are us ing a 10- or 20-megabyte drive,
disk space can disappear in a hurry when there are 9 or 10
users trying to print with the spooler.
• MacServe does very little to speed up the already s low
Appleihlk network. Its m ethods for handling n etwork activity tend to require excessive disk accessing and cause
network slowdowns. The more users on-line, the slower
MacServe.
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lltl The Keeper and the Nucleus
Company name: Reach Technologies, Inc.
Address: P.O. Box 9820

Suite 925
Austin, TX 78766
Telephone no.: (512) 280-1977
Product name(s): Keeper PlusTM

NucleusTM
Type of LAN: 1. Hard disk

2. File server software
Computers supported: Macintosh 512K

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II
Network wiring supported: Applen:tlk twisted-pair

Farallon twisted-pair
Maximum length of network: 1,000 feet without repeaters
Maximum number of users: 32 without repeaters
Network speed: 230.4K baud with e ither coaxial Applen:tlk or

twisted-pair PhoneNET cable.

ltJ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Reach has produced a couple of outstanding LAN products for
the Macintosh-the Keeper Plus™ and the NucleusTM. The
Keeper Plus is a stand-alone h ard disk with file-serving software.
You can have multiple Keepers on the same network. This means
that a Keeper-based LAN could b e a distributed file serving system. The Nucleus also uses stand-alone hard drives and contains file-serving software, but the difference between the two
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is that th e Nucleus series is a de dicated file s erver. There are
a variety of options available for the Nucleu s family. Basically,
t h e Nucleus eliminates th e n eed to dedicate a Macintosh for fileserving dut ies. Businesses with demand for interdepartmental
networks and a need for extended s ecurity and a ccess privileges
s hou ld find th at Nucleus fits th eir n eeds. For companies n eeding a central fil e s erver, multiuser a ccess to the same file, a n d
m ass storage. the Keeper Plus w ill fit the requirem ents.

The Keeper Plus™
The Keeper Plus is a s tand-a lone hard disk with a file server.
Wh at m akes the Keeper Plus unique is that it doesn't u se fileserving software. The file-serving capa bilities a re located in
ROMs ins ide th e Keeper Plus. The Keeper a lso contains its own
processor, called a smart file server, to control file serving. Sin ce
t h e Keeper Plus contains a file server a nd processing power on
firmware, there is no n eed to depend on the Macintosh for certain functions. As a n exa mple, certain disk 1/0 procedures that
a re gen era lly ha ndle d by the Macintosh are now controlled by
the Keeper Plus, speeding up n etwork access time. This is called
the "centra l file server " approach to n etworking, with one main
fil e server connecting all computers -the sa me type of networking tha t m ini- a nd m a inframe computers h ave used for years.
The Keeper Plus h as a dva n tages over other dedicated file
server system s. You don 't h ave to dedicate a n entire Macintosh
as a file server. T h e Keeper Plus and the Nucleus are "smart."
Inside, alon g with the h ard dis k, there is a smart controller board
that p rovides the intelligen ce for th e Keeper.
Th e Keeper Plus offers full file-serving capabilities. T h ere are
disk, folder, a nd file locking. The Keeper, via the Apple m enu,
can autom atically perform file lockouts s o that the first user has
read/write privileges. This is use ful for single-user applica tions,
because oth er users can read, but not write, to a file. The Keeper
does, however, provide for multiple users to make cha nges to a
s ingle file. provided the a pplication supports multiusers. Pa ssword protection is als o ava ila ble a t the disk, volume, and folder
levels. As w ith most of its counterpa rts, n etwork a ccess is obtain ed as a desk accessory via the Apple m enu. (See Figure 3.4 7 .)
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FIGURE 3.47 Keeper from the Apple menu
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The Keeper Plus provides each user with a Keeper Plus startup disk, w hich a llows the user to logon to the n etwork. Once
on, each user relinquishes system control to the Keeper Plus.
Every user can have his or her own volume on the Keeper
Plus, up to a maximum of 64 volumes ranging in size from 2K
to whatever is the available amount of disk space. Each volume
is dynamically sized. This is a unique feature of the Keeper.
When you create a volume, the disk volumes expand or contract
in s ize in 2K increments as you add or delete files. The Keeper
Plus decides how big each volume needs to be.
You can have more than one Keeper Plus on the same n etwork, allowing the user to select a specific Keeper Plus by name,
partitioning work to several servers. Partitioning is done by a network administrator.
If you want, you can have 30 Keepers and one Mac-a bit
lonely, bu t w ith a lot of storage space. Several Keepers on a n etwor k do provide a great deal of flexibility.
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The Nucleus™
Like the Keeper Plus, the Nucleus series of file servers have their
own unique features as well as some not provided by the Keeper
Plus. The Nucleus fully supports HFS and AFP standards.
Its file-serving capabilities closely resemble those of AppleShareTM.
The Nucleus series is a fully integrated networking system.
It consists of two elements-hardware and software-that provide the processing power of the Macintosh with the file-serving
capabilities of AppleShare. With AppleShare you have to dedicate an entire Macintosh to act as the file server. The Nucleus
frees your Macs. The hardware provides the necessary processing power to run the file-serving software. So instead of connecting your Macs to another Mac, you connect all of your Macs to
the Nucleus.
Nucleus Software

The Nucleus software closely resembles AppleShare. Access to
the Nucleus comes by selecting the Chooser accessory from the
Apple menu. This in turn allows the user to select the Nucleus
file server. Once selected, the operations of the file server are like
AppleShare: Folders and files are given access p rivileges, and
the system administrator can assign privileges for specific folders
and the data within those folders. Network users must install
the Nucleus software on their startup disks before they can logon
to the server from the Chooser. Users set access privileges from
the Apple menu for the folders they create.
Nucleus Hardware
The hardware consists of a CPU board and 512K of RAM. In essence, the Nucleus is a Macintosh. The main board consists of
a 68000 processor, 512K of cache RAM, and an SCSI chip that
allows for a direct interface with other SCSI devices. Reach also
sells the Nucleus with either 20 or 40 Mbyte hard drives. You
are not limited to their hard disks, however. You can use virtually any of the SCSI hard drives on the market.
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~ SETUP AND INSTALLATION
The Keeper Plus
The Keeper Plus is ready to run w h en you take it out of the box.
Plug it in. hook it up. and you're off and running. As with any
other file server, the Keeper Plus setup requires preplanning.
These steps allow you to set up your first server. They apply even
if you are using multiple Keepers on the same network.
1. Check to make sure all your AppleThlk connections are
secure.
2 . Connect a Keeper Plus as a n Appleia.lk connection. You
do not connect the Keeper Plus to a Macintosh.
3. Each unit on the n etwork n eeds a Keeper System disk.
Start up your Mac w ith th e Keep er System disk.
4. Select " Keep er " from the Apple menu.
5. Your screen should look like Figure 3.48. If you h ave only
one Keep er Plus attached to your network, you see the
name of your specific Keeper. Click on Show. The only
file that should be listed is a file called ''KSystem.'' T he
Keeper Plus comes already formatted with one gia nt
volume roughly the size of your disk.
6 . 1b create other volumes, double-click on the n a m e of
your s elected Keeper. Now click on Create. Your screen
should look s imilar to the one in Figure 3.49. You a re
prompted to enter a new disk name. This is the name of
your p a rt icular volume. Don't worry a bout setting a s ize
for the volume, beca use the Keeper Plus has dynamic
volume sizing, and the volume will adjust its size according to what you add or delete from it. Click "OK" and
you can set a password for the volume. If no password is
n eede d , just click on the nam e of your initial volume
(KSystem), c lick the Show button, click the name of the
n ew volume you have just created , and click the Show
button.
7. Now close the Keeper window. The volume you checked
should appear on your Desktop. The Keeper creates a
disk icon that looks like the one in Figure 3 .50.
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FIGURE 3.48 First Keeper screen
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8. You can now open th e Volume icon and copy applications
or files to it.
9. Be sure a nd mount the KSystem volume. This allows you
to switch system control over to the Keeper Plus. Simply
open the System Folder on the KSys tem volume, hold
down the Comma nd and Option Keys, and double-click
on the Finder icon. After you return to your Desktop, you
can drag the Keeper Startup disk to the trash to eject it.
You ca n create as many volumes as disk space permits,
alth ough the m ethodology used to manage your network may
not permit more tha n a limited number.
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FIGURE 3.49 Create scre en
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ltJ cONFIGURATION AND TOPOGRAPHY
The Keeper Plus system may be the easiest and most straightforward LAN system to configure. Basically, you plug it in and
it's ready to go. The disk comes preformatted with the most current system. When you first set up the Keeper Plus, you need
to create a number of volumes. Within these volumes you copy
the necessary applications. It's a good idea to give every user
a volume. Users should copy the applications they want or n eed
to have in their volumes.

CAUTION: ·Do not copy additional system folders to each user's
volumes! The system that comes with the Keeper Plus is
all you need. The KSystem folder contains special software
for operating the Keeper Plus. If you copy ot~er Systems
.and Finders into the volumes, the Keeper Plus becomes very
confused.
The only exception is Microsoft's WordTM. Word has to have
a copy of the Keeper System folder in its volume. You can copy
Word to the KSystem volume. Betteryet,justplace a copy ofthe
Keeper System Folder in the same volume Word is in.
Keeper Plus and the Nucleus both follow the topography rules
of all AppleraJk networks. If you're using the shielded twistedpair Appleralk cable, you're restricted to serial topography. If you
use the Farallon twisted-pair telephone connections, you can add
parallel or a mix of serial and parallel. Avoid loop topographies.
For typical Keeper Plus or Nucleus topography, see Figure 3 .51.

ltJ NETWORK MANAGEMENT
The Keeper Plus
Most network management takes place at the user level. All
nodes must use a Keeper System disk to start up. By accessing
"Keeper" from the Apple menu, users can mount and unmount
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FIGURE 3.51 Keeper/Nucleus topography
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volumes, set passwords, and select network printers. The Keeper
Security disk contains the program used by a n etwork manager;
it's called "The Keep," a nd it's found in the Apple m enu on the
Keeper Security disk. There are two levels of Keep er Plus
manageme nt, disk level and volume level. Here is what can be
done at each level:
•

Disk level
1) Initia lize the Keeper Plus
2) Name a Keeper Plus
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3) Assign a password for a Keeper Plus
4 ) Set a "Master Key" for each Keeper Plus. The Master
Key is required to use The Keep on a particular
Keeper Plus.
•

Volume level
1) Set a disk volume to "Read Only"
2) Bypass the password for any disk volume
3) Change the password for any disk volume

CAmON: Do not copy anything from the Keeper Security
disk to a Keeper Plus volume. The system on the Keeper
Security disk is unique and will screw things up if you try
and run ''The Keep'' from any Keeper Plus volume. The
Keep must be run from the Keeper Security disk only,
Once you open The Keep, network administration is as easy
as clicking the appropriate buttons. The buttons are selfexplanatory, with the exception of the Master Key button. The
Master Key allows the network manager to create a special password that permits someone to use The Keep. The Master Key
is specific to a Keeper Plus.
The Keeper Plus uses a visual method for a lerting users to
network activity. When accessing a Keeper or a volume on a
Keeper Plus, users see either nothing or little " Macs" next to
the name of the Keeper volume. The number of little Macs
represent the number of other users who are accessing that particular volume. No little Macs indicate that no user currently has
that volume mounted. In a network environment, the Keeper
Plus gives "write" privileges to the first person to open a volume.
Any other users are given "read only" rights. If you are using
single-user applications, only the first person to mount the
volume can make any changes to a specific file. The Keeper Plus
supports some multiuser applications with file and record locking. permitting more than one user to write and make changes
to a specific file.
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The Nucleus
The Nucleus is identical to AppleShare. In fact, it is AppleShare.
T h e only difference is that the hardware needed to run the file
server is not a Macintosh. Network administration is the same
for the Nucleus as it is for AppleShare. Refer to the section on
Apple Computer for a detailed explanation of how to configure
the Nucleus (AppleShare).

Hardware Provided
Macintosh: The Keeper Plus (20, 40, 80, or 120 Mbyte

configurations)
The Nucleus Brain (basic configuration is 512K
or RAM)
Nucleus 20 and 40 (includes 3.5" 20 or 40 Mbyte
hard disks)
IBM PC: None

Software Provided
Macintosh: The Keeper Plus-file server/network manage-

m ent and security
The Nucleus-file server/network management
and security

~ PRODUCT

PRICE(S)
Macintosh: The Keeper Plus .... .. ........... .. .......... .. ........ .... $1795

The Nucleus Brain .... .... ........ .. .. .... ...... ... ..... .$1595
Nucleus 20 .. .......................... .. ...... ......... .... .. $2595
Nu cleus 40 .. ....... ... ... ............ .. .... .. .. ....... .. ..... $3395
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Product Pros
THE KEEPER PLUS
• The Keeper Plus is like a MacDonald's™ Kid's Mealeverything comes in one package. The Keeper Plus provides
a hard disk and file server in one neat package. The concept
behind the Keeper Plus file server system may be one of the
best in business. Any user can easily access any server(s) on
the network, logon, logoff, and create volumes. The fact that
the Keeper Plus sits in the middle of the Appleialk network
gives a great deal of flexibility in the design of a network.
Security could be better, but network management is simple
and straightforward. You don't need to spend a fortune training someone to manage a Keeper Plus network. One or two
days of training should be sufficient.
THE NUCLEUS
• Not having to waste a Macintosh as a file server is the
main advantage of the Nucleus. It contains everything you
n eed to set up a powerful file server that closely follows the
AFP standards. If.you need to bridge your network with
other APNs ·or Ethernets, the 'Nucleus is the way to go. On
the hardware side you can have from 512K to 2 Mbyte or
RAM space. You can combine the Nucleus with its own 20
or 40 Mbyte hard disk or use a hard disk of your choice.
Most major hard drives a re compatible with the Nucleus.
The file server is AppleShare. You have plenty of security,
and control over your network. Network management does
take a bit more training than does the Keeper Plus, but if individuals are familiar with AppleShare. they'll have no
problem with the Nucleus.
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Product Cons
THE KEEPER PLUS
• The Keeper Plus is slow! With more than 10 users accessing the same Keeper, basic file operations can become
tedious. There are difficulties in sharing single user software. The best way to avoid problems is to have users use
their own copies of a specific application. If you want to connect to other networks like Ethernet, you'll have a problem.
Basically, the Keeper Plus can't communicate with any other
network other than the Keeper. But you can access other
Appleral.k Personal Networks (APNs) via the Hayes InterBridge product.
THE NUCLEUS
• Most of the problems with the Nucleus are the same
problems that exist with AppleShare. Fortunately, the
Nucleus does not have AppleShare's major drawback-you
don't have to give up a Mac to get the AppleShare file server.
The Nucleus, however, has all the drawbacks typical of the
APN-slow transfer speeds, difficulty with handling more
than 10 to 12 users, and printing difficulties when using
print spoolers.

11tJ TOPS
Company name: TOPS
Address: 2560 Ninth St., Suite 220

Berkeley, CA 94 710
Telephone no.: (415) 549-5900
Product name(s): 'franscendental Operating System (TOPS)
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Type of LAN: File server software and add-on Applelhlk board

for IBM and clones
Computers supported: Macintosh 512K

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II
IBM PC/XT/AT
Most IBM clones
Network wiring supported: AppleJ.alk twisted-pair

Farallon twisted-pair
Maximum length of network: 1,000 feet withou t repeaters
Maximum number of users: 32 without repeaters
Network speed: 234K baud with e ither coaxial Applelhlk or

twisted-pair PhoneNET.

~ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
TOPS is software for the Macintosh and software plus an addon board for the MS-DOS computers. The company has worked
long and hard on TOPS, and the programs show the effort. The
features of the TOPS network are deceptively simple. Besides
providing distributed file serving on the AppleTh.lk network.
TOPS provides a standard network operating environment to
integrate Macintosh computers with PCs over the AppleTh.lk or
Farallon n etworks.
There are actually three n etwork configurations available
with TOPS. The first is an all-Mac network. The second and probably the most popular confi guration is the Mac-PC integration.
The third configuration is all IBMs on Apple!hlk. Considering
the slow speed of Apple!hlk, this last configuration may be a poor
choice. TOPS will work with any Macintosh having 512K or more
of RAM. On the MS-DOS side, TOPS runs on the IBM PC/XT/AT
and almost all IBM clones. At the present time TOPS supports
most of the hard disks on the market. TOPS also supports AppleShareTM and the Apple File Protocol (AFP) standards. TOPS
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supports AppleShare by running as an additional server visible to AppleShare.
TOPS is a distributed file server. meaning anyone on the network can act as a host. The host fil es can be made available to
the appropriate users on the network. One obvious advantage
of a distributed file serving arrangement is that even if the
primary host unit goes down, the entire network doesn't. Anyone else can pick up th e duties of "publishing" files for use on
the network. In other words, anyone on the network can act as
the host.
TOPS is made for the IBM series as well as the Mac. TOPS
for the IBM includes an add-on board as well as software. This
board is n ecessary to tie the IBM into the AppleThlk or Farallon
networks. TOPS for the Mac and the PC are easy to use a nd set
up. TOPS is a RAM resident program and takes about 65K of
RAM space. TOPS fully supports HFS on the Mac. Once TOPS
is loaded into memory and you have decided what is available
for n etwork use, you don't have to worry about network management. TOPS works in the background. On the Mac, 1DPS is a
Desktop accessory. (See Figure 3.52.)

FIGURE 3.52 TOPS as a D/A
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With the PC you will have to set up a DOS procedure to access the TOPS menu. You can also access all of TOPS features
from the DOS command line. TOPS will run under MS-DOS 2.1
or higher.
Each computer on the network, whether Mac or IBM, must
have its own TOPS disk. Each IBM must also have a TOPS, AppleTh.lk card installed. The Apple:Ialk board fits into any available slot (except 8) on your PC. TOPS is not copy-protected, but
each disk is serialized with a unique ID number. When you get
on the network, TOPS checks your serial number against the
other computers on the network. If TOPS finds another computer
with your number, you won't be allowed on the network. It's
smart to write the serial number down on all your backups.
The real advantage of TOPS is its ability to handle not only
network file management, but sharing of data between seemingly incompatible operating systems and sharing of expensive
hardware peripherals.

ltJ SETUP AND INSTALLATION
Installing TOPS on both the Mac and the IBM is easy. Since TOPS
is a distributed file server, you'll have to install TOPS on a ll your
startu p disks. The IDPS installation icon is shown in Figure 3.53.
The installation procedure for the Mac is simple and painless. You are presented with an installation dialog box like the
the one in Figure 3.54.
Select the drive your startup disk is in and click ''Install.''
TOPS does the rest. If you're using the old 400K drives, you may
run into a space problem. About the only way to alleviate it is

FIGURE 3.53 TOPS Installer icon
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FIGURE 3.54 TOPS Installer dialog box
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to trash as many unnecessary files, desk accessories, and fonts
as you can. If TOPS is going onto your hard disk, you'll probably h ave enough space. Your network can be floppy-based, but
a h ard-disk-based configuration (the preferred method) will be
much faster a nd more efficient. Once TOPS is installed on your
startup disk, you're ready to join the network.
Insta llation on the PC is also easy. The AppleThlk board is
a half-size board and will fit into any open slot except number
8. Once it's plugged in, software installation is easy. Again, it's
advisable to use a hard drive in your PC. Like the Mac. TOPS
for the IBM can be run from floppies, but you'll go crazy with
the lack of disk space and loss of data integrity. The following
procedure installs TOPS on your PC.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Thrn on the PC, and wait for the C > .
Put the TOPS disk in the floppy drive.
1)rpe "INSTALL A:" at your DOS prompt.
Follow the directions on the screen.
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Menus and prompts guide you painlessly through the task.
If you're using a hard disk with your PC, you'll be able to install
TOPS into a subdirectory. As the TOPS goes through its installation procedure, you'll notice changes in two DOS filesAUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS. Now you'll have to do some
careful planning before configuring TOPS to your PC. When
these files are changed, TOPS automatically backs up the originals. These backup files are stored as AUTOEXEC.BAK and CONFIG.BAK. After the installation is complete, you can alter the
AUTOEXEC.BAT file to load TOPS automatically into memory
as soon as you turn on your PC.
Installation takes only about two to four minutes on any computer. The procedures are not difficult, but becau se of the complexities of DOS, preplanning with DOS machines is advisable.

~ NETWORK MANAGEMENT
Since TOPS is a RAM-resident program, it's already set up to
be loaded into memory when you start your computer. Accessing TOPS on the PC is different from on th e MAC. On the PC,
type "LoadThps" to get to the TOPS menu. On the Mac, TOPS
is accessed by selecting TOPS from the Apple menu. Your first
TOPS screen looks like Figure 3.55.
If this is your first time running TOPS, type in your network
name. This name identifies you as a server on the network. Unlike the serial number, this network name can b e changed. On
the PC you can program one of your function keys to take you
directly into the TOPS menu. Using the function key approach
can be done at the DOS level only! Outside of DOS. trying to
reconfigure function keys could interfere with a particular application that you're using. As you become an advanced TOPS
user, of if you're experienced with MS-DOS, you can access all
of the TOPS functions from the DOS command line. Once in the
TOPS m enus, you can assign your network name.
Once you have TOPS loa ded into memory, it's there until you
either power down or uninsta ll. Th use your Mac without TOPS,
you have to shut the Mac down, reboot. and hold the option key
after you see the "Welcome Th Macintosh" screen. This feature
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FIGURE 3.55 TOPS Network Name screen

is useful when you need to work independently of the network
but still need to use network peripherals.
The first thing to do is to decide which files to make available for network use. On the Mac, pull down the Apple menu and
select TOPS. On the PC, you must enter into the TOPS menu
program or issue the appropriate TOPS command at the DOS
level. Now you can perform your network management. When
you select TOPS, you will have a variety of options. See the TOPS
opening screen in Figure 3.56.
At this point you need to "publish" the files you want. Publishing means making folders or subdirectories available for network use. It also tells the network you're a "server." Remember
when you first selected TOPS from the Apple menu, you assigned
yourself a unique network name. Each server must have one.
It is the network name that identifies you as a server, but only
users who have published something are considered to be servers
on the network. Follow these steps for publishing data:
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FIGURE 3.56 TOPS opening screen
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1. From the left-s ide dia log box select the disk or folders
you want published. If you want to restrict access, or if
you' re u s ing multiuser software, hold down the OPTION
key before you click on the "Publish" button. This will
bring up an a dditional dialog box that allows you to set
access parameters and passwords. See Figure 3 .57.
2. Set your parameters and you are published for network
use. Click "OK."
IBM PC

1. Access t h e 1DPS menu by eith er typing "LOAD'IDPS" at
the C > or by using a function key that you may have
programmed.
2 . Once in th e TOPS m enu, follow th e directions at t h e bottom of the screen to publish directories, subdirectories,
data files, etc.
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FIGURE 3.57 TOPS Acc ess Privileges scre en
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From this point on you can publish anything you like.
As indicated in the above steps. when you publish something.
you are able to decide how you wa nt to control access to it. You
have a choice of " Read Only' ~ no writers. " One Writer Only ' ~
first come. first s erved . or "Ma ny Writers." The default configura tion is One Writer Only. With the lack of multiuser soft wa re
for the Macintosh. this is probably the safest configura tion to
use. More tha n one pers on try ing to write to the s a m e file with
a single -user a p p lication causes catastrophic problems. If you
are using multiuser a pplications. ch e ck with the manufacturer
to be sure th at the product will run under th e TOPS n etwork.
From the m a in TOPS menu you a lso see w ho th e other online servers are and what they h ave published. provided they
didn't pa ssword it. On the Mac. the servers are listed on the rightha nd s ide of the 'IDPS m en u . On the PC. you s imply select
Servers from th e m enu. With th e PC. just press th e a ppropriate
function key to exit back to DOS.
If som eth in g has been publis h e d by a s erver. then you
"mount" wha tever was publis h ed. After you select the item that
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has been published, select "Mount" from the appropriate menu.
On the Mac, you just need to close the TOPS window.
Whatever you selected for mounting shows up as a disk icon
on your Desh:top. Back in DOS on the PC, the mounted volume
shows up as a subdirectory. You can even assign another drive
letter for the mounted files, thus allowing the IBM users to partition off a part of their hard disk for Mac users only. After you
have mounted whatever you need, you are free to use the
mounted volumes-within limits, of course. First, you can't run
a Macintosh application on the PC or vice versa. Also, graphic
files from the Mac don't turn out well when you try to open them
on the PC.
At this point TOPS lives up to the first part of its name'franscendental. TOPS "transcends" operating systems. Even
though you can't run IBM programs on a Mac, you can easily
integrate the two m achines on the same network and have them
talking to each other in very civil tones. To the Mac, IBM subdirectories appear as if they were a disk in the disk drive. PC
files become generic document icons. Th the PC, Mac folders appear as DOS subdirectories. Files appear to be standard PC files.
At this point TOPS begins to show its value. Let's look at some
possible scenarios. For example, suppose you had several IBM
ATs and several Macs with no hard disk. Any or all of the IBM
ATs could supply several megabytes of storage s pace for your
Mac files and programs. You can run your Macintosh from the
IBM hard drives, just as if they were Mac hard drives. Even
though you can't run an IBM application on your Mac, you can
store Mac applications and startup files (System, Finder, AppleThlk ImageWriter, LaserWriter, etc.) on the PC. T h en, when you
mount the appropriate volume on your Mac, you can doubleclick on the Finder icon for the n ewly mounted dis k, and the
IBM subdirectory becomes your startup disk. Now eject all your
Mac disks a nd run your Macintosh as if you had your own hard
disk. This configuration leaves your Mac disk drives free for your
data disks. The same thing can be done with the PC. DOS can
be stored on a Macintosh hard drive, a nd your PC can operate
using a Macintosh TOPS server.
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~ SAMPLE TOPOGRAPHY AND CONFIGURATIONS
These samples are just that-samples! They are meant to give
you only a starting-point, not the whole range of possibilities.
There are four topographies that can be used with TOPS. You
have to stay with the standard s erial connections if you use Applelhlk connections. With the twisted-pair Farallon connections
you have all four topographies available. See Figures 3.58, 3.59,
3.60, and 3.61.
You must avoid circular or loop connections as in Figure 3.62.
Here's a sample networl{ configuration using TOPS and Applelhlk cabling.
5 Mac SEs with internal hard disks
5 Mac Plus computers: 1 with 80 Mbyte hard disk and tape

backup
1 with 40 Mbyte hard disk with tape
backup
2 with 20 Mbyte hard disks
1 with two BOOK floppy disks

FIGURE 3.58 Serial topography
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FIGURE 3.59 Star topography
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FIGURE 3.60 Parallel topography
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FIGURE 3.61 Combina tion topography
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1 Mac II with 80 Mbyte hard disk
1 Mac 512K computer
1 AT clone with 20 Mbyte hard disk
2 Apple LaserWriters
15 AppleTalk connectors with additional cable

Hardware Provided
Macintosh: None

IBM PC: The only hardware provided is an add-on Apple!hlk
board for MS-DOS computers.

Software Provided
Macintosh: TOPS software for one user

IBM: TOPS software for one user

~ PRODUCT

PRICE(S)
Macintosh: $149/user

IBM: $395/user. Includes AppleTh.lk board and software

Product Pros
• TOPS has many excellent features. Since it works as a
distributed file server, anyone on the network can act as the
host or main file server. A distributed file system requires
planning and communication. With the option of having
several servers on the network, individual users have to be
aware of what they are publishing and decide how they wish
to control access to their selected files. TOPS is easy to install on the Mac, and just as easy to use. Installation on the
PC takes a bit longer to install and configure. A good working knowledge of DOS is valuable. Being able to program
function keys, write AUTOEXEC files, and work with Direct
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Memory Access (DMA) channeling will make life with TOPS
much easier. Because the TOPS system is a distributed system. one server can go down without the entire network
going with it. The worst scenario is the famous Mac bomb.
Anyone accessing a server when it does go down will be
provided with several options. You may be allowed to continue working with the application or file you were using
until you need disk access. At this time, TOPS gives you a
message about the server being off-line and th en asks if you
want to save changes to one of your disks.

Product Cons
• One of the excellent features of TOPS is at the same time
one of its drawbacks. There are some problems inherent in a
network with a distributed file-serving configuration. Most of
them arise because of lack of foresight and communication.
For example. if an operator who is scheduled to publish
specific files is unavailable, how do other users get to the
files they need? The way to prevent such problems is with
preplanning and discussion.
• Another problem with TOPS concerns its integration
with MS-DOS computers. Since the MS-DOS computers use
Direct Memory Access (DMA) channels to control where information is channeled through the bus, TOPS can get confused. The confusion arises when you access the TOPS
menu. TOPS may not know what memory channel to access
in order to locate network servers. The result w ill be that no
servers show up on the network. One solution is to add a
line to your CONFIG.SYS file. Usually, if you add "DMANONE," and then reboot TOPS, your servers come on line.
• TOPS is unique, but those who have worked with PC-Net
should see some similarities between the two. The fact that
TOPS is a distributed file-serving system requires managers
to rethink their network schemes. Users need to discuss and
plan their network before jumping in. Preplanning helps ensure smooth operation.
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ltl PC·MocBridge
Company name: Thngent 'Technologies
Address: 5720 Peachtree Parkway
Suite 100
Norcross, GA 30092
Telephone no: (404) 662-0366
Product name(s): PC-MacBridge

PC-MacBridge/ATB
PC-MacBridge/AFP
Type of LAN: 1. File server software

2 . Apple!hlk board for IBM PC and clones
Computers supported: Macintosh 512K

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II
IBM PC/XT/AT
Most IBM clones
Network wiring supported: Appletalk twisted-pair

Farallon twisted-pair
Maximum length of network: 1,000 feet without repeaters
Maximum number of users: 32 without repeaters
Network speed: 320.4K baud with either coaxial Apple!hlk or

twisted-pair PhoneNET cable

Product Description
PC-MacBridge has been around longer than any other networking software for the Mac. When PC-MacBridge was first introduced, its primary purpose was to connect the IBM into the
Applelalk network so that the IBM could access the Apple LaserWriter. PC-MacBridge originally used a program called Mail Cen-
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terTl\•l from Videx Corporation in Portland, Oregon. Mail Center
provided a rudimentary E-Mail program for the Mac. Then Th.ngent 'Technologies made some adjustme nts and came up with
a compatible MS-DOS version, a llowing simpler file transfer between MS-DOS computers and the Macintosh. This transfer was
done under the guise of E-Mail files. Now the Mac could send
and receive text files from the IBM and use these files for
various-and probably evil-purposes. Likewise. the MS-DOS
computers could utilize wonderful TEXT files created on the
Mac, format the files with a word processor, and send them to
the LaserWriter! (This was of course in the "good ol' days," circa
1985!)

Currently, PC-MacBridge supports AFP servers like MacServe
from Infosphere, AppleShare. and TOPS, providing file-serving
capabilities and integration ofMS-DOS computers. With the variety of file conversion programs available (see Chapter 4, LAN
Peripherals), many files created with one specific application can
be converted to another application on a different type of computer. With the MacServe, Th.ngent has created a full complement of LAN products. For those who want s imple E-Mail
operations and the ability to connect their IBMs to the LaserWriter, then the PC-MacBridge/ATB (Appleralk Board) and software should do the trick. If you want your MS-DOS computer
to function as a standard node on the AppleTh.lk network, you
need to add the PC-MacBridge/AFP (Apple File Protocol) component. PC-MacBridge/AFP allows an MS-DOS computer to become a client on AppleShare.
Th.ngent also sells PSPrint, which converts files created with
Word, Word Perfect, and others into PostScript documents that
can then be sent directly to PostScript laser printers such as the
Apple LaserWriter. PSPrint allows users to access the powerful
page description features of PostScript laser printers.

ltJ SETUP AND INSTALLATION
PC-MacBridge is easy to install on both the Mac and the MS-DOS
computers. Follow any of the standard topographies for setting
up your LAN. avoiding a loop. You n eed a copy of the MS-DOS.
PC-MacBridge software for each MS-DOS node on the network.
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The number of Macintosh hosts you intend to use determines
the number of copies of PC-MacSenre that you need. For purposes of this example, it is assumed that there will be only one
computer serving as the host. You also need a PC-MacBridge
Applelalk card for each MS-DOS computer on the network.
Th.ngent has an agreement with Infosphere to sell MacServe
with PC-MacBridge. The procedure for installing the Mac software is the same as it is for installing MacSenre. On the MS-DOS
side, there are few extra steps to do. Following these installation
procedures should get your LAN up and running in a couple of
hours.
There are a few important items to remember before you start
the installation process:
1. Make backups of all your software!
2. Your host unit must have a hard disk. Without it, network administration will become a kluge and cause a lot
of problems too ugly to mention. A hard disk makes installation and operation much easier. However, if your
MS-DOS computer is not so lucky as to have a hard disk,
the PC-MacBridge can be run from a floppy-based
system.
3. Be sure all units in the LAN are plugged in and your
topography has no loops in it.
4. When planning your LAN, determine the clock speed of
your MS-DOS computer. The PC-MacBridge AppleJalk
card comes in two flavors, one for PCs that have a CPU
clock speed of 4MHz and one for the 8MHz machines. If
you have one of the clones that allow you to switch between the two speeds from your keyboard, get the 8MHz
card. Most of the newer IBM AT and AT clones come
standard with the 8MHz CPU. If in doubt, ask your
dealer.
These installation steps make several assumptions:
1. At least one of your Macs has a hard disk.
2. At least one of your MS-DOS compu ters has a hard disk.
3. There are at least three computers in your LAN.
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Mac Installation
This installation process assumes that you are installing PCMacServe.
1. Make a backup copy of PC-MacServe!
2 . Thrn on your hard disk and boot up the host unit.
3. Insert PC-MacServe into the Mac that will serve as the
host unit.
4. Open the PC-MacServe disk and double-click on the installer icon, as shown in Figure 3 .63.
5. Your screen should now look like the one in Figure 3.64.

FIGURE 3.63 Installer icon
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FIGURE 3.64 Tangent-MacServe screen
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6. Since you are installing a server, be sure the button lab eled "Server too" is clicked on. Each PC-MacServe disk
can be used to create a single server and an unlimited
number of users.
7. Click the Drive button on the right-hand side of the PCMacServe dialog box until you see the name of your
hard disk drive, to be sure you're installing PCMacServe onto your hard disk.
8 . If you n eed help, click the Help button. This brings up a
list of help topics. Simply double-click to choose a topic.
9 . Enter a unique name, one which will identify you on
the n etwork and print ques.
10. Click the Install button to finish the installation process.
Use these same procedures to install PC-MacServe on any
startup disk. As I mentioned, one PC-MacServe disk can be used
to install one server and an unlimited number of "User Only"
stations. These same procedures are used to install PC-MacServe
for the other users on the network. The only variation would be
that you cannot select the "Server too" selection in the PCMacServe Installer dialog box .

MS-DOS Installation
1. Make a backup of your software!
2. Open up your PC.
3. Insert the PC-MacBridge/ATB into any slot except s lot #1.
4. Put the top back on your PC and connect the cable to
the available 9-pin connector on the PC-MacBridge/ATB
card.
5. Thrn on your PC and walt until you get the standard
DOS prompt. With a hard disk it looks like this-C >.
6. Insert your PC-MacBridge/AFP disk into the available
drive in your PC.
7. 'JYpe: "INSTALL A:"
8. Follow the instructions on the screen for installing the
PC-MacBridge/AFP software onto the hard disk of your
PC.
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ltJ CONFIGURATION and TOPOGRAPHY
You can configure PC-MacBridge in any standard Appleralk configuration, such as the one in Figure 3.65 .
Here are some basic configuration suggestions:
1. Partition 5 to 10 megabytes of t h e IBM AT's hard disk as
a Macintosh or PC-MacBridge volume. Install PCMacBridge on this volume.
FIGURE 3.65 PC-MacBridge configu ration
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2. Set up two of the Macs with hard drives. Th e other four
will be work stations. On on e Mac with a hard drive. install PC-MacBridge server software. On another Mac, install either Mail Center or inBox. This host unit now
provides the E-mail services for the network , while the
other host acts as the file server.
3. Create working startup disks for the four workstations. A
working startup disk contains a system folder with the
following files:
•
•

System
File
MacServe (this is put into the system folder when you
install PC-MacBridge). You must have a MacServe file
to be recognized as a workstation by PC-MacBridge.

These workstation disks are used as the startup disks for the
individual nodes on the n etwork. The other computers without
hard drives access whatever application and files they need and
send E-mail from the servers.

~ NETWORK MANAGEMENT
Network management is handled by MacServe. Pull down the
Apple Menu and select MacServe. Your screen should look like
Figure 3.66.
From h ere you can create volumes, set passwords, and so on.
See "Network Management" under the Infosphere-MacServe section to get a complete description of network management.

Hardware Provided
Macintosh: None
IBM PC: PC-MacBridge/ATB-one half-size Applelalk card
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FIGURE 3.66 PC-MacServe management screen
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Software Provided
Macintosh: PC-MacServe
IBM: PC-MacBridge/AFP
LaserServer

~ PRODUCT PRICE(S)
Macintosh: PC-MacBridge with PC-MacServe ......... .. .. . $395.00
IBM PC: PC-MacBridgeli\TB with AFP software .. ......... $350.00

Product Pros
• PC-MacBridge was a pioneer in the Macintosh LAN market. Since its introduction in 1985, Th.ngent has done a great
deal to improve the product. Most important, Th.ngent's stra tegic alliances with other developers have allowed the com pany to concentrate on other projects and continually
enhance its product line. In addition to providing support for
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Videx's Mail Center™. Thngent a lso supports Think Technology's InBox™. Infosphere's MacServe, and AppleShare. This
support for other third-party applications offers users altern ate choices when setting up a LAN.
• For combination Macintosh and MS-DOS networks. PCMacBridge needs to be used in conjunction with an E-Mail
product such as AppleShare or MacServe. Without this
product, your MS-DOS computer would not be able to communicate with Macs on the network. In the future, look for
Thngent to support TOPS and other file-serving applications.

Product Cons
• PC-MacBridge requires file or disk servers from a third
party, thus forcing the user to rely on several companies for
tech support. When a problem occurs, it can b e difficult to
determine whose product is at fault. Currently. PC-MacBridge/
ATB works with 4 and 8 megahertz CPUs. But some MSDOS computers like to run at 10 or 12 megahertz. and these
faster CPUs can give PC-MacBridge/ATB some difficulties.
With the faster CPUs. the system locks up and forces you to
reset your clock speed (if you can).

~ HyperNet 2000
Company name: General Computer
Address: 215 First Street

Cambridge. MA 02142
Telephone no.: (617) 492-5500
Product name(s): HyperNet™ 2.0
Type of LAN: File serving software and hard disk
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Computers supported: Macintosh 512K

Ma cintosh Plus
Macintosh S E
Macintosh II
Network wiring supported: Applelalk twisted-pair

PhoneNET t w is ted-pair
Maximum length of network: 1,000-3,000 feet without

rep eaters
Maximum number of users: 32 without repeaters
Network speed: 2 30.4K b aud

ltJ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
HyperNe t 2.0 is file-serving s oftware tha t supports AppleSha re
and HFS file system. It works with any available SCSI hard drives,
although it was originally designed to opera te with the HyperDrive series of h a rd disks. HyperNet 2.0 is a basic file-serving
sys tem and does not require a dedicated hard disk to a ct as the
host. It operates under a distribute d file serve r system, so that
any hard disk on the network can act a s a file server. Distributed
file servers on t h e same n etwork disp erse the work load. No one
server is res pons ible for the entire n etwork.
HyperNet 2.0 contains most of the s ta ndard LAN elem e nts.
Some of t he features are:
• Remote File Access. This allows clients (users ) on the
n etwork to a ccess folders , files, and a pplica tions from the
server and to read a nd write to a s in gle file. This is the feature tha t supports multiuser a pplications.
• Multiple File Access. HyperDrives create "drawers"
that are u sed to store applications a nd d a ta. HyperNet 2.0's
Multiple File Access permits multiple users a ccess to the
same drawer at the sam e time. Mult iple File Access is
another component use d with multiuser applications.
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HyperNet 2.0 does an excellent job of supporting AppleShare.
Unlike AppleShare, HyperNet 2.0 does not require a dedicated
file server. It can, however, access an AppleShare server. Likewise, an AppleShare server sees a HyperNet 2.0 server as a valid
server on an AppleThlk LAN.
All the basic Macintosh LAN features are available with
HyperNet 2.0. File locking allows only one user at a time to write
to the file. Other users are allowed to read the file, but can make
no changes to it. Th secure sensitive files, HyperNet uses an encryption program, a utility that comes with the HyperDrive hard
disk systems. It also offers standard password-protection. Since
HyperDrives use "drawers" instead of "volumes," each drawer
can be encrypted or password-protected.

~ SETUP AND INSTALLATION
If installing HyperNet 2.0 on a HyperDrive system, most of the
setup and installation has already been done for you. HyperDrive
comes completely formatted, just waiting for you to create
drawers. All you need to do is to install HyperNet 2.0 on the drive.
Actually, all hard disks come out of the box preformatted and
ready to go. This mal{es installation ofHyperNet 2.0 easy. At the
Finder, insert the HyperNet 2.0 installation disk. Double-click
on the HyperNet 2.0 Installer icon and follow the on-screen instructions. Client stations are installed the same way. Each client
creates a startup disk. He or she then can start up and log on
to the network with this disk.
Since HyperNet 2.0 is a distributed file server, anyone on the
network can act as a server. This allows you to distribute the
work load over several users. The benefits and drawbacks of a
distributed file-serving system are well documented. It would
seem that a distributed file-serving network is best suited for
specific types of workgroups, such as desktop publishing. People in such groups need to share different types of files with many
other users.
HyperNet 2 .0 is installed as a familiar desk accessory. Th logon
to the network. simply select "HyperNet" from the Apple menu.
Enter your password and you are logged on. Now you can mount
drawers from your server that have been available for n etwork
use.
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ltJ CONFIGURATION AND TOPOGRAPHY
Hype rNet 2.0 can be configured on a ny Macintosh and SCSI hard
disk. Beca use Hy perNet 2 .0 is a distributed system, you can have
any configura tion tha t fits your n eeds. In fact , configurations can
be changed to m ee t ch a n ging n eed s .
Hyper Net 2.0 u ses the standard AppleTh.lk serial topography.
You can also use Farallon's PhoneNET if you want to add a
para llel or star topogra phy.

Hardware Provided
Macintosh: None, unless you bough t HyperNet 2 .0 with a
HyperDrive h a rd disk.

IBM PC: None

Software Provided
Macintosh: Hype rNe t 2.0 S erver a nd Clie nt Installe r

IBM: None

ltJ PRODUCT PRICE(S)
Macintosh: Hy pe r Net 2 .0 ........ ... ...... ... ... .... ........ .... ...... $299.00

'=1 FosiNel
Company name: Dove Computer Corporation
Company address: 1200 N. 23 rd St .
Wilmington, NC 28405
(919) 763-7918
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Product name(s): FastNetTM

LAN quality: Excellent. FastNet a llows a Macintosh node to
connect to a variety of LAN systemsDECnet™, StarlanTM, PCNetTM, and IBM's Thken
Ring. These bridges provide additional flexibility for users who require internetwork conneclions without g iving up their Applelalk
network.
Computers supported: Macintosh
Macintosh
Macintosh
Macintosh

5 12K
Plus
SE
II

ltJ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The FastNet system is an intelligent controller b etween the Macs
SCSI port and other LANs. With Fas tNet, Macs can now have
access to Ethernets, DECnets, Starland, PCNet, and IBM's Thken
Ring nehvork. The key to the FastNet system is the transparency
of interfacing with these various networks. File transfers, file access, problem launching, and E-Ma il are m ajor network activities controlled by th e fa miliar Macintosh icons.
FastNet uses the SCSI port of the Macintosh. Macintosh SE
and the Mac II can use Ethernet boards for a direct connect
Ethernet connection. When using the SCSI port. network speed
is about 1.5 m egabytes per second, much faster than the 230.4K
baud rate of Applefulk.
FastNet is a s m art peripheral. It contains its own 68000
processor that allows communications to be processed and conLrolled wilhin FastNet. thus freeing up the CPU of the Macintosh for other processing activities. The controlling software
resides in RAM a nd takes up only 64K of space.

lltJ PRODUCT PRICE(S}
FastNet .. .... .... ... .. .... ... ..... ......... ... ........ ...................... ...... $ 1499

CHAPTER

LAN Peripherals
Like Cleopatra needed Marc Antony, like Crosby, Stills. and Nash
need Young. LANs need peripherals. Peripherals include hard
disks, optical disks, network repeaters, and bridges for internetwork connections. All these p eripherals add the frosting to the
LAN cake. Without them, LANs would probably be boring. In
fact, without p eripherals, the best LAN would be Sneaker-Net.

'=1 SNEAKER-NET
This is the least expensive and complicated of all networks on
the market today. It ·is also the most widely used network in existence. Users of Sneaker-Net never have to worry about
hardware-software compatibility. The network is simple to set
up, use, and support. This is the way Sneaker-Net works. Worker A finishes a drawing that is to go into the company's monthly
newsletter. This drawing n eeds to get to Worker B, who does the
pasteup. Worker A saves his file to a data disk (which must be
a floppy disk). Worker A then removes the data disk, puts on his
or her sneal{:ers (if not already wearing sneakers), walks over to
Worker B, and hands Worker B the data disk. Worker B then
places this data disk into a drive, copies the file to a data disk,
hands the data disk back to Worker A, and finishes laying out
the newsletter. There are, of course, some inherent complications
in this network. However, for those companies that cannot affort the high cost of other LANs and.br have no technical prowess,
Sneaker-Net may be just the answer.
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The structure of this section is like the rest of the book. The
peripheral section looks like this:

~ LAN Support Companies
Company name:
Company address:
Product name(s):
LAN quality:
Product description:
Product price(s):

LAN peripherals a re classified into four distinct areas:

1. Add-on cards. Add-on cards are new to the Macintosh.
The reasons are obvious. It was too difficult to develop addon cards for a computer that u sers h a d to take to their
dealer just to add more m emory. The add-on card business
is starting to catch on with the introduction of the Macintosh SE and Macintosh II. Some companies are selling addon cards with other products. So far, only one company has
turned its attention to developing just add-on boards for the
two n ew Macs. AST, the only compa ny listed, made its fame
by developing cards for MS-DOS computers; now it has
turned its expertise to the Macintosh. Even though AST is
the only company listed for add-on boards, m ore companies
are s ure to com e along. 3Com h as an Ethernet board for the
Macintosh II that is sold as part of the 3 + n etwork. Avatar
h as developed a card that connects the Mac SE to a
VAX/VMS minicomputer. Information on these cards is
provided in their respective sections.
There are also video cards expanding the video capabilities of the MAC SE and MAC II. Look for SuperMac Thchnol-
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ogies to be leading the way in this area. Video cards were
not included in the add-on card section, because they don't
have a direct relationship to LANs (a debatable point, I'm
sure). They will, however, have an impact on sales of the
new Macintosh computers. Apple will soon be re leasing their
UNIX card. Called A/UX (Apple/UNIX-get it?), this card is
sure to raise some eyebrows in the industry. It represents a
new direction, a third generation, of Macintosh-to-mainframe
communication standards.
2. Bridges. Bridges do just what their name implies-they
create a bridge from one n etwork to another. To get from an
AppleThlk n etwork to an Ethernet LAN, you n eed a bridge;
to link your Mac to a VAX via Ethernet, you n eed a bridge;
to connect multiple AppleTh.lk networks, you need a bridge.
For any kind of Ethernet connection, the Kinetic FastPath TM
is the ticket. FastPath is easy to connect and set up. Hayes
Microcomputer Products saw a n eed to extend the distance
b etween nodes and to connect multiple AppleThlk networks.
Thus InterBridgeTM was developed. InterBridge is essential
for multiple LANs. Their "Zone Chooser" is a key element
for allowing users to jump to different parts of the network
called zones.
The Zone Chooser looks just like the Apple Chooser, with
the exception of an a dditional window. When the Server
icon is selected in the Chooser window, the Zone window
displays the various zones (other networks) that are connected. Users simply select a zone to see a list of available
servers and printers in that zone. Look for bridges to conn ect you to more than just Ethernet. IBM Thken Ring and
UNIX bridges are just around the corner. As you can tell,
bridges are useful for more than just crossing the river.
3. Hard disks. This category includes both hard disks and
Write Once, Read Many (WORM) optical disks. Hard disks
w ith LANs are a must. Without them , the LAN would be
slow a nd not worth th e time and money you put into it.
WORM drives. also called CD-ROMS, are a n ew technology.
They're similar to h a rd disks, the difference being the medium
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used for storing the data. Instead of the standard mylar-covered
disk, WORM drives are like compact disks for music. The drives
hold many times more information in a smaller space than hard
disl<S. Unlike a hard disk, you can write information to the WORM
drive only once. You had better get it right the first time! The
LoDown WORM drive is the only WORM drive currently available for the Macintosh. This drive stores from 400 to 800 MB! If
you have a need for mass storage, this may be the way to goespecially for those of us who use a lot of graphics, such as architects, engineers, and CAD users. Look for more developers to
release WORM drives in the near future.
4. Mac-to-mainframe connections. In large companies, the
mainframe is still the primary computer to access. Personal computers are all right for some tasks, but to really get the job done,
look to the mainframe. As we are all aware, there has been a
proliferation of personal computers. With the increase in the
number of microcomputers has come an increase in their power.
Microcomputers are proving to be powerful workhorses when
connected to the company mainframe.
The Macintosh, with its wonderful user interface, was to be
the perfect "smart terminal." Now the proper term, so it seems,
is "workstation." Needless to say, it has taken developers until
now to refine Mac-to-mainframe communications. We a re now
seeing the second generation of communication programs.
These Mac-to-mainframe connections provide access to minis
and mainframes with a click of the mouse. Once connected,
users are maintaining much of the standard Mac interface, including pull-down menus, cutting and pasting of on-screen data,
graphic storage and retrieval, macros, and point-and-click procedu res for logon and logoff.
Apple is busy working on their NUX (Apple UNIX) product,
which will usher in the third generation of mainframe connections. Third-generation programs should provide a total Mac environment, even during the host session!
This section does not go into great depth with each product.
Th do so would require a huge book. Neither is this section a compendium of ''press releases.'' The products are judged relative
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to their effectiveness in a LAN environment. There are many
products on the market for the Macintosh computer ; few of them ,
however, are compatible with a network environment.
Most of these LAN products follow and support the Apple File
Protocol (AFP). Future products, too, will need to follow the AFP
standard if they want to be successful. If you are looking for network products, be sure they support AFP standards.
There are sure to be even more products on the market by
the time this book reaches you. Suffice it to say the companies
presented here are breaking new ground and setting n ew communication standards for others.

'=1 AST
Company name: AST Research, Inc.
Company address: 2121 Alton Ave.

Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 863-1333
Product name(s): Mac86™

AST-PakTM
Mac286™
AST-ICPTM
AST-RM4TM
LAN quality: Good to excellent. The cards that AST has

created are guaranteed to take the Macintosh
well into the future. The Mac86 and Mac286
are cards that supply MS-DOS compatibility,
something like a MacCharlieTM, but an add-on
card. How these two products fit into a LAN depends upon user needs. The other cards were
all designed to support network needs, supplying additional memory, ports, slots, and support for A/UX.
Computers supported: Macintosh SE

Macintosh II
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ltJ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
AST has been malting add-on boards for MS-DOS computers for
years. With the introduction of the Macintosh SE and the Macintosh II, AST has entered the Macintosh market with a variety
of products for both the Mac SE and the Mac II. These products
include coprocessor boards for the Mac SE and the Mac II, a multifunction board, and memory expansion. The coprocessor
boards, a combination of products from several different companies, are designed to provide MS-DOS compatibility with the
Mac SE and the Mac II. AST has manufactured the add-on
boards; Phoenix 'Iechnologies, Ltd., MS-DOS software. The 5.25"
disk drive is supplied by Apple Computer, Inc. All the AST
products have been designed to adhere to the Apple File Protocol (AFP) standards. The products for the Macintosh SE and
the Macintosh II are described below.

Macintosh SE
Mac86

The Mac86 is a coprocessor that provides an Intel 8086 processor, allowing users to run MS-DOS applications. The Mac86 is
essentially an IBM XT clone. Once in the MS-DOS mode, Mac
users can still use the basic Macintosh features. You can cut and
paste text between the two operating system environments and
use pull-down menus to select needed functions. MS-DOS programs can reside on a hard disk or the external 5.25" floppy.
The Mac86 plugs directly onto the internal expansion port of
the Mac SE. On the board is a 10-megahertz, Intel 8086
microprocessor, the same as found in the IBM XT. The board
also provides a controller for Apple's 5.25" floppy disk drive.
The Mac86 runs any MS-DOS application that supports the
IBM Monochrome Display Adapter (MDA) or the IBM Color
Graphics Adapter (CGA). Once loaded, the MS-DOS system appears on the Desktop as a standard Mac icon. Double-clicking
the icon brings you into the world of MS-DOS, where applica-
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tions can be loaded and run from either the Mac SE hard disk
or the 5.25" floppy drive. Once MS-DOS files are created, they
appear as nested files within folders and follow the HFS
standards.
The Mac86 supports the LaserWriter, LaserWriter Plus, and
lmageWriter printers. You can print directly to the LaserWriter
while in an MS-DOS application, through the Mac SE. While in
the MS-DOS mode, you can print to an lmageWriter in an emulated EpsonTM FX 80 mode. Access to printers is supported over
the Applelalk Personal Networl\: (APN).
AST-Pak

This is a multifunction board that fits into the internal expansion slot of the Mac SE. The AST-Pak provides memory expansion (up to 2Mbytes) and a unique 1/0 bus. The I/0 bus allows
the attachment of additional boards for further expansion of the
Mac SE system. This new bus is called FlexBusTM and a llows
developers to create additional boards that fit onto the FlexBus
board. With this flexibility you don't have to dedicate the one
expansion port of the Mac SE for only one purpose. You can mix
base boards and option boards to get the configuration you need.
With the addition of the AST-Pak SSF Option Board, you have
two serial ports and a 5.25" IBM disk driver controller.

Macintosh II
Mac286™

The Mac286 is the Macintosh II equivalent of the Mac86. The
Mac286 was co-developed by Apple Computer and Phoenix 'Technologies and is a self-contained 80286 microcomputer. It comes
with 1MB of RAM, a DMA controller, a socket for an optional
80287 math co-processor, and a controller for a 5.25" MS-DOS
floppy disk drive. The Mac286 is two full-length boards that occupy two slots in the Mac II. The board allows you to run MSDOS applications designed for the IBM AT, at IBM AT speeds.
The Mac286 handles all of the application processing leaving
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the Mac II free for other uses, making the Mac286 ideal in a LAN
setting.
The Mac286 supports the IBM Monochrome Display Adapter (MDA). the IBM Color Graphics Adapter (CGA), or the Hercules Monochrome Graphics Adapter. Like the Mac86. you
simply load the Mac286 software into the Mac II. The MS-DOS
environment appears as an icon on the desktop, allowing you
to select which operating system environment you want to work
in at the Finder level. When running Switcher™ you can have
the best of both worlds. Once loaded, MS-DOS applications have
a full 640K of RAM to use. This, of course. leaves any and all
memory of the Mac II free. On ce in the MS-DOS mode, you operate an application as if the MAC II were an IBM. Specific functions and configurations are available from your Mac menus.
The Mac286 supports the LaserWriter, LaserWriter Plus, and
ImageWriter printers. You can print directly to the LaserWriter
while in an MS-DOS application. through the Mac SE. While in
the MS-DOS mode. you can print. to an ImageWriter in an emulated EpsonTM FX 80 mode. Access to printers is supported over
the Appleialk Personal Network (APN).

AST-ICP™
The AST-ICP (Intelligent Communications Processor) provides
two to four additional synchronous/asynchronous serial ports.
In addition to the ports. the AST-ICP has an 8Mhz 68000 processor and 512K of RAM . The primary initial function of the board
is to provide multiuser terminal attachments for A/UX, the Apple
UNIX operating system. If you are not running UNIX, the ports
could be configured for Applen:tlk and Appleialk bridges.
One of the benefits of the AST-ICP board is that it provides
developers with a standard for alternative synchronous protocols,
including SNA (great for communicating with IBM 3278 mainframes) and Bisync and X.25 (a standard communications protocol in Europe). Support for the X.25 protocols opens the door
for the Mac II to become a very intelligent workstation in a "Wide
Area Network (WAN)."
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AST-RM4™
The AST-RM4 is a memory expansion board allowing RAM expansion to 4 Mbytes in 1 Mbyte increments. The board uses the
standard 256K DRAMS. The memory appears as global memory
to the Mac II. The main use of the AST-RM4 is to meet the
memory-intensive needs of running multiuser and multitasking applications such as the Apple UNIX.
None of the AST boards have been available long enough for
us to get a feel for their intimate, positive capabilities. There are
obvious advantages of being the "only game in town." Th be sure,
there will be other add-on boards for the Mac SE and the Mac
II. AST is seeking the advantage of being first and setting some
standards. More than likely, its AST-ICP board and AST-RM are
destined to become de facto standards. Other companies will
soon be releasing MS-DOS emulation products, but for now, AST
seems to have cornered the market. This isn't so bad, considering that AST has a lways been known for quality products, and
its two-year board warranty speaks well for the company.
It's just as difficult to determine a new product's bad points
as it is its good points. None of the AST boards have been available long enough to give an accurate indication of any major
problems. When competition shows up, shortcomings will be
more obvious. Until then, "a nod's as good as a wink to a blind
horse.''

~ PRODUCT

PRICE(S)
Mac86TM ........... .. ..... .... .... ................. .................... .... ....... . $599
AST-PakTM ... .. ........ ..... ........... ...... ...... .. ............. ...... ........... $499
SSF Option Board ... ... ... ... ..... ..... .. ...... ....... ....................... $249
Mac286TM ..... .. .... ..... ... .... .... .... ....... ............. .................... $1499
AST-ICPTM/2 connectors .......... ........... ............................. .$949
AST-ICP™/4 connectors ... ..... ......... .................. ................ $999
AST-RM4™(1 Mbyte) ... .. ... .. ......... ... ... .. ...... ........ .......... ..... $899
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~ FostPoth ond EtherSC
Company name: Kinetics, Inc.
Company address: 2500 Camino Diablo
Suite llO
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
(415) 947-0998
Product names(s): FastPathTM
EtherSC™

LAN quality: Excellent. If you want to bridge your Applentlk
Personal Network (APN) to Ethernet, you must
h ave a bridge of some type. FastPath provides
that bridge and then som e. The add-on cards
for the Mac SE and the Mac II (see "Add-on
Cards" in this chapter) provide a direct
Macintosh-to-Ethernet connection. Whether you
go with FastPath bridge or direct connect, the
Kinetics products provide excellent LAN connectivity.
Computers supported: Macintosh
Macintosh
Macintosh
Macintosh

512
Plus
SE
II

~ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
When Apple introduced the Macintosh SE and the Macintosh
II, it ushered in a second generation of microcomputer communications. A key elem ent in Apple's marketing plans is intern etwork connectivity. Leading the way is Kinetics with their
FastPath bridge to Ethernet. Kinetics' products fall into the physical layer of the OSI model. They provide that physical link to
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Ethernet networks, and this means connectivity to DEC
VAXNMS systems, UNIX systems, and IBM PC systems. It's important to rem ember that the Kinetics products act as ·'gateways' ' to other systems. FastPath and EtherSC do not provide
a file server or network management. If you have to connect a
VAXNMS system, you n eed the appropriate software for your
host. Here are a few of the software products that work well with
all of Kinetics' products. For more information on these products
refer to Chapter 5: Software and Utilities.
•
•

•

AlisaThlk. VAX/VMS software that provides a file server,
LaserWriter spooler, terminal emulation, and more for
Macintoshes.
pcLINK. Provides a VAX-based disk server, printer
spooler, and terminal emulation. pcLINK also provides
connectivity to UNIX systems. Cray, Stratus™, Prime™,
Cray™ (Via UNIX). SunTM, EncoreTM, and ConvexTM computers.
TOPS. TOPS provides a distributed file server system for
Macs. IBM PC. and UNIX systems.

Ethernet has b een a major force in the LAN world for a long
time. Connectivity to Ethernet was seen by Apple as "legitimizing" its AppleTh.lk LAN. Connectivity to Ethernet also meant a
foot in the corporate door. Apple knew that Ethernet was the
de facto standard for LANs in major corporations. The Kinetics
FastPath and EtherSC have provided the bridge that Apple
n eeded.
Kinetics has created several products d esigned to bridge the
gap between the APN and Ethernet. EtherSC and FastPath are
the two products that act as the main bridges. Another product
is EtherPort SE. and internal Ethernet controller card for the
Macintosh SE. You can use either AppleTh.lk or TCP/IP protocols.
Let's take a look at EtherSc and FastPath.

EtherSC
The EtherSC was the first product that Kinetics created for the
Macintosh. It connects a Mac Plus directly to Ethernet through
the SCSI port. You can use either AppleTh.lk or TCP/IP protocols.
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The EtherSC is a product design ed to link one or two isolated
Macs into an Ethernet network, but it is not designed to link entire APNs to Ethernet. The EtherSC does provide an extra SCSI
port, meaning you don't have to give up your SCSI hard disk
to connect an EtherSC. The EtherSC is not just a piece of hardware; software is also included to provide terminal emulation,
file transfer, and file storing services.

FastPath
The FastPath allows you to connect entire APNs to an Ethernet
n etwork. It can also be used as a bridge to connect multiple APNs
with a fast Ethernet backbone. When FastPath is used as a gateway, Macs can connect to a variety of computer systems. The
list includes DEC VAX/VMS, UNIX, and IBM PCs. FastPath
doesn't care which system you connect via Ethernet . With this
fl exibility, FastPath provides a gateway to most major computer
systems.

'tJ CONFIGURATION AND TOPOGRAPHY
See Figure 4.1 for an example of a possible Applefulk-Ethernet
configuration and topography. This figure shows a network of
Macs that s pans several floors of an office building using FastPath connections to connect each APN to an Ethernet backbone.
This backbone in turn connects all three floors of APNs into one
giant network. FastPath can do this b ecause it supports ZIP
(Zone Access Protocol). With FastPath, you can designate one
or more APNs as a zone. These zones can then be accessed via
the Chooser from the Apple menu. Once connected into another
zone, FastPath allows you to select devices within that zone. A
device might be another server or a LaserWriter.
Figure 4.2 shows a s imple Mac-MS-DOS-VAX connection.
Figure 4.3 shows the complexity of n etworks that can set up
using FastPath bridges. As you begin to see, there are m a ny interconnections possible with FastPath.
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FIGURE 4.1 AppleTalk-Ethernet configuration and topography
Ethernet
Cable

FastPath
Gateways

~ SETUP AND INSTALLATION
In keeping with t h e Macintosh tra dition , a FastPath is not
difficult to install. Configuring the FastPath can be somewh at
complex, depending u pon you r h ost system . Kinetics h as m a de
this process as pain less as possib le by g iving you a Kinetics Internet Protocol Data Sheet and a Kinetics FastPath Programmer's
Ma nua l. To ins ta ll a FastPath bridge for APNs , you nee d th e following hard ware:
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FIGURE 4.2 Mac-to-VAX simple configuration

VAX Host
Computer
Mac Plus

Mac Plus

•

FastPath 2

SE-

Kinetics
EtherPortSE

Cable Legend

= AppleTalk 1\visted-Pair
- - - • = Standard Ethernet

l. Kinetics FastPath. One(l) for each network you are

connecting.
2 . Ethernet Cable. There are actually two different FastPath models, KFPS-2 a nd KFPS-3. Model KFPS-2 is
designed to connect with regular Ethernet cable and requires transceivers for each FastPath unit. KFPS-3 is
designed for a direct connection with t hin Ethernet
cable, using aT-connector. The T-connectors must be
covered with a plastic boot to prevent any metal of the Tconnector touching m etal on the FastPath.
3. AppleTalk Connectors. Each FastPath must have an
AppleTh.lk connector to con n ect it to any APNs.
4 . Terminators. You must h ave a n Ethernet terminator
(not sold by Arnold Schwartzenegger) at the terminus of
each Etherne t network.
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FIGURE 4.3 Complex Mac-to-VAX with FastPath and Ethernet
Mac Plus

[!]

Host
Computer
Mac Plus Mac Plus

FastPath 3

Cable Legend
- - - = AppleTalk Twisted-Pair
- - - - = Thin Ethernet
- - - - = Standard Ethernet

Once you have installed your FastPath(s), establishing conn ections is easy. The software provided with the FastPath conn ects you to Ethernet and allows you to configure your FastPath
for a specific set of protocols. These configurations can be saved
and recalled. A sample FastPath configuration screen looks like
the one in Figure 4.4.
You can either use the configuration sets from Kinetics or create your own. Some host units require their own configuration
data. pcLINK and AlisaThlk supply a FastPath configuration with
their products. Once connected, you're ready to join the fun .
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FIGURE 4.4 Sample FastPa th configuration screen
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After you have established the Ethernet connection with your
particular h ost, you can use the Chooser DA to join a n etwork
in a s p ecific zon e. Once in the zone. other d evices, servers, and
so on become accessible to you.
In addition to Ethern et cable, the FastPath a nd the EtherSc
a re compatible with AppleTh.lk twisted-pair or twisted-pair telephone cable. You can also use Farallon's PhoneNET™ in addition to, or in replacement of. Applelhlk cable and connectors.
Using PhoneNET gives you the advantage of extra distance with
low attenuation.
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Kinetics can boast that it has the most Mac-to-Ethernet connections in the business. Actually, for quite some time FastPath
and EtherSc have been the only Ethernet bridges available for
Applelhlk. Neither of the products is difficult to install or configure, although setting up a configuration file can be tricky and
may require several attempts to get it right. The actual physical
connection is as simple as connecting any Macintosh peripheral.
Its products' ease of installation and use are the key elements
in Kinetics' success in the Macintosh LAN market.
Anoth er advantage of both the EtherPc and the FastPath is
the capability of using a variety of protocols. Users are not limited
to just AppleTh.lk, but can also use TCP/IP, VAX/VMS, and UNIX
protocols.
FastPath and EtherSC have b een tested extensively at a variety of computer shows, including MacWorld, AppleWorld, and
the Seybold Conference on Desktop Communication. to name
a few. Thes e shows generally h ave a tough audience. Kinetics
products have stood up to the tests with very few problems.
It is difficult to find fau lt with a product that does so much.
Sometimes a product that attempts to do everything becomes
a bit too eclectic, which some users may find confusing. The best
way to find out if the product works with your specific configurations is to ask. Because of the variety of protocols supported,
configuring can be tough. If you've never worked with these types
of protocols and configurations, things can become confusing
fast. Fortunately, Kin etics has supplied users with n u merous
configuration files and good support.
Documentation for FastPath a nd EtherSc is thin. Many topics
(such as creating configuration file s) are left to the user's imagination. The manual seems to take prior knowledge for
granted. Users should contact Kinetics for detailed assistance.

It! PRODUCT PRICE(S)
FastPath ....... .... .............. ... ...... ...... .......... .... .-... .............. $2500
EtherSC ............. ........... .. .... ....... .... ...... ... ... ... ... ... ... ....... .. $1250
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1tJ MocChorlie and Bayno File
Company name: Dayna Communications, Inc.
Company address: 50 South Main St.
Salt Lake City, UT 84144
(800) 531-0600
Product name(s): MacCharlie TM
Dayna FileTM
LAN quality: Fair to good. Both MacCharlie and the Dayna
File are stand-alone products. They connect to
one Mac. Macs with MacCharlie or Dayna File
can then b e connected to a LAN. A Mac
equipped with MacCharlie or Dayna File becomes an important element in your LAN.
Computers supported: Macintosh
Macintosh
Macintosh
Macintosh

512
Plus
SE
II

ltJ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Dayna Communications of Salt Lake City has come a long way
since introducing MacCharlie over two years ago. They've now
added another product to their state of Macintosh peripheralsDayna File.
MacCharlie prodives the full functionality of running MSDOS-based applications on the Mac. while the Dayna File offers
file transfer and file conversion capabilities only. With these two
products. a user on a LAN can run programs or transfer files
from a n MS-DOS computer. Both of the products work well in
a network situation. They support AppleShare, TOPS, MacServe,
etc. With this n etwork support, tra nsferring and converting MSDOS files to Macintosh can be done from remote locations.
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MacCharlie
Dayna Communications should be commended for the efforts
they have made with MacCharlie. Over a year ago, Dayna announced one of the most ambitious peripherals yet for the Maca device that would allow the Mac to run IBM programs! The
industry was skeptical, to say the least. When MacCharlie was
first released, there were problems: the unit was only 75 to 85
percent compatible with IBM software; IBM programs could be
run only in the MONOCHROME mode; and MacCharlie's screen
refresh was even slower than the Mac disk drives. Since then,
Dayna had made significant improvements in MacCharlie.
MacCharlie is easy to set up and operate. It comes with two
components: the first is the base unit. consisting of two doublesided 5.25" disk drives, 640K of RAM, 8088 processor, two
RS422 ports, one RS232 port, and MS-DOS 3.2; the second component consists of the expanded keyboards. The keyboard extension provides all the standard IBM keys and numeric keypad.
There are several different versions of the MacCharlie keyboard.
One is a unit that fits over the older and smaller Mac keyboards,
and the other fits over the Mac Plus keyboard. You can also use
third-party keyboards like Thngent Thchnologies PC-MacKey™.
Setting up MacCharlie is no more difficult than attaching any
other Macintosh peripheral. The part it connects to depends
upon which Macintosh you are using. With a 512K, MacCharlie
connects to either your printer or modem port. Since you probably want to u se MacCharlie as a network node, you have to connect it to the modem port. With a Mac Plus, MacCharlie connects
directly to the SCSI port. MacCharlie also contains its own SCSI
port, so that you don't have to give up your hard disk.
Start up with the MacCharlie-Macintosh system disk. You can
a lso use this disk as your n etwork startup d.isk. The MacCharlie
icon looks like Figure 4.5.
Now insert a backup copy of your MacCharlie MS-DOS 3.2
disk into MacCharlie's drive A. Double-click on the MacCharlie
icon and MacCharlie does the rest. You should see the Phoenix
Software name and a RAM test. Press the spacebar to stop the
RAM test. You are now in the MS-DOS mode complete with the
familiar A >.
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FIGURE 4.5 MacCharlie icon

MacCharlie

One of the primary questions raised about MacCharlie is compatibility. The basic MacCharlie unit runs most any MS-DOS application that is configured for monochrome graphics. To run
Windows, color, or high-res graphics requires an expansion chassis with the appropriate graphics and connect the Mac into a
network as if it were an IBM. Why anyone would want to do this
remains one of the mysteries of the universe.

Dayna File
Many users don't need the full functionality of a MacCharlie.
They just want to be able to transfer MS-DOS files back and forth
to the Mac and still retain their formatting. Dayna File transfers data between 5 .25" or 3.5" MS-DOS disks and the Mac.
Dayna File comes with your choice of one or two 5.25" or 3.5"
disk drives. The 5.25" drives can be either 360K or 1.2MB: the
3 .5 " drives are the IBM standard of 720K. Dayna File uses either
the printer/modem port or the SCSI port. Like MacCharlie, Dayna
File includes an addditional SCSI port for attaching extra hard
disks or other SCSI peripherals. The Dayna File includes file conversions, sometimes referred to as filters, for numerous applications. The conversions are listed in Figure 4 .6 .
Dayna File transfers files in either binary, MacBinary, or text
(ASCII) formats. When you are ready to make a transfer, you inserl an MS-DOS disk into Dayna File and double-click on Dayna
File, File Conversion icon. The file conversion screen looks similar
to the DNFont mover, with full HFS support and Macintosh filenaming conventions. You can select the port that Dayna File is
connected to and the type oftransfer desired. You can also select
the appropriate filter to preserve your formatting-a terrific
time-saver.
Both Dayna File and MacCharlie are stand-alone products
that support AFP standards. This means any Mac on the net-
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FIGURE 4.6 Conversion list

MS-DOS

I

Macintosh

Word Perfect

MacWrite/Word 3.01

MultiMate

MacWrite/Word 3 .01

Display Write 3

MacWrite/Word 3 .01

Word Perfect

MacWrite/Word 3.01

WordS tar

MacWrite/Word 3.01

Document Content
Architecture (DCA)

MacWrite/Word 3.01

Multiplan

Multiplan-SYLK

Lotus 1-2-3

Multiplan-SYLK

work can h ave MacCharlie or Dayna File connected and then
share their data with other users. With MacCharlie, users can
actually use many MS-DOS applications with their Mac. In a network setting, when combined with the Dayna expansion ch assis, MacCharlie provides an additional MS-DOS machine.
MacCharlie works well with SwitcherTM. Running MacCharlie
and Switcher gives a user the best of both worlds.
Dayna File is for those users who have no need to run MSDOS applications on their Macintosh. The file transfer capabilities ofDayna File are s imple and straightforward. Dayna File can
be used with a node on the network. Once a file has been transferred and converted. it can be placed on a server for network
access.
Even though both MacCharlie and Dayna File support AFP
standards, there may be some problems with network operation.
Both of the products are untried in a LAN environment. With
simple LAN operations, both products seem to work fine. Data
can be transferred and made available on the network from either
MacCharlie or Dayna File. Operating MS-DOS network software
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on MacCharlie is another thing. You can run into some difficulties when attempting to run MacCharlie on the n etwork in both
the MS-DOS and the Macintosh mode. Switching between the
two operating systems while connected to a LAN causes systems
errors. So if you want to use MacCharlie on a LAN, have only
one operating system running.

ltJ PRODUCT PRICES
MacCharlie (256K, 1 5.25" drive).......... .. ........................ $795
Mac Charlie (640K, 2 5.25" drive) ........ .... ........ .... .... ........ $995
Dayna File ... ...................... ......... .... ... ............. ..... ..... .... .. ..$ 595

1tJ lnlerBridge
Company name: Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.
Company address: 705 Wes tech Dr.

Norcross. Georgia 30092
(404) 662-7100
Product name(s): InterBridgeTM
LAN quality: Excellent. InterBridge was designed to act as a

bridge to other Applentlk Personal Networks
(APN), allowing multiple APNs to address
shared devices on other APNs such as other
servers, LaserWriters, plotters, etc. Without InlerBridge, the APN would be limited to 3 1
nodes on a single LAN. With InterBridge, an
APN can effectively communicate with
hundreds of Macs on different APNs.
Computers supported: Macintosh 512

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II
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~ PRODUCT

DESCRIPTION
The Hayes InterBridge is about the size of a modem. It's used
to link APN "Zones" together. A zone is simply another network
you can connect to. AppleShare, 1DPS. and 3 + network all support zones. Zones appear in the Chooser window when you select
a file server or log onto the network. InterBridge allows you to
make these connections to various zones.
InterBridge is a bridge between APNs, but not a gateway to
foreign LANs. This is an important concept to remember.
However, InterBridge is compatible with gateways from other developers, if their gateways adhere to the Apple:Ihlk File Protocols.
You can address shared devices, including modems, printers, file
servers, plotters, etc., up to 15 InterBridges away. Almost any
device that is shareable on the network can be accessed via an
InterBridge.

CAUTION: All version numbers of software packages that
are used with shared devices (LaserPrep or LaserWriter
drivers) must be the same on every network. If users
have different versions and attempt to use a shared device,
an error message will come your way.
Since InterBridge works with an APN, it becomes just another
node on a network. It counts as one of the 32 devices that are
allowed on an individual network.

~ SETUP

AND INSTALLATION

Hardware

Installing an InterBridge is a relatively simple process. It's the
setup and configuration that are somewhat complex. As with
any LAN design, you need to preplan for InterBridge. Knowing
where InterBridge goes reduces downtime and user frustration.
If you look on the back panel of InterBridge, you see four ports,
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two serial ports (Sl & S2). and two Applelhlk ports (Al & A2).
Since InterBridge is a node on the network, simply plug an AppleTh..lk connector to portAl. There are actually two bridges that
you can configure, a local bridge and a remote bridge.
Local Bridge

To create a local bridge, connect an Applelhlk connector to port
Al. This connects InterBridge to the first network. Now connect
another AppleTh.lk connector in port A2 and to the other network That is all there is to installing a local bridge.
Remote Bridge

A remote bridge is used to connect your network to another network that is a long distance away. You must use a modem in conjunction with InterBridge to create a remote bridge. Any remote
network that you are bridging must also have a modem and InterBridge. To build a remote bridge, you use an RS-232-C cable
that connects from the S l port of InterBridge to your modem.
You must al_so configure your modem with some specific Hayes
AT commands, for either synchronous or asynchronous communication. Basically, your modem needs to accept Hayes AT
commands and be configured with the following features:
•
•
•
•

Numeric formatting of result codes
Command-state character echo off
Implementation of all control signals
Ring-counting aulo-answer features disabled
Modem uses DTR signal (for asynchronous communication)
Carrier state information passed

Once you have your AppleTI:llk cables and RS-232-C cable installed, it's time to power up and configure your ports.
Software
InterBridge comes with a manager disk containin g the software
that configures the four ports on InterBridge. You use the
manager to:
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•
•
•
•
•

•

Thll InterBridge which devices are connected to the ports.
Change the zone name of the network.
Change the network number.
Change the Applelalk name of an InterBridge.
Decide on the data transmission characteristics of the
serial ports.
Find out which InterBridges are available on the
network.
Place calls on dial-up remote br idge links.

Most of these operations are performed from the Manager program with the exception of the "Zone Chooser." The Zone
Chooser is a desk accessory and is installed with the Font/DA
mover. The Zone Chooser has the traditional DA icon. To install
it. follow these steps:
1. Click on the Zone Chooser DA icon.
2 . Make sure you are installing to your startup system.
3. Open the startup system, select Chooser, and click the
Remove button.
4 . Now select Zone Chooser and click the Copy button.
5. Exit the DA/Font mover. The Zone Chooser is now installed.
The Zone Chooser is a very important desk accessory. Without
it, you can't bridge to other APNs. If you're u sing AppleShare,
TOPS, PC-MacBridge, or the 3 + network, and you want to connect to remote APNs, you need InterBridge and the Zone
Chooser.
Not only can you configure InterBridge's ports and alter zone
data, you can monitor the network activity in each connected
zone. InterBridge has a Routing Thble Display showing which
networks can be accessed through InterBridge, how many
bridges away they are. their current status. and how busy the
networks have been. How busy the networks have been is very
important to a network manager. The InterBridge Manager disk
also contains some helpful self-tests. The result of these self-tests
can be viewed in the InterBridge diagnostic w indow.
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~ WRAP-UP
For configuring internetworks that bridge a large distan ce, or
for connecting multiple APNs in the same building, lnterBridge
is a must. When you consider that the APN, using Apple twistedpair cabling, is limited to 1,000 feet between nodes, you can begin
to see the importance oflnterBridge. For connections to foreign
networks. InterBridge is the foundation. It has become the standard for internetwork bridging devices. It is a key element in Apple's LAN marketing plans. The fact that it comes from Hayes
ensures that it's a high-quality product that will suppor ted long
into the future.

~ PRODUCT PRICE(S)
Hayes InterBridge .. .... ....... ... .. .. ... ....... .... .... ..... ...... ... ... .$495.00

'=1 Hard Disks and Moss Storage Systems
Company: AST

2121 Alton Ave.
Irvine, CA 92714
(714 ) 863-1333
Name of drive(s): AST 2000/4000
Storage sizes: 2000 (20 Mbytes-20 Mbyte tape backup)

4000 (74 Mbytes-60 Mbyte tape backup)
LAN quality: Excellent
Prices: AST 2000........... ........................ ... ...... .... .. ... ... .... $ 1695

AST 4000.... .. .......... ........ .................... ....... ..... .... $4695
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Company: LoDown
10 Victor Square. Suite 2000
Scotts Valley. CA 95066
(408) 438-7400
Name of drive(s): LoDown 20/30/40/80
LoDown 20/20
Storage sizes: 20/30/40/60/155/234 Mbytes
20 Mbyte hard disk-20 Mbyte tape backup
LAN quality: Excellent
Prices: 20 Mbyte ... .... .... .... ...... ... ...... ..... ... ......................... $995
30 Mbyte ..... ... ..... ..... ......... ... .. ... .. .... ... ...... ........... $1295
40 Mbyte ... ............... .... .. .. .. .... ... .... ...... ....... ......... $1995
60 Mbyte ....... .... .. .. ... ... .. ..... .... ... ...... ..... ..... ... ..... .. $2495
155 Mbyte ..... ... .. ........ ...... ... ... .. ..... ..... .. ........... ... . $3995
234 Mbyte ..... .. .... .. ..... .... .. ..... .............. ................ $6595
WORM 400 ..... ........ ... ......... .... ....... ...... .. ....... ..... ..$6150
WORM 800 .. .. ... ... .. ... ...... ... ...... ..... ...... ......... .. .... .. $8245
CD-ROM ... .. ..... ....... ........ .. ... ....... ...... .... ........... ... .. $1595
Company: Mirror 'Technologies
2209 Phelps Rd., Box 304
Hugo. MN 55038
(800) 328-6795, Ext. 428
Name of drive(s): MagNET
Storage sizes: 20/30/40/85 Mbytes
40 Mbyte hard disk with 40 Mbyte tape
backup
LAN quality: Excellent
Prices: MagNET
MagNET
MagNET
MagNET
MagNET
MagNET
MagNET

20X ........ ...... .... ..... .. ...... .. ....... ........... .... .$779
20X w/MacServe ....... ..... .... .. .... .. ....... ...... $849
30X ..... .... ...... ....... ........ ...... ..... ... .......... .$1295
30X w/MacServe ...... .. ... ..... .... .... ....... ...... $995
40/40 w/MacServe .............. ................ .. $2395
40X .......... ......... ... ..... ... ...... ....... ... .... ..... $1195
85X w/40 Mbyte tape backup .............. $3995
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Company: Bering Industries, Inc.
280 'Technology Circle
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-8779
Name of drive(s): Thtem TM
Storage s i zes: Fixed hard disks

20/40/80/140 Mbytes
Removable Bernoulli Cartridges
Single-20 Mbyte cartridge
Dual-20 Mbyte cartridge/20 Mbyte fixed disk
Combinations
20 Mbyte cartridge & 20/40/80 Mbyte fixed
disks

LAN quality: Excellent
Prices: Fixed hard disks
20 Mbyte ............................................................... $795
40 Mbyte ............. ... ...... ...... ............. .................... $1795
80 Mbyte ... ... ... .... ... ... ...... .. ... .. .. .............. ............. $2795
140 Mbyte ............................. ..... ...... ...... ....... .. .... $3895
Removable Bernoulli cartridges
Single .................. ......... ...... ... ......... .. ....... ... .... .. ... $1495
Dual ... ......... .. .. ...... ...... .. ....... ..... .... ........ .............. $2295
Combinations
20 Mbyte ........... .... .... ............ ... ......... ... .. .............$2295
40 Mbyte ..... .................... ... .................... ............. $2995
80 Mbyte ............ ........ ....... .... ..... .... .... .... ... .. .. ...... $3995

Company: CMS Enhanceme nts, Inc.
1372 Valencia Ave.
Thstin, CA 92680
(714) 259-9555
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Name of drive(s): MacStackTM

Compact Model
Power Thwer
Storage s izes: MacStack- 20/40/43/80 Mbytes

Compact Model-20/40 Mbytes
Power Thwer-320/640 Mbytes
LAN qua lity: Excellent
Prices: MacStack

20 Mbyte ....... ..... ...... .. .. ... .......... ........ ... ...... ... ... ..... $795
43 Mbyte ... ..... .............. .... .. .. ......... .... .... ... ..... ...... $1295
80 Mbyte ...... ... .......................... .. ...... .... .. ........ .... $ 1795
Compact Model
20 Mbyte ....... .............. .......... .. ..... .... ... .. ... ........ ..... $795
40 Mbyte ... ... .... ............ ...... ....... ..................... .. .... $1 195
Power Tower
320 w/60 Mbyte tape backup ... .. .. ........ ...... .. ... .$ 12.995
640 w/60 Mbyte tape backup ....... .. .................. $ 16,995

Company: Super Mac Technology

950 N. Rengstorff Ave.
Mou ntain View, CA 94043
(415) 964-8884
Name of drive(s): DataFrame XP 20

DataFrame XP 40
DataFrame 20
DataFrame XP 40+40
Storage sizes: 20/40 Mbytes
LAN quality: Excellent
Prices: DataFrame XP 20 ... ................... .. .... .... ................ $1299

DataFrarne XP 40 .... .......... .. .......... ...... ...... ... .. .... .$1899
DataFrarne 20................ ... .... ... ... .. .... .......... ......... $1099
DataFrame XP 40+40 .. ........ .. ..................... .... .. . $2599
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Company: J asmine Thchnologies, Inc.
555 De Haro St.
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 621-4339
Name of drive(s): Jasmine and BackPac 40™
Storage sizes: Jasmine Ex ternal
20/40/50/801160 Mbytes

BackPac
40 Mbytes
LAN quality: Excellen t
Prices: Jas mine External
20 Mbyte .. ...... .... .. .... ......... .... ..... ................... .. ......$649
40 Mbyte ................. .. ... .. ..... ... ....... .. ..... ... .... .... ... ...$999
50 Mbyte ... ... .... .. .. ..... .. ... ............. .... .... ...... ........... $1159
80 Mbyte ... ........ .. .... .... .. .... .... ...... .. .. ... ..... .. ....... ...$1399
160 Mby te ..... .. ...... ........ ..... .... .. ...... ..... ..... ... ...... .. $3499

BackPac 40 ..... ... .. ... .... .. ... ... ... .. ... ... .. .... ... ... ... .... ... $1299

Company: Rodime, Inc.
29525 Chagrin Blvd.
Pepper Pike, OH 44122
(216) 765-8414
Name of drive(s): Rodime PLUSTM
Storage sizes: Internal and Ex ternal
20/45 Mbytes
LAN quality: Excellent
Prices: External
20 Mbyte ...... ... ... .. ..... ... ... .. .. .... .. .......... ... .... ..... .. ... $1195
45 Mbyte ... .... ... ..... ...... .. ........ ...... ... .... .... ............. $ 1595

Internal
20 Mbyte .... ..... .... ... ... .. .. ..... ... ..... .. ........... ... ..... .... $1295
4 5 Mbyte .. .. ..... ... ..... .. ...... .. .... .. ............ ........... ..... $1695
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C ompany: Personal Compu ter Periphera ls Corp.

6204 Benjamin Rd.
Thrnpa, FL 33634
(800) MACBUTT
Name of d rive (s): MacBottom TM
Storage sizes: 20/21/32/45 Mbytes

LAN quality: Good to excellent
Prices: HD
HD
HD
HD
HD
HD
HD

20 Serial ....... .... .... ... .... ... ... ..... .... .......... .. ..... .. $ 1195
2 1 SCSI. ............................. .. ... ...... .... ............ $1195
21M w/built-in modem .... .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $ 1395
32 .... .... ........ ............... ..... ........ ................. .. ... $ 1395
32M w/built-in m odem ....... .......... ...... .... .... .. .$ 1595
45 .. ........... ... ............ ... ............ .... ...... ......... .... $ 1795
45 w/built-in m odem .... ........ .. .................. .. ... $ 1995

Company: Peripheral Land

4 7 800 Westingh ouse Dr.
Fremont, CA 94538
(4 15) 657-2211
Name of drive(s): PL Series-extern al

PLi Series-interna l
Stora ge sizes: PL Series- extern al

20/30/50/80/172/230 Mbytes
PLi Series- in terna l
30/50/65 Mbytes
LAN quality : Excellent
P rices: PL S eries-external

20 Mbyte .... ....... ..... .... .... ........... ... ......................... $995
30 Mbyte ... ......... .... ...... ...................... ............... .. $1295
50 Mbyte ............... ... ............ ... ...... .... .. ... ..... ..... ......$N/A
80 Mbyte .......... ..... .... .......... .... ... ....... ......... .. ... ... . $2495
172 Mbyte ... .. ......... ... ..... ... ... ...... ... ...... .. ...... .. .. .... $4995
230 Mbyte ............... .. ....... ...... ....... .... .. .. ...... .... .. .. $6995
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P li
30
50
65

Series-internal
Mbyte ............ .... ............... ......... .... ................... $995
Mbyte ......................................... .............. ...... $ 1295
Mby te ........ ..... .. ... ..... ........ ..... ....... ......... ... .... ..$ 1450

Company: Wa rp Nine Engineering

1751 W. County Rd., S uite 107
St. Paul, MN 5 5113
(800) 654-5294
Name of drive(s): The Photon ™
Storage sizes: External

20/30 /40 Mbytes
Internal
20/30 /45 Mbytes

LAN quality: Excellent
Prices: External

20 Mbyte ... ... ... ... .. ..... .... ... .. .... ..... .......................... $ 569
30 Mbyte .... ........................ ..... ....... ........... ........ .... $789
4 0 Mbyte ............ .... ..... ................... ....................... $ 949
In terna l
2 0 Mbyte ..... ........... ............ ................................... $ 499
30 Mbyte ............ ............ ......... ....... .. ..... ........... .. ... $ 649
45 Mbyte ....................................... ........................ $ 899

Company: Peak System s

1201 Spyglass
Au stin, T X 78746
(8 00) 225-7509
Name of drive(s): Plus TM Series a nd Sierra TM
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Storage sizes: Plus- 20/30 /45/65/80 M byte
Si erra-40 Mbyte h ard d i sk/40 M byte
tape backup
LAN quality: Excellent

Prices: 20 Mbyte .............. ..... ............ ......... .... .. ...... .. ....... $1095
30 Mbyte ... ... ........... ... .... .. .... ... .. ... .... ... .... ......... ... $1395
45 Mbyte .. ..... ....... ..... ...... ........ ...... ... ...... .......... ... $1895
65 M byte ... ....... .. ... ..... ....... ... .. .. ...... ... .... ....... ....... $2395
8 0 Mbyte ....... .... ..... .. ..... .. ......... ...... .. .. .. ....... ..... ... $ 2 695
40/40 ........ .... .. ....... ......... ... ..... .... ...... .. ....... ........ .. $2695

Company: Pri am
20 West Montagu e Expressway
San Jose, CA 95134
(800) 345-9242
Name of drive(s): MacDi sk TM
Storage sizes: 40/100/230 Mbytes
LAN quality: Excellent

Prices: 40 Mbyte .......... .......................... ..... .......... .. .... ... . $ 1895
65 Mbyte.. ... ... .. ..... .. .... ........ .... .......... ........ .... ..... .$2295
103 Mbyte ... ....... .. ........... .... ... ..... .. .. ..... ........ .... ... $2695
233 Mbyte .......... ...... ........ .. .... ... .. ......... ..... .. ..... ...$3995

Company: NuData
3206 Scott Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(800) 832-8268
Name of drive(s): Dat a CelJTM
Stora ge sizes: 20/40/80/125/160/250/330/660 Mbytes
30 Mbyte h ard disk and 40 Mbyte tape backu p
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LAN quality: Excellen t
Prices: 20 Mbyte .......................... .... ..... ........ ........ .. ........ $1095
40 Mbyte ................................... ........ .. .. ..... ...... ...$1695
40/40 ........ ....... ...... ...... .... ......... ..... .. ...... .... .... ... ... $2695
80 Mbyte .. .... .............. ............. .............. .............. $2195
125 Mbyte .... .... ......... ....................... ........ ......... ..$3995
160 Mbyte ................... ....... ... ..... ... ... ..... ... ......... ..$4950
250 Mbyte ... .. ... .......... ........... ..... ......... ........... .. ... $8250
330 Mbyte ....................... ...... .............................. $9800
660 Mbyte ............. .................... .. ...................... $17 ,100

'=1 MAC-TO-MAINFRAME INTRODUCTION
This section deals with a very important aspect of Macintosh
communications connection to a mainframe computer. LANs
can extend their power and usefulness if at least one unit on the
network is connected to a mainframe. Connection to a mainframe is the root of LANs. In the early days of computers a series of terminals connected to the company's mainframe was
considered by some to be a LAN. Thday. connection to the mainframe is just another cog in the LAN wheel. With the Macintosh,
these connections have been taken out of the nether world of
mainframe communications. Now, Mac-to-mainframe communications can be as easy as the Mac itself. This makes a great
deal of information and power accessible to more individuals.
Mac-to-mainframe connections can inclu de both hardware
and software. Often there has to be a physical connection to the
mainframe, usually some type of "converter" box. Apple tried
to provide connectivity to the IBM mainframe with their AppleLine and Cluster Controller products, but both were difficult to
set up and use. They were also large and required extra space
a llocation. Now, a product such as the Netway l OOOA from 1hData accomplishes the same functions as Apple's AppleLine and
Cluster Controller with a box the size of a modem. Other companies use a software-only approach, leaving the physical connection u p to the mainframe company. MAC Menlo from Menlo
Business Systems is an example of a software-only solution.
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Whichever way you decide to go, using the Macintosh to communicate with the mainframe opens powerful resources, often
with the click of a mouse. The main goal is to improve the capabilities that increase the productivity and efficiency of people
trying to do their jobs. Users don't need to know how to put a
cable between here and there. It's not important to them where
the information is stored or how t heir computers are connected.
A user simply wants to know, "How do I get that information
without having to go through a lot of mumbo-jumbo?" What
makes Mac-to-mainframe connections unique is that the Macintosh, with its ease of use and standard user interface, allows fast
and easy access to a great deal of information stored on a variety of mainframe computers.
The companies included here have created second-generation
Mac-to-ma inframe connections. The first generation consisted
of simple terminal emulators, which provided very little in the
way of a Macintosh interface after connection to the host. Maclerminal is a good example of a first-generation communication
application. With MacTerminal, setting up communication application protocols and settings are Mac-like. Once connected
to an IBM 3278 or other mainframe, the Macintosh interface becomes limited. Many of the second-generation applications provide additional Macintosh features to make life easier, such as
multiple windows, instant switching between host sessions and
applications, multiple host sessions, file transfers that include
automatic MacBinary and XModem file transfers, and much
more. It won't be long before third-gen eration products are available. Third-generation Mac-to-mainframe connections should
provide more steps toward completion of the Macintosh user interface integration, including Desktop, disk and file icons, and
file manipulation while connected to the host! Imagine booting
up your Mac, clicking a communications program, connecting
to a VAX/VMS, and seeing another Desktop. This Desktop now
shows your VAX directories and files as Mac icons. Double-click,
and the directories or files are open.
If this sounds like science fiction , it's not. Apple is already
attempting to reach this goal w ith the Apple UNIX (A/UX)
product. Apple is making available parts of its proprietary ROM
to UNIX developers. The idea is to provide UNIX developers the
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necessary tools to create UNIX applications that have both the
loolk and the feel of a standard Macintosh application.
Here are a few Mac-to-mainframe products. There are sure
to be more in the future. In fact. the future may a lready be here!

1tJ AlisoTolk
Company name: Alisa Systems, Inc.
Company address: 221 E. Walnut St.

Suite 230
Pasadena, CA 91101
(818) 792-94 74

Product name(s): AlisaThlk™

LAN quality: Excellent. AlisaThlk was designed to use the
VAX system as a file server for an Appleralk
network. With AlisaThlk, users can access the
power and storage capacity of a VAX for their
network
Computers supported: Macintosh 512K

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II
VAX/VMS

ltJ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
In its basic form. AlisaThlk connects Macintosh to Digital Equipment Corporation's VAX/VMS systems, using the Appleralk network and Ethernet gateway. AlisaThlk provides two primary
capabilities to a standard AppleThlk Personal Network (APN). One
is a file server; the other is a LaserWriter PrintSpooler. Both of
these features utilize the power and storage capacity of a VAX
minicomputer. AlisaThlk allows multiple APNs to use either the
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VAX/VMS system or their own personal file servers, such as
AppleShare, TOPS, and MacServe.
AlisaThlk uses a standard DEC Ethernet port, Ethernet cable,
and one or more Kinetics FastPathTM bridges. The FastPath
bridge provides the link between the Ethernet cable and the
Apple twisted-pair. The main software resides on the VAX and
uses the Ethernet and FastPath to transfer data between the two
systems.
As I mentioned, there are two main features of AlisaThlkfile serving and a LaserWriter print spooler. Alisa Systems implemented Applentlk on the VAX to avoid putting special software on every Macintosh.
File Server

The file server resides on the VAX and is implemented on the
Macintosh through a desk accessory. The file server on the VAX
is activated when you start your system. CPU time is not used
unless someone is accessing the server. On the Macintosh, server
volumes are mounted and dismounted with the AlisaThlk desk
accessory; they look and act like normal Macintosh d isks. Other
users on the Applentlk network can also mount any volumes.
However, only one user at a time can write to any given file, unless you are using multiuser applications. File operations are
transparent. They look and act like a standard Mac.
Every user connected to the server can connect to a remote
volume that resides on the VAX. Once the volume is mounted,
each user has a private Scrapbook file, Clipboard file, and Desktop file, all controlled by the server. Therefore, a network user
need not lose these standard features when connected to the VAX
host. The file server does not support the Macintosh HFS features. You do not lose HFS capabilities on your Mac except when
you are connected to AlisaThlk. The VAX file server uses the older
"flat" Macintosh File System (MFS).
LaserWriter Print Spooler

DEC fully supports PostScript as a standard page description
language. The LaserWriter Print Spooler is installed on the VAX
system, and Mac users simply select the LaserWriter from the
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Chooser desk accessory. This is standard procedure. The print
spooling is handled by the VAX. When a PostScript file is received
by the VAX, it is processed and sent to the LaserWriter for printing, leaving the Mac user free to return immediately to previous tasks.

~ SETUP

AND INSTALLATION
A typical APN and VAX network looks like the one in Figure 4. 7.

FIGURE 4.7 APN-to-VAX connection
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with AllsaTalk
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As mentioned, AlisaThlk is primarily a VAX/VMS product.
Other than the desk accessory to access the file server, the file
server and LaserWriter print spooler software is installed on the
VAX system. It is strongly suggested that someone familiar with
VAX/VMS command language do the installation. The AlisaThJk
manual spells out the VAX/VMS installation process step by step.
Here is what you need to get started with AlisaThlk:
1. An Ethernet controller (DEUNA, DEQNA, DELUA, etc.)
for your VAX system
2 . Cabling and transceivers
3. Kinetics FastPath bridge
4. AlisaThlk Personal Network connectors and cable for each
Mac
5. AlisaThlk software for your particular VAX system
AlisaThlk is a powerful file server option for an APN network.
The VAX/VMS system is fast and powerful. For companies using
the VAX/VMS systems and Macintoshes, AlisaThlk is one of the
best ways to go. With AlisaThlk supporting AppleShare, it is possible to have several APNs running AppleShare; then one or more
nodes on any given APN can connect to a VAX via AlisaThlk.
The desk accessory approach used by AlisaThlk simplifies the
VAX file server connection. AlisaThlk adheres well to the Mac
interface. Once connected to the VAX host. files maintain their
icons and the standard Mac interface is kept intact because AlisaThlk implements the Applera.Ik protocol on the VAX system. Even
new Macintosh users should find using the connection to the
VAX a simple and straightforward process that reduces training time.
At this point, AlisaThlk does not support HFS on the VAX.
Consequently, it could be time-consuming to scroll through a
large number of Macintosh files on the VAX. Very busy networks
trying to access the AlisaThlk file server can really slow things
down. Also, when they try to use the print spooler, printing takes
much longer than normal.
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~ PRODUCT PRICE(S)
AlisaTalk (per CPU. including clusters):
MicroVAX II, 11/730, 11/750............. .. ........ .... ............... $3,750
11/780, 8200 .. ... .. ..... ... .... ..... .. ... ... ..... ..... ... .... ..... .. ... .... .. $4,750
11/785, 8300 .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .... ...... .. ........ ..... .. ..... ... .... ........ $6,500
8500, 8550 , 8600, 8650, 8700 .. ... .. ...... ........... ............. $8,500
8800 ... .. ....... .... .. ..... .. .. .. ... ....... .. ...... ..... ......... ... .. ......... ..$1 1.500

Lt1 MAC MENLO
Company name: Menlo Bu siness Systems. Inc.
Company address: 33 4 Sta te S t.
Los Altos, CA 94022
(415) 948-7920
Product name(s): MAC MENLOTM
MAXTM
FOUNDATION™ Graphics Tholbox Module
LAN quality: Excellent. MAC MENLO should fit very well into
any LAN sch em e where at least one Macintosh
can be connected to a Thnde m for a h ost s es sion. If you u se Switcher™, data can be immediately selected from t he host session ,
switched over to a LAN session, a nd then either
made available for n etwork use or transferred
to another user.
Computers supported: Macintosh 512K
Macintos h Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintos h II
Thndem Mainframes
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ltJ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
MAC MENLO links Macintosh to Th.ndem computers. However,
MAC MENLO provides much more than simple terminal emulation. MAC MENLO is an application that allows your Mac to
function as a full-featured Thndem workstation. MAC MENLO

supports Th.ndem 6520 and 653x terminal processing. Such Th.ndem features as Protect Mode, Conversational Mode, Block Mode,
Programmed Function Keys, and Control Characters are fully
supported with a Macintosh interface. In addition, MAC MENLO
is also a full-featured Macintosh product. MAC MENLO supports
cut, copy, paste, and other standard Mac procedures. Support
of these standard features along with support for Switcher allows you to integrate information from the Thndem host with
any other Macintosh application.
Other MAC MENLO features include a file transfer utility that
provides transfer of text and graphic files between the Mac and
its Thndem host. Another feature allows the Mac to use graphics
stored on the Thndem via Menlo's Graphic TholboxTM application, a Thndem application that stores and retrieves Macintosh
graphics.
In working with the Th.ndem, Menlo Business Systems has
added special features to both MAC MENLO and the Macintosh
User Interface, features that augment the standard Th.ndem termina l functions.

The MAC MENLO and Macintosh User Interface
MAC MENLO h as modified elements of the standard Mac inter-

face, the cut/copy/paste, graphics window, and file transfer,
sepa rating it from the standard terminal emulation program.
Cut/Copy/Paste

As w ith most Macintosh applications, data can be cut, copied,
a nd pasted from any MAC MENLO window. MAC MENLO also
adds some special, advanced selection techniques. First, you can
select rectangular portions of your data, a very useful feature
when working with columns of numbers. You can select one or
more columns at a time. You don't ha.ve to copy data that you
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won't need. By holding down the Command key and then selecting your data, the selection is confined to a rectangular area.
(See Figure 4.8)
Once an area is selected, you have three methods for copying and pasting. These features are selected from the Edit menu
and they are:
•

•

Copy with Returns. This places a return a t the end of
each line field selected. If you select a block of names
from a data base and then want to paste them as a
block. use Copy with Returns.
Copy Tables. This selection places a tab at the end of
each line or field. Use this feature for placing tabular
data from the Th.ndem into a spreadsheet or database.

FIGURE 4.8 Selecting data as a block
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•

Paste as Block. This feature allows you to paste information retaining the data's original dimensions, a very
nice feature for dealing with large tables of information.

Information copied with returns or tabs can also be copied
into the Scrapbook. Once in the Scrapbook, t he data can b e copied and then pasted again using the Paste as Block function.
The Graphics Window

The graphics window with MAC MENLO requires the Thndem
to have the FOUNDATIONTM Graphics Toolbox module added to
the FOUNDATION application. The FOUNDATION application
is Menlo Business System's on-line Thndem application developm ent product. The Graphic Tholbox is an additional module that
provides a graphics window during a MAC MENLO session. Even
though FOUNDATION is not a Macintosh-specific application,
the addition of the FOUNDATION Graphics Tholbox provides
another powerful addition to your Mac-toThndem connections.
All Mac windows, including graphics, in MAC MENLO can
be sized, resized, and moved according to standard Macintosh
conventions. Graphics can be cut, copied, and pasted to and from
the graphics window. Graphic drawings can be "object" oriented
drawings, bit-mapped drawings, or text. If a graphic element is
cut from the graphics window, it can then be pasted into MacDraw or some other Macintosh graphic application.
File Transfer

File transfer options are under the Configuration m enu. Options
are selected from the File 1ransfer Options window. MAC MENLO
provides the standard file transfer options such as setting line
and character delays and line wrap. You can determine if carriage returns ancLbr line feeds should b e kept. MAC MENLO supports three methods of file transfer: MAC MENLO Binary,
XModem, and Text-Only.
MAC MENLO Binary This protocol allows for transfer of Macin-

tosh binary files to and from the Thndem. Binary files are usually
associated with Macintosh graphics, allowing them to be stored
on the Thndem and then transferre d to any Macintosh workstation. This is a very valuable feature for those w ith graphic-
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intensive needs such as CAD/CAM professionals. architects, engineers, or graphic artists.
XModem XModem is a standard file transfer protocol, the most
widely used in the business. The XModem protocol available
with MAC MENLO includes the standard Mac Binary protocol
for use in transmitting nontext Macintosh files. This should not
be confused with standard Macintosh files. These are files such
as Word or Excel documents. When a Macintosh document is
transferred with an XModem that has MacBinary capabilities,
a file type and creator are a lso sent for each file. This information is what gives the Mac file its unique icon and allows the file
to be opened by the appropriate application.
Text-Only Text-Only file transfer can send and receive any unformatted text. Files to be sent should be initially saved as "textonly" documents.
Another type of me transfer that is unique to the MAC MENLO
program is Menlo's Advanced Exchange (MAX) product for the
Thndem. MAX is a unique method for transferring information
between the Mac and the Thndem. First, it is not a Macintosh
application. That is, MAX does not run on the Mac. MAX is a
Thndem application. It simplifies file transfers between the Mac
and its Thndem host. The most obvious advantage of MAX is
batch file transfer, the ability to transfer more than one file at
a time. MAX also detects and corrects transmission errors.
MAX also allows you to modify your data during file transfer. You can select specific elements of a TANDEM file, such as
sales figures, determine data delimiters, and transfer this data
directly into an Excel spreadsheet maintaining the specified
delimiters.

Macintosh to Tandem Terminal Features
These features augment the existing ones found in other Thndem terminals. With the addition of the Macintosh interface.
tl1ese features add significant power along with ease of use. Frequently used commands and terminal functions can be added
as Command or Function menu options by the user. These features are:
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• Configuration control. All the settings configured
under the Configuration menu can be saved for future use.
You don't have to go back and redefine your function keys
and command macros each time you start a host session.
• Commands. The MAC MENLO commands allow you to
define various macros, or data strings. Once defined, lhese
can be added to the Command menu. Selecting "Edit Commands" from the Configuration menu brings up a screen
like the one shown in Figure 4.9.
You need to know basic Thndem command data syntax.
Each macro can be given a command mnemonic. If this
mnemonic is followed by a I and a specific letter, then the
macro will h ave a command key shortcu t . You do need to be
sure to use keyboard equivalents that are not currently in
use by MAC MENLO. To use the macro commands, simply

FIGURE 4.9 Edit Commands screen
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pull d own th e Command m enu. You s hould s ee a list of your
m acros. Selecting a m enu item initia tes that m acro
command .

• Programmable function keys. Function keys can be
p rogra mmed like commands. On a standard Thndem terminal th ere a re 16 function keys that perform specific tasks.
Holding the shift key provides an a ddition al 16 fun ctions.
Both levels of function keys are programma ble with M A C
MENLO. The standard function key set is lab eled " fun c tion s," in lowercase. The shift-function s a re labe led " FUNCT ION" in uppercas e letters. Selecting "Edit function s " or
" Edit FUNCTIONS" from the Con figura tion menu presents a
screen like th e one in Figure 4.10.

FIGURE 4.10 Edit FUNCTIO NS
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In the same way you edit commands, you can add keyboard shortcuts to the function key menus. Be careful not to
add ones that are already in use.
• Session Recording. Host sessions can be recorded and
saved as a text fil e for future use.
Overall , MAC MENLO represents an excellent example of what
can be done to provide terminal emu lation and still retain sign ificant Macintosh features.
MAC MENLO represents the second generation of Mac-toMainframe connections. Me nlo Business Systems have made
every effort to make MAC MENLO very Mac-like. The effort shows.
While MAC MENLO works best with Mac to Thndem connections,
there are still some advantages to u s ing MAC MENLO as a standalone terminal communications package. MAC MENLO even includes a file called MacEM3270, a configuration file th at allows
Thndem users to p ass through a Thndem to an IBM 3270. The
function m e nus are oriented to 3270 operations.
For Mac users needing to connect to or through Thndem
mainframes, MAC MENLO is a must. Being able to use the Thndem to store and retrieve Macintosh graphics makes MAC
MENLO p erfect for those users who n eed mass storage for their
graphics. The availability of the graphics window during a host
session provides the Mac user with a distinct adva ntage beyond
that of the traditional Thndem terminal.
Considering what MAC MENLO can do. there a re not many
gen eralized "cons." MAC MENLO h as not been in the marketplace long enough for users to get a good feel for all the idiosyncras ies of the product. One compla int h as been that to take full
a dva n tage of th e MAC MENLO product, users need to add additional e lements to th eir Thn dem, including MAX and the FO UNDATION Graphics Toolbox module. Adding these two programs
mea ns factoring in additional costs. But without these two a d ditiona l features, MAC MENLO is s imply a b etter-than-average
communications application.

~ PRODUCT PRICE(S)
MAC Menlo ....... .. .... .. ........ ... .. .... .. .. ..... ... ............. ... ...... $395.00
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~ pcLINK™
Company name: Pacer Software, Inc.
Company address: 7911 Herschel Ave.

Suite 402
La Jolla, CA 92037

(619) 898-3300
Product name(s): pcLINK™
LAN quality: Good to excellent. pcLINK provides numerous

Mac-to-mainframe links, so the LAN quality depends on the host system and the type of connection used. Ethernet connections should
provide you with the best LAN support. Directconnect RS-232 may not be quite as flexible.
Computers supported: Macintosh 512K

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II
DEC VAXNMS
StratusTM
PrimeTM
ATT 3B2™
Cray TM (via UNIX)
Sun™
Encore™
Convex™
Other UNIX systems

ltJ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
pcLINK provides asynchronous connections from the Macintosh
to any number of mini or mainframe systems. Currently supported host systems include:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DEC VAX/VMS
StratusTM
PrimeTM
ATT 3B2™
CrayTM (via UNIX)
SunTM
EncoreTM
ConvexTM
Other UNIX systems

pcLINK allows the Macintosh to act as a terminal with full
terminal functions. The communications settings are standard.
pcLINK supports baud rates from 110 to 38,400, 7 or 8 data bits,
1 or 2 stop bits, and either odd or no parity. Unlike other standard terminals, pcLINK maintains many standard Macintosh features, such as pull-down m enus, dialog boxes, local cut and
paste, window positioning and sizing, and mouse-directed cursor positioning. Other features include the ability to create a type
of macro called a SoftKey. These SoftKeys are stored as data files
and can be recalled whenever n eeded. SoftKeys essentially provide you with the necessary function keys for terminal operation. These SoftKey configurations are saved as script files for
later use. Terminal commands can also be saved and played
back. pcLINK can accomplish its operations with a variety of
mainframe systems through a variety of connections and virtually any combination of m edia, including the following:
•
•
•
•

RS-232 (direct-connect or dia l-up)
Ethernet™ (direct to VMS, TCP/IP to UNIX systems)
AppleralkTM (using Kinetics FastPathTM)
OmninetTM

You can mix and match direct-connect RS-232 async lines
with Ethernet connections. With this depth of flexibility, most
existing topographies can be easily modified to accommodate
small networks ofMacs. A typical Macintosh-to-host topography
with pcLINK might look like Figure 4 .11.
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FIGURE 4.11 Mac-to-Mainframe host topography
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Along with the variety of connections and host system compatibility come four important features.
1. Virtual Disk Support
2. Thrminal Emulation Mode
3. Print Spooling
4. File 'fransfer

These features and others add up to a strong Mac-to-mainframe
product. Let's take a look at each of the features.
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• Virtual Disk Support. pcLINK's Virtual Disk Support is
a program that creates a file on the host that acts like a
Macintosh disk. Mac users simply double-click on the
MountVDriveTM icon. The MountVDrive icon is shown in
Figure 4.12. With a virtual disk mounted. Mac users can
store files as if the virtual disk were a hard disk connected
to their Mac. Once mounted, the Virtual Disk icon looks like
the one in Figure 4.13.
Creating a virtual disk is not quite as easy as it sounds.
First. a separate application called "MiniMac" must be installed on the host system. MiniMac allows users to create
virtual disks and serves as a bridge between the host and
the Macintosh disk file system. Virtual disks can range in
size from 200K to 10Mbytes. The default size is 400K. The
following command lines are an example of how a virtual
disk is created on the host and then mounted on a Macintosh (user input is underlined):

FIGURE 4.12 MountVDrive icon

n~

MountVDrive1 M

FIGURE 4.13 Virtual Disk icon
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Mini Mac
[MiniMac version 1.0 Alpha test]
<none>: create diskl.mvd
Enter Macintosh volume name [Untitled]: Volumel
Initializing disk (400K) . ..
Disk created
Volumel: cr disk2.mvd 1.6MB
Enter Macintosh volume name [Untitled]: Another
volume
Initializing disk (1.6MB) ...
Disk created
Another volume: quit
As you can see. user input is kept to a minimum. Once
you have created the virtual disk. it is mounted on your remote Mac. Files can be "Imported" from the host to the Mac
or you can "Export" files to the host from your Mac. Files
can be stored on your Mac as ASCII text. binary. or MacBinary. With these options, Mac users can store "virtually"
(pun intended) any Macintosh files on the host system.

• File Transfer. Files are transferred from Mac to host or
from host to Mac. The files can be ACSII text or binary. In
either case. pcLINK provides standard error detection. MacBinary files can be stored on the host and then transferred
back to your Macintosh. MacBinary transfer is necessary if
you are using your host to store your Mac files. It's a relatively painless operation. The dialog box in Figure 4.14 illustrates how to transfer a file from the Mac to your host.
• Terminal Emulation. All terminal functions are configured and saved as Thrminal definition files. (See Figure
4.15.) SoftKey files contain user-defined terminal features
such as function keys. Virtually all standard terminals can
be configured and used.
• Print Spooling. Selecting "Spool to Host .. . "from the
File menu begins the print spooling process. Either a Mac
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FIGURE 4.14 File Transfer dialog box screen
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file or a h ost fil e can b e sent to th e spooler to be printed on
th e host printer, either a la s er p rinter or some other printer
on t h e n etwork.
These are just a few of the major features of pcLINK. There
are others that depend u pon the host system u sed. In fact.
it's the flexibili ty of pcLINK th at is on e of its m ost attractive
features.
p cLINK provides power alon g with excellent flexibility.
The number of h ost systems a nd n etwork m e diums supported m a ke p cLINK u sable in m any bus iness environm e nts. Even though pcLINK is p rimarily a m a infram e
product, Pacer has don e a fa irly good j ob of m a intaining the
Macintosh interface.
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It's important to remember that pcLINK is primarily a
m a inframe product. As such. working with the user interface can be somewhat difficult for an average user. Creating
a virtual disk is a good example of what a user would have
to go through in order to import or export files to or from
the virtual disk. Systems administrators would do well to
keep this in mind. Mac users might tend to get a bit nervous when confronted with strange codes and command
languages.
Another major problem with pcLINK is the lack of connectivity with IBM systems. Now, the number one mainframe system is IBM, and if you can't connect to it, you 're
missing out on a lot of business. Pacer, however, has indicated that IBM support is coming; it will be a welcome addition when it is introduced.

~ PRODUCT PRICE(S)
Pacer does not ch arge for the Macintosh part if pcLINK. It
licenses only the host portion. Pacer's pricing depends upon the
number of concurrent users.
5 concurrent users ..... .... .. .................................... ....$2,000.00
20 concurrent users ..... ................. ..... ..... .. ... ........ .... $5,000.00
50 concurrent users ........... ............... .... .... ............. $10,00 0.00
100 concurrent users .................... .... ..... ........ .... .... $15,000.00

1tJ NETWAY IOOOA
Company name: Tri-Data
Company address: 505 East Middlefield Rd.

Mountain View. CA 94043-4082
(415) 969-3700
Product name(s}: NETWAY lOOOA
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LAN quality: Excellent. The NETWAY lOOOA provides multiple IBM 3270 connections while still connected

to a LAN. Users can operate host sessions while
using Switcher™, giving additional flexibility to
those who need to connect to a 3270 system
and still stay on-line with their LAN. File conversion program allows downloaded files to be
easily converted to a variety of formats.
Computers supported: Macintosh 512K

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II

'=1 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Several years ago, Apple recognized the need to connect Macintosh to the IBM 3270 series of mainframes. In order to fill the
need, Apple created their AppleLine product, including the physical wiring, hardware, and software. The hardware was called
the Cluster Controller, and the software used was MacThrminal.
The Cluster Conroller was large and expensive. Mac1erminal did
an adequate job of establishing a connection, but it was a firstgeneration communications program and lacked some advanced
features. Needless to say, Apple did not sell a great many
AppleLine products. The folks at 'lli-Data saw the continuing
n eed for IBM 3270 connections and filled the gap with the NETWAY lOOOA.
The NETWAY lOOOA is defined to the IBM 3270 system as
an IBM 3274-51C or 61C controller. It connects to a host through
a modem or a direct connection. Most cabling needs can be handled by 'Ih-Data. The NETWAY lOOOA supports 2400, 4800 ,
9600, and 19200 b aud rates.
The NETWAY lOOOA provides a variety of features that are
not found in other Mac-to-mainframe connections. The unique
features include:
• 3274 Gateway for AppleTalk. The gateway is an opportunity for the NETWAY lOOOA to become another node
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on the network. T h is feature allows network users to access
a host session while connected to the LAN. Apple:Ihlk network users with MS-DOS computers can also communicate
with the host over the Applentlk network. 'lli-Data has codeveloped a 3278 terminal emulator for MS-DOS computers
connected to an Apple:Ihlk network through a Centram Systems TOPS™ card for the PC. With this addition, the NETWAY lOOOA provides a complete solution for mainframe
connections and the Applentlk network.

B Multisession 3278 terminal emulation. 1h-Data's
MacWindowsTM allows you to window up to fou r host sessions at a time. These sessions can be from the same host
or multiple hosts with the addition of a NETWAY for each
host computer. This is one of the most powerfu l features of
the NETWAY lOOOA. Multiple host sessions m ean additional
access to mainframe applications and data

• File transfer and file conversion software. The file
transfer and file conversion software is a modified version of
MacMainFrameTM. MacMainFrame was developed by Avatar
Technologies. The file transfer software allows binary and
text files to be transferred to and from the IBM host while in
an IBM host session. An additional enhancement allows
WKS (Lotus 1-2-3) spreadsheet files and Document Content
Architecture (DCA) text files to be transferred between Macs
and MS-DOS microcomputers via the IBM mainframe host.
With the import-export capabilities of Excel. Jazz (Import
only). and Word 3 .0, WKS and DCA files are easily converted
to their appropriate format.
The NETWAY lOOOA works well with Switcher. You can
easily switch between your host session(s ) and a Mac application. 1h-Data has added a unique feature to the Switcher
function called "pseudo multitasking." The NETWAY l OOOA
software allows host screen updates and file transfer to continue in the background after you have switched to another
Macintosh application.
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FIGURE 4.16 Netway/Mac topography
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A sample network configuration that includes the NETWAY 1000A might look like the one in Figure 4.16.
Once in a host session, the NETWAY 1000A offers the
standard Macintosh interface. You can cut and paste between host sessions and between a host session and a Mac
application. Pull-down menus provide 3270 function key
mapping a nd file transfer. File conversion, via a desk accessory, a llows you to download files, quit the host session.
enter any application that is appropriate, and have access to
converting your host files from within the application .
With a single NETWAY 1000A. up to 16 users can simultaneously communicate with your host system. In a network
environment. multiple user support is important. But tryin g
to mana ge 16 users at a time dramatically s lows network
activities down. As with any n etwork product, preplanning
w ill provide the maximum b enefit to the most users.
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lltJ PRODUCT PRICE(S)
NETWAY 1000A ......................................... .................... $ 3195

ltJ MocMoinFrome SE ond MocMoinFrome OX
Company name: Avatar Technologies.
Company address: 334 State St.

Los Altos, CA 94022
(415) 948-7920
Product name(s): MacMainFrame SE™
MacMainFrame 0Xn1
LAN quality: Excellent. Both MacMainFrame SE and Mac-

MainFrame OX provide IBM 3270 connections
while still connected to a LAN. Users can also
operate either program under Switcher™. This
provides additional flexibility for those n eeding
to connect to a 3270 system.
Computers supported: Macintosh 512K

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II
IBM 3270 Mainframe

~ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Both MacMainFrame SE and MacMainFrame OX link the Macintosh Plus and Macintosh SE with an IBM 3270 mainframe system. Both products operate on the Macintosh as a desk
accessory. The products are a combination ofhardware and software and reside on both the Macintosh and the IBM 3270. Both
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products provide full 3278 terminal emulation as well as standard file transfer capabilities. MacMainFrame SE and MacMainFrame DX offer a complete solution to connecting your Macs to
a 3270 system. With MacMainFrame SE and MacMainFrame DX,
any Macintosh running a host session with either of these two
products can remain connected to a LAN. Once 3270 data is
transferred, the Macs can quickly rejoin network activity.

MacMainFrame SE
MacMainFrame SE is an internal card for the Macintosh SE that
works in conjunction with Avatar's Host File 'fransfer (HFT) software. MacMainFrame SE is a direct connect to a 3270 network.
The MacMainFrame SE card plugs directly onto the Mac SE expansion port and provides a coaxial connection that attaches
directly to an IBM 3174/3274/3276 control unit.
The software comes in two forms-Macintosh and mainframe. The software on the mainframe uses Avatar's HFT software. CICS, TSO. or CMS environments are also supported.
Beca use these operating environments support MS-DOS computers connected to the same mainframe, users can access any
of the files transferred to the mainframe from the Macintosh. An
important compatibility feature ofMacMainFrame SE is the Applications Program Interface. This feature allows software developers access to driver-level code for developing specialized IBM
3270 links.
MacMainFrame SE Macintosh software provides full 3278 terminal emulation. There is a 3278 function key menu providing
access to all of the standard 3278 function keys. Simple cut, copy,
copy table, a nd pasting of on-screen data are supported. MacMainFrame SE operates under Switcher, allowing you to maintain your host connection while switching back and forth from
a Macintosh application.
The file transfer capabilities-both ASCII arid binary- are
fairly standard. The binary transfer supports transfer of nonMacintosh binary files to and from IBM mainframes. When used
in conjunction with Avatar's PA100G or IBM's PC 3270 product,
MacMainFrame SE allows Lotus 1-2-3 WKS files, Document Content Architecture (DCA) files, and Microsoft's SYLK files to be
shared by both the Macintosh and MS-DOS computers.
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An important feature of the file transfer functions is ''Text
File Filtering." Thxt File Filtering consists of varia ble tab expans ion and special character insertion. These two features allow
you to convert host files into documents that can be read by various Macintosh applications.
A typical MacMainFrame SE configuration is shown in Figure
4.17.

MacMainFrame DX
MacMainFrame DX is essentially the same as the MacMainFrame SE. The difference is in the basic connection. MacMainFrame SE is an add-on card for the Macintosh SE.
MacMainFrame DX is hardware that connects the Macintosh
Plus or Macintosh 512K to the mainframe. Its file transfer, file
filter, and terminal emulation capabilities are s imilar to those
of MacMainFrame SE. However, there are some differences.

FIGURE 4.17 MacMainFrame SE
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MacMainFrame DX has an extra RJ45 port with terminal
passthrough providing asynchronous communications capabilities that allow connection to a VAX/VMS system. There is a
software-selectable switch that provides dual-host capabilities,
the ability to run both 3270 and ASCII sessions simultaneously.
Not only can you run both sessions at the same time, but data
can be shared between the two hosts, via the text and binary
file transfer operations.
Another unique feature of MacMainFrame DX is the capability of accessing the host via a remote connection, either
directly through a serial cable connected to the Macintosh's
modem port or remotely through a modem connection.
A typical MacMainFrame DX configuration is shown in Figure
4.18.

FIGURE 4.18 MacMainFrame DX
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'=1 PRODUCT PRICE(S)
MacMainFrame SE......................... ..... ............................ .$795
MacMainFrame DX ..................................... ..... ...... .......... $795

CHAPTER

More Peripherals:

Utilities and Software
Peripherals consist of more than just add-on cards and hard
disks, or even hardware in general. After a ll, what good is any
of the hardware without software? This chapter describes two
kinds of soft\:vare products for LANs-utilities and multiuser a pplications. Utilities are fun a n d maybe the more useful of the
two, but multiuser applications provide users with access to the
same file at the same time. Not many multiuser applications are
yet available for the Macintosh. This is sure to change, because
both these areas of software development are growing by leaps
and bounds. The Macintosh has a lways spawned unique a nd
valuable utilities, most of them in the form of desk accessories
(DAs). Although these DAs are not multiuser products, a server
with multiple DA utilities can provide an adequate source of useful tools for LAN users.

• Ut ilities. Utilities are fun programs. They h elp us print.
back up our data, and send electronic mail. But utilities are
not limited to these few a pplica tions. Guide™ from OWL, International, provides one example-a tool to create customized, on-line help, eithe r in th e form of simple lists of
keyboard shortcuts or complex on-line manuals. Overall, a
variety of utilities are available to expand and enhance our
ability to get the job done.
• Multiuser software. LAN s oftware consists primarily of
multiuser applications, including databases and accounting
packages, that offer substantial support of the Apple File
Protocol standards. At the present, there are no multiuser
word processing or graphics programs for the Mac. This is
239
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sure to change- we hope! To be fair, although some of the
programs listed are not multiuser, they do support the AFP
standards and lend themselves well to a network environment. PageMaker 2.ont and Microsoft Word 3.0™ are two
good examples. Some developers are beginning to work on
multiuser word processing and graphics applications. The
new Graphics Interchange Format (GIF) used on CompuServe shows promise for the development of multiuser
graphics programs.
The structure of this section is the same as Chapter 4. Coverage includes the company's name and address, the product's
LAN quality, the computers supported, a product descript ion,
and the price. If you need more information about the product,
call or write the company. Any company not willing or able to
answer end-user questions may have trouble supporting its
product in the future.
All the companies developing Macintosh LANs are pioneers.
Likewise, the companies developing LAN software are exploring new territory. Many of t he companies are familiar to the
Macintosh community; others are newcomers. Whatever their
status, these developers are creating innovative and "friendly"
software that is taking Mac users into a third generation of communications, software that is helping make LANs the popular
solution for improving communications within the business
community.

'=1 PogeMoker 2.0
Company name: Aldus Corporation
Company address: 1411 First Ave. S .
Suite 200

Seattle, WA 98104
(206} 662-5500

Product name(s): PageMaker 2.0TM
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LAN quality: Fair to good. PageMaker 2.0 is not a multiuser

application, but it does support the AFP standards. This means that the first user to access
PageMaker 2.0 or a PageMaker file gets Write
privileges. PageMaker 2.0 files can also be
shared with the MS-DOS version of PageMaker
over a LAN.
Computers supported: Macintosh 512K

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II

ltJ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
PageMaker 2.0 is an updated version of PageMaker 1.2. Aldus
has added many new features that make PageMaker 2.0 the premier desktop publishing program (DTP). Some of them are:
•
•
•
•

Automatic hyphenation and justification
Kerning (the adjustment of space between characters)
Larger document size
Interactive facing pages

In a network environment, PageMaker 2.0 provides users the
opportunity to compile data from many sources. Once compiled
on the server, by using 2.0 these elements can be combined into
a company newsletter, a training manual, or any other type of
publication.

Word Processing Imports
These elements come from a number of network sources. Documents are created by any user with standard Macintosh applications. PageMaker 2.0 goes beyond the competition with its
ability to utilize different types of files. PageMaker 2.0 is the first
desktop publishing program that supports Microsoft Word 3 .0
formatted files. Other DTP programs can accept only formatted
MacWrite or Word 3.01 files. In addition, PageMaker 2.0 has built-
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in translation filters for third-party Macintosh and MS-DOS word
processors. With PageMaker 2.0, you can import files from the
following word processors and maintain most of your formatting:
•
•
•
•

WordPerfect
WordStar 3.3
Xywrite
Word processors that support the IBM Document Content Architecture (DCA), including DisplayWrite 4 and
WordStar 2000.

The ability to import a large variety ofMS-DOS based files makes
PageMaker 2.0 a good network product. Users do not have to give
up their favorite word processors just so th eir files will be acceptable to PageMaker.

Graphics Imports
PageMaker 2.0 excels at importing a variety of graphic files. It
fully supports imported PostScript files, such as those created
with Adobe Illustrator™. PageMaker 2.0 also reproduces highquality images from scanners that support the gray-scale Thg
Image File Format (TIFF). This is a significant feature for users
who need to produce images with multiple shades of gray and
then print them on electronic typesetters such as the Linotronic
100/300 irnagesetter.
PageMaker 2.0 also imports the traditional bit-mapped and
PICT-formatted graphics found in MacPaint and MacDraw. With
the plethora of CAD applications supporting the PICT format,
engineers, architects, and designers may find PageMaker 2.0 a
valuable n etwork tool.

PC to Mac
Aldus d elayed the release of PageMalter 2.0 in order to add one
very important feature, the ability to open a document created
with the MS-DOS version of PageMaker. With TOPS, MacServe
or some other distributed file server system, the transfer is easy.
Simply open a new Macintosh PageMaker 2.0 window. Close the
window and select "Open" from the File menu. If your PC-
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PageMaker document is on the server or in a volume that has
been published, you should see the PC PageMaker document
listed. Select it and open it. This is a one-way conversion,
however; you cannot open a Macintosh PageMaker 2.0 file with
the MS-DOS PageMaker, nor can PageMaker 2.0 read graphics
created with MS-DOS draw-type applications.
Kerning and Hyphenation

· I\vo of the most-requested features added to PageMaker 2.0 were
hyphenation and kerning. PageMaker's automatic hyphenation
is based upon a 110,000-word dictionary plus a supplementary
dictionary of 1,300 user-selected words. In addition to hyphenation, you can automatically or manually control word, letter,
and paragraph spacing as well as kerning. Kerning, accomplished with any downloaded font on the system, allows users
to professionally fine-tune any publication.
The Printed Page

All the advanced page layout features ofPageMaker 2.0 are useless unless you can print them out. Aldus has added some additional printing functions that lend themselves well to a LAN.
Some of these printing features come up when you first begin
a new document. Your screen will look like the one in Figure 5 .1.
New printing features include:
•
•
•
•

Automatic tiling (overlapping of pages) for larger
documents
Crop marks
Page collation
Optional printing of pages in reverse order

PageMaker 2.0 can also create mirror-images, useful when
you're printing directly to film. Along with these features come
improved LaserWriter speed as well as support for printing to
several high-resolution typesetting printers.
Like other desktop publishing programs, PageMaker 2.0 provides the user with a variety of electronic layout tools. The basic
PageMaker tools are displayed in Figure 5 .2.
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FIGURE 5.1 New Document screen
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FIGURE 5.2 Toolbox screen
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Unlike earlier versions of Pa geMaker, the 2.0 version allows
you to instantly stretch text blocks to fit a specific space without
h aving to reflow the text. The number of on-screen columns h as
increased from 10 to 20 a nd keyboard shortcuts permit ea sy
selection of tools from the Tholbox.
PageMaker 2.0 is a significant improvem ent over the earlier
version. Aldus has worked closely with Apple, continuing its sup-
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port of t h e AFP standa rds. This single-user a pplication h as th e
n etwork capabilities th at mak e it an accepta ble LAN product.

'=l PRODUCT PRICE{S)
PageMaker 2 .0 .... .. ... ........ ....... ... ..... ... ..... ... $49 5 .00/single-user

1tJ dBose Moe
Company n a m e: Ashton Thte
Company addre ss: 2010 1 Hamilton Ave.

Torrance, CA 90502-1319
(213) 329-8 000
Product name(s): dBase MacTM
LAN quality: Good. dBase Mac is not a multiuser da tabase
(yet). It does, however, a dhere well to AFP s tan-

d ards. File accesses are h a ndled on a firs tcom e, first-served basis. That is , the firs t user
gets read-write priv ileges. But ot h er read -only
users can save the file under a different n a m e
u s ing th e "Save a s .. . " feature. They m ay
then write ch a nges to the file.
Computers supporte d: Macintosh 5 12K

Macint os h Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II

'=l PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
dBas e Mac is th e long-awaited relationa l datab ase m a n a gem ent
program from Ashton .::rate, the m a kers of dBase Mac II/III/III Plus.
Even thou gh it's not a m u ltiuser databas e, it con tains many fea-
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tures that m ake it an excelle nt choice for use in a LAN e n vironment.
Besides the standard database functions, dBase Mac provides
you with a number of unique, Macintosh-specific features. Its
key element is a procedural language that allows you to create
turnkey applications with ease. For example, you can create customized dialog boxes, buttons, and pull-down menus by selecting specific functions (similar to selecting functions in Excel)
and inserting them in your procedure code. This feature offers
top-down programming of your turnkey applications. Figure 5.3
shows a sample screen of the procedural language functions.

FIGURE 5.3 Procedural language screen
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Another powerful feature of dBase Mac is a visual method
of creating relations between files. Various files with fields can
be displayed on your screen. Relations are created by dragging
a field from within one data file into a nother file and releasing
it. Figure 5.4 shows the visual representation of this procedure.
The a rrow visibly illustrates the link between the files, and multiple files can be linked in this manner. showing the rela tionships between them.
Another important feature of dBase Mac is the file compatibility with IBM-dBase II and III data files. dBase Mac can directly
access these IBM dBase files from MS-DOS computers. This is
a necessary function in any LAN.

FIGURE 5.4 Field relationship screen
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Very sophisticated forms and reports can be created with
dBase Mac. You have professional and customized data entry
screens in a "page layout" environment and full use of the Mac's
fonts. type styles, a nd graphics. Once data elements are incorporated into your form or report. you can output them to a LaserWriter.
Overall, dBase Mac s hould prove to be an excellent n etwork
database. The a bility to write turnkey applications is a powerful feature. one that many network users need.

~ PRODUCT

PRICE(S)
dBase Mac .... ... ... ............. ....... ..... ... ... .. ......... .......... .... ... ... $495

'=l Office Productivity System
Company name: Applied Micronetics
Company address: 3 Burnt Oak Circle

Lafayette, CA 94549
(415) 283-4498
Product name(s): Office Productivity System (OPS)TM
LAN quality: Excellent. OPS runs as a concurrent applica-

tion under AppleShare™. In fact, OPS uses AppleShare to provide for and control multiple
concurrent users.
Computers supported: Macintosh 512K

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II

ltJ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
OPS is an integrated, multiuser invoicing. job costing, and accounts receivable package designed for architects, engineers.
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consultants, accountants, and any other professionals who bill
for their services based on time expenditure. Included in the
many invoicing options are the following features:
•
•
•
•
•

Billing for time and expenses
Fixed fees
Fixed fees based on percentage
Fixed fees plus reimbursable
Cost and budget tracking

While OPS is not an accounting program, data generated with
OPS can be integrated with a general ledger program.

ltJ PRODUCT PRICE(S)
Office Productivity System (OPS) .......................... ........... $475

1tJ Omnis 3 Plus
Company name: Blyth Software
Company address: 2929 Campus Dr.

Suite 425
San Mateo, CA 94403
(415) 571-0222
Product name(s): Multiuser Omnis 3 Plus™
LAN quality: Excellent. The multiuser version of Omnis 3

Plus runs as a concurrent application with AppleShare. It also supports other LAN configurations, including TOPS, MacServe, HyperNet 2.0,
Keeper Plus and the Nucleus, and the 3 + LAN.
Support for a variety of LAN systems provides
users with the flexibility of using multiple
LANs in one large network.
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Computers supported: Macintosh 512K

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II

~ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Omnis 3 Plus is actually a more powerful version of the original
Omnis 3 relational database. This multiuser version allows users
to access over 1.400 fields and supports up to 64 users accessing the same database, while permitting full file locking, record
locking, and password protection. Data files can be as large as
160 megabytes.
The main power of Omnis 3 Plus is the ability it gives users to
create sophisticated turnkey applications. With Omnis 3 Plus
an application can be created on a single-user system and then
transferred to a multiuser system. Omnis 3 Plus users access
to menus, dialog boxes, buttons, and error messages. Having access to the TholBox offers developers the opportunity to do limited
"top-down" programming, that is, to create the user interface
first and then code the application around the user interface.
Thus, users can customize their applications with all the familiar
Macintosh features.
With its support for a variety of LAN systems, Omnis 3 Plus
offers companies both power and flexibility when creating a company database. Omnis 3 Plus runs as a concurrent application
when operating with AppleShare. With another LAN system,
Omnis 3 Plus becomes an application residing on the system.
If you are setting up a Macintosh LAN for the first time and need
a relational database, Omnis 3 Plus offers power, speed, and multiuser operation.

~ PRODUCT PRICE(S)
Multiuser Omnis 3 Plus ................ ...... ... .. ......... .. .. ..... .$495.00
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1tJ Flexwore
Company name: Microfinancial Flexware
Company address: 15404 East Valley Blvd.

City of Industry, CA 91746
(818) 961-0237
Product name(s): FlexServe ™

MacFlexwareTM
LAN quality: Excellent. Flexware applications, a full range of

multiuser applications, offer high-end accounting for Macintosh LANs. FlexServe is the database engine that is n eeded to run MacFlexware.
Computers supported: Macintosh 512K

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II

~ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
MacFlexware is multiuser accounting software that is considered
a high-end application not inte nded for a small business. The
modules include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable
Gen eral Ledger
Inventory
Payroll
Purchasing
Order Processing
Job Costing

MacFlexware a pplications utilize the FlexServe database engine.
both of which run concurrently with AppleShare. MacFlexware
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also has full connectivity with MS-DOS and VAX computers.
Users on any of these different computers can run the same application a t the same time using Flexware. MacFlexware and
FlexServe opera te on MS-DOS computers having Apple Computer's Applelhlk PC board, Thngent Thchnologies PC-MacBridge/
ATB, or Centram's TOPS card, thus giving a company an extremely flexible a ccounting packa ge. The VAX Connection is
supported by Kinetics and Alisa Systems.

'tJ PRODUCT PRICE(S)
MacFlexwa re .... .... .... ... ...... .... ........... ....... ....... . $795.00/module

lt1 Great Plains Accounting Series
Company name: Great Plains Software
Company address: 1701 S.W. 38th S t.

Fargo, ND 58103
(701) 281-0550
Product name(s): Great Pla ins Accounting S eries TM with the

Network Ma n a ger™
LAN quality: Good to excelle nt. With the addition of the Net-

work Manager, the Great Plains Accounting
Series becomes a multiuser accounting program . Without it, it's a single-user system. The
Network Manager provides file and record locking with full AFP support. It does not run concurrently with Appleshare™.
Computers supported: Ma cintos h 512K

Macintos h Plus
Ma cintos h SE
Macintosh II
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'=l PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The Great Plains Accounting Series has been around for some
time. Now, Great Plains h as added the Network Manager for multiuser support. The Network Manager provides the database
engine needed for multiuser access to the various accounting
modules, including:
•
•
•
•

General Ledger
Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable
Payroll

Inventory, order entry, and point-of-sale invoicing are not currently supported as multiuser modules by the Network Manager.
Some of the features provided by the Network Manager are,
•
•
•
•

Program file and record locking
Conformation to AFP standards
Password protection
On-line help

Even though the accounting series and Network Manager do not
run concurrently with AppleShare, other LAN systems are supported, such as MacServe, 1DPS, PC-MacBridge, and The Keeper/
Nucleus system. There is no internetwork connectivity, however.
with the The Great Plains Accounting Series and Network
Manager; the Great Plains system is a Mac-only application.
While the series is available for MS-DOS computers, Great Plains
has not yet bridged the gap between the two operating systems.

lltJ PRODUCT PRICE{S)
Great Plains Accounting SeriesTM ...... ....... ... ...... .$695/module
Network ManagerTM ....... ..... ...... ..... .... ...... ............... ..... ....$395
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Insight
Company name: Layered Software
Company address: 85 Merrimac St.

Boston, MA 02114
(800) 262-6620
Product name(s): Insight™
LAN quality: Excellent. Layered has finally released their

multiuser version of the Insight accounting series. Insight will run as a concurrent application
with AppleShare.
Computers supported: Macintosh 512K

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II

ltJ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Insight is not just another accounting package. Since its introduction, it has become one of the leading accounting packages for the Macintosh. It has done this by creating an
accounting package that is an "expert system," a program with
the built-in capabilities of expert accounts. Th some degree, Insight can learn your methods of doing business, based upon your
own input to the program. It can then generate expert reports
that offer the user "insight" into current financial methods. The
expert report can generate several different views of a given financial situations, such as:
•
•
•

A graphic or tabular analysis
A comparison of current totals to previous periods
The ability to zoom to more collection detail totals, such
as a list of customers and their associated ou tstanding
balances. or an individual ledger card.
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FIGURE 5.5 Expert Report screen
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A sample expert report screen might look like the one in Figure
5.5.
Insight doesn't just stop there. In addition to generating expert reports, creating and selecting data entry forms is as simple as clicking on a palette of choices (see Figure 5.6).
The Insight accounting series consists of modules for General
Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Inventory Control, a nd Payroll. All are available as single-user or multiuser applications. In an Appleralk network. Insight runs as a concurrent
application with AppleShare. There are full file and record locking features as well as password protection. All users have simultaneous access to the sam e files, but write-access is restricted
to one user at a time. Unlike other multiuser accounting programs, Insight a llows a ll users to see up-to-the-minute information on all transactions. even those posted by others.
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FIGURE 5.6 Palette of c hoic es
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All Insigh t modules work togeth er as a m u ltiuser accounting s olution or as single-user a p plications. Combined wit h the
expert system. Insigh t is an excellent m ult iuser accounting program for a medium to large company.

~ PRODUCT

PRICE(S)
Insigh t ................ ..... .... ........ ........ ..... ......... ... .. $595.00/module
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1tJ ReodySetGo
Company name: Letraset USA
Company address: 40 Eisenhower Dr.

Paramus, NJ 07653
(201) 845-6100
Product name(s): ReadySetGoTM
LAN quality: Fair. ReadySetGo (RSG) does not follow the

AFP standards very well. The program is
designed to be a single-user application only.
However, files created on the network can easily
be incorporated into an RSG document that
can be used by single users responsible for the
design and pasteup of company documents.
Computers supported: Macintosh 512K

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II

ltJ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
As a desktop publishing program, ReadySetGo is the closest
competitor to PageMaker. While not designed as a multiuser program, ReadySetGo has network potential as a single-user application. Network u sers can create the various elements of a
publication and store them in a specific folder. A layout specialist
can then use the contents of that folder to create the publication using ReadySetGo. ReadySetGo can handle a one-page
document or a 500-page book.
Some of the powerful desktop publishing tools in ReadySetGo
are:
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•
•
•
•

Hyphenation
Thxt runarounds
Kerning
Word processing with a 60,000-word spelling dictionary

Even though ReadySetGo has its own word processor, it reads
files created by Word LOX and MacWrite. Besides importing word
processing files, ReadySetGo can also import graphics from any
application that supports bit-mapped or PICT files. Useful
graphics programs include MacPaint, SuperPaint, MacDraw,
MacDraft, and others.
One of ReadySetGo's more powerful features is the variety
of ways in which it can do text and graphics. With ReadySetGo
you can run text around any object on the ReadySetGo screen,
toggling this capability on or off depending upon your layout
needs. It can create "blocks" to define an object's space on the
layout. These blocks can hold text, pictures, or geometric figures.
Any b locks that have the "runaround" feature turned on will
repel text. When a runaround object is placed in the middle of
text, that text is automatically reformatted to accommodate it.
ReadySetGo's opening screen offers the user a palette of tools
for electronic layout. The opening screen is shown in Figure 5.7.
As you can see, the tools look similar to other desktop publishing and graphics programs.
Even though ReadySetGo is a single-user application, it has
been tested with Infosphere's MacServe. However, MacServe requires two minor adjustments. First, if you use Switcher, reserve
an additional32K in each memory partition upon installation.
Second, MacServe overrides Apple's Chooser desk accessory. On
a network this causes some difficulties when selecting a network
printer.

ltJ PRODUCT PRICE(S}
ReadySetGo 3 .0 ............................. ... .. .. ... .... .... ....... .......... $295
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FIGURE 5.7 RSG opening screen
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'=1 Word 3.01
Company name: Microsoft Corporation
Company address: 16011 NE 36th Way
Box 97017
Seattle, WA 98073-9717
(206) 882-8080
Product name(s): Word 3 .01 TM

LAN quality: Fair to good. Like other word processors, Word
3 .01 is not a multiuser a pplication. However.
Microsoft has gone to great lengths to h ave
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Word conform to AFP standards. Like most applications tha t are not multiuser, Word assigns
read-write privileges to th e first user to access
the file. Other u sers can read a file but cannot
make any cha nges.
Computers supported: Macintosh
Macintos h
Macintos h
Macintosh

512K
Plus
SE
II

ltJ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Micros oft Word has been the de fa cto standard in Macintosh word
proces sors since 1984 . Word h as always been the power word
processor for the Mac, and Word 3 .01 is no exception. Many features of Word lend them selves well to the LAN market.
Not only does Word adhere to AFP standards but it also supports su ch LAN software as AppleSha re, TOPS, and MacServe.
Its "network" features are:

•

•
•

•

A read-only mode for files. This mode can be set in
the s tanda rd file dialog box (Figure 5.8) and a llows n etwork users to v iew a documen t without altering it. A
document can be saved under a different name and then
altered, but the a ltered document cannot b e refile d
under its original name.
Lack of copy protection. This a llows for easy installa t ion on hard dis ks set up as servers.
Shared style s h eets, gloss aries, and dictionaries.
Users can share sty le sh eets. glossaries , and dictionaries.
You can create common formats for interoffice letters,
n ews letters , m emos, and such tha t can be used by a nyone on the n etwork. Glossaries allow users to share frequently used text and gra phics. Users can not only share
the dictionary, but ca n customize it. thus creating their
own individua lized ·'user dictionary."
File formats. Documents can be saved in a variety of
file formats. The file formats s creen is s hown in Figure
5 .9.
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FIGURE 5.8 Standard dialog box
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Word has received so many accolades that it seems a bit trite
to say once again that Word has some great features. The ease
of creating style sheets, glossaries, and page layout makes Word
an excellent choice for a LAN word processor. Of course it would
be nice to have a true multiuser word processor. But since the
Mac does not yet have such an animal, Word 3 .01 may be the
n ext best thing.
Most of the bugs in Word 3 .01 are well documented. They
a re worth mentioning again here, thou gh, because at times they
can be annoying. For LAN use, the major drawback to Word is
the program's inability to accurately save document formats and
styles. This error usually occurs after the second or third time
a file is saved. When you reopen the file, parts of your document
may be in different font or style. Fortunately, you don't always
lose your file. But it does occur often enough to become quite
irritating. On a network, users having to reformat, change fonts,
and redefine styles slows down their productivity.
The spelling checker is another problem that affects network
users. Basically, the spelling ch ecker stinks! Once a word is corrected or skipped, it won't globa lly replace or skip the word. 1b
make it do so, you have to enter the word into a user dictionary,
thus creating a rather large dictionary that uses up disk space.
1b keep the size of these user dictionaries under control. you
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FIGURE 5.9 File Formats screen
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must constantly add and delete entries depending upon your
n eeds. As you spell-ch eck the document. Word keeps most of
the document and the s pell checker in memory. Large user dictionaries a nd large documents cause m emory problems that
usually result in the dreaded "System Error (Bomb Box)."
Microsoft is quite aware of these and other bugs, and if most
of the problems are not fixed by now, they soon will be. Overall.
Word's problems cause more irritation than anything else.

'=1 PRODUCT PRICE(S)
Word 3.01 .... ............ ....... .... ... .... ........ ..... ...... ... .. ... ......... ... $395

1tJ Helix
Company name: Odesta Corporation
Company address: 4966 El Camino Real
Suite 205
Los Altos. CA 94022
(415) 962-8661
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Product name(s): Multiuser Helix T M
Helix VMX™
LAN quality: Excellent. Odesta has created several versions
of Helix, their popular relational database, t h at
le nd themselves very well to a network environment. Multiuser Helix runs as a concurrent application with AppleShare. Helix VMX uses a
DEC-VAX/VMS system as the database server
and th e Mac as an intelligent workstation.
Computers supported: Macintosh 512K
Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II
IBM PC/XT/AT
DEC-VAX/VMS

ltJ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Multiuser Helix
One of the first pieces of Macintosh software that users clamored
for was a relational database. Because of the Mac's unique iconorie nted user interface, the typica l relationa l database program
would not cut the mustard for die-hard Macintosh users. A fullfeatured relational database would have to take supreme advantage of the Mac 's operating environment. Enter Odesta Corp.'s
Helix. Odesta bills Helix as a data-based informa tion managem ent and decision support system, but it's a different kind of
personal compu ter d atabase system, one that would not b e poss ible without the Mac's pull-down m enus, icons, and point-click
s implicity. Helix is not copy-protected! Odesta knew it would b e
necessary for users to install the program on hard disk and to
make backup copies.
Helix provides the user with a ll the standard database tools:
entering and storing data, sorting, retrieving information, analyzing data, generating reports, and modifying data- all without
a complex command structure to memorize or a linear format
to follow. Helix performs these tasl{S through th e use of icons.
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All of this may sound too good to be true, and there is a catch.
There are numerous new icons to learn and Helix's own jargon
to contend with. But, the familiar Desktop and pull-down menus
are always there to reassure the user. Helix uses icons to create
the various building blocks with which the user can create and
manipulate a database. There are icons for collections, which
are the various databases; icons for arithmetic operations that
look like an abacus; and icons for relations. Relations are the
foundations for "information and decision support." Other icons
include the template icon, used for drawing a database form .
The selection icon is for opening the forms that were created
with templates so you can display and enter data. The query
icon allows you to ask questions about your data, and the index
icon covers the indexing and ordering of fields either numerically or alphabetically.
Multiuser Helix runs as a concurrent application with AppleShare. When you first set up AppleShare, you n eed to tell it
that you are running a concurrent application. Helix provides
you with an installation process that puts Multiuser Helix on
the AppleShare server.
When you first start Helix, the program automatically creates a new collection (database) A collection is created once Helix
is loaded and opened. It is within this collection that you will
place your data, forms, relationships, and other pertinent information. You now have to open the first relationship. This relationship icon is also called the "icon well" because it contains
the icons for templates, selection, fields, query, ahacus, and indexing. You then drag a field icon from the "well" into the relation window. You u tilize field icons for all the data that you will
need-names, addresses, telephone numbers, and so on. Field
icons are also used for formatting such information as text. dates,
number, etc ..
After all your fields have been created and fonnatted, you drag
a template icon into the relationship window and open it. This
template icon lets you create and design the layout of your database form by providing horizontal and vertical rulers and many
other standard drawing tools to make squares and lines.
Now that your form has been designed, the selection icon is
used to define how you will access the form for data entry and
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display. Once data has been entered, the rest of Helix's icons can
be used to manipulate your data for specific purposes. For example, the abacus icon can be utilized to compute volume discounts related to a specific customer base. The query icon is used
to ask more complex questions of Helix, using icon tiles with
connecting arrows that show the flow of logic for a particular
query.
Although multiuser Helix is very powerful, it does some
things very slowly, such as indexing and searching a large file.
It helps to index the necessary field as you go along. Helix does
some other things very well. Its free-form method for data
manipulation makes the program effective for many types of
database needs. When it's combined with Double Helix, users
can create turnkey applications for either personal or network
use. It is Double Helix that provides the procedural language to
create your applications.
Helix is useful for individuals in many professions. Helix can
spot mistakes that you might make in the design of your form
and makes sure that you do not inadvertently destroy or throw
away your data. One example is the dialog box that says "Watch
out! Stop right there! You are about to erase an entire relation
and all of its data." The warning gives you the option to stop
and make sure you know what you're doing before you do it.
Helix also uses different cursor icons to show you what's taking place. Besides the traditional Macintosh cursor icons like the
arrow, wrist watch, and 1-beam, there's a small disk that appears
when Helix is saving to disk as well as the standard plus sign
that shows up when you're drawing forms in the template icon.
When Helix is performing an operation that you can stop with
a command key sequence, the icon changes into the command
symbol. Helix a lso provides the user with on-screen help and
the capability of creating customized help, a lthough these help
features are not resident within the Helix program. This ability
to customize your help could save you time and increase your
productivity.
With its good help, familiar Macintosh interface, and iconographic command structure, Helix becomes a good performer,
even though it has some speed problems. Relationships are easy
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to create, and data can be easily and efficiently altered to fit
whatever needs may arise.
Multiuser Helix provides file- and record-locking capabilities.
Each user can access any records and files at any time. Automatic record locking prevents multiple users from changing a
particular record. In order to protect sensitive da ta, users may
set up their own "permission" system for record and file access,
which can work in conjunction with, or in addition to, the access privileges set up by AppleShare. Permission protects data
on a form-by-form basis and governs adding, deleting, importing, and exporting of information.
Just as you can create a variety of relations and ways to
manipulate your data, you can also create and manipulate
reports. Helix provides the user with as much flexibility with
reports as it does with data manipulation. Reports can be created
with calculations and multiple formatting capabilities.
The only limitations to He lix's flexibility are those imposed
by the user. Despite its slow indexing, Helix is by far the easiest
relational database to use for the Macintosh, as well as one of
the most powerful. Other databases have been created for the
Mac, but to date none h ave yet achieved the balance of Helix.
It's easy enough for new users, yet powerful enough to suit the
most experienced.

Helix VMX
Helix VMX is the same multiuser, relational database as the
Macintosh version. The difference is that it runs on a VAX!
Odesta has added some enh ancements to the Macintosh version
of Helix, especially by providing MS-DOS support. MS-DOS computers using an Apple:Ialk card for their PC have distributed
processing access to database applications running under Helix
VMX.
While Macintosh is basically an intelligent guest of the VAX
host, Mac users have complete access to all of Helix's features.
MS-DOS users, on the other hand, cannot directly access the
Helix program and create databases, but can only access applications created with Helix.
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~ PRODUCT

PRICE(S)
Multiuser Helix .......... .... ..... ..... .. ......... .. ............. ..... .. ..$695.00
Helix VMX ..... .. ....... ........ .. .. .... .. .. .. .... ... ... .. .. ..... Contact Odesta

'=1 Project/Legal Billing
Company name: Satori Software
Company address: 2815 Second Ave.
Suite 590
Seattle, WA 98121
(206) 443-0675
Product name(s): Project BillingTM
Legal Billing II™

LAN quality: Excellent. These accounting packages offer a
much-needed vertical solution. Both Project
Billing and Legal Billing II run as concurrent
applications with AppleShare™.
Computers supported: Macintosh
Macintosh
Macintosh
Macintosh

512K
Plus
SE
II

~ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Project Billing is a professional time billing application designed
for the creative professions: architects, engineers, ad agencies,
graphic designers, etc .. Project Billing automatically marks up
expe nses, tracks the cost and billing rates of employees and exp enses, matches budgeted versus current totals, and provides
a profitability report for each specific project. The program can
also print actual bills, aging reports, and productivity reports.
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Running as a concurrent application with AppleShare, Project
Billing provides professionals with a multiuser billing tool.
Legal Billing II is a time billing program for attorneys a nd
accountants that tracks time and expenses. prints clients bills,
produces productivity reports, and provides aging information.
Legal Billing II is useful not only for attorneys and accoun tan ts.
but for other professionals such as psychologists and con sultants. Also. the American Bar Association has approved Legal
Billing II for the legal profession. Legal Billing II is the first Macintosh program to be approved by the Legal Thchnology Advisory
Council (LTAC), part of the American Bar Association th at offers
a software review service for the legal profession. The professional business now has a n etwork solution for its time billing
needs. For a small professional organization, Project Billing and
Legal Billing II offer a vertical solution that does not require a
large, complex. and expensive operation.

lltJ PRODUCT PRICE(S)
Single user

Multiuser

Project Billing .................... ... $695.00 ...... ......... ... ..... $ 1,095.00
Legal Billing .. .. ...................... $895.00 ...... ..... ....... .... .$1,295.00

~ SoltBockup
Company name: Diversified 1/0, Inc.
Company address: 1008 Stewart Dr.

Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 730-2171
Product name(s): SoftBackupTM

LAN q uality: Excellent. SoftBackup was designed to operate
in a network environment. Backing up data is
probably the most imp0rtant task on a LAN.
SoftBackup does it in both stand-alone and
multiuser versions.
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Computers supported: Macintosh
Macintosh
Macintosh
Macintosh

5 12K
Plus
SE
II

!J PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
SoftBackup is a utility that a llows you to back up data to a tape
drive or disk, either as a stand-alone produ ct or as a multiuser
application. SoftBackup offers backup at the volume, folder, and
find er levels for a ny volume that is visible on your desk top, in cluding any remote volumes. With AFP servers (like AppleSh are),
you ca n back up any folder that has the proper access privileges.
An important feature ofSoftBackup is timed bac kups. Being
able to specify a time delay for back ups elimin ates h avin g to
spend a n extra hour backing up data at the en d of the day. After
a specified time delay. SoftBackup backs up your p reselected
data. This preselected data is stored as a ' 'script,' ' a previou s ly
specified group of fil es, folders, or volumes. For con tinue d
backup, t h es e scripts can b e recalled for faster backu p operations.
SoftBackup does more than just back up data. It also restores
volumes, folders. or files to hard disks, floppy disks, or oth er tape
drives. You can even use the scripts to restore your data.

!J PRODUCT PRICE(S)
SoftBackup ....... .... ........ ... ... ... ..... ...... .. ..... . $69.95-Sin gle user
SoftBa clmp ...... ... .. .......... ... ... .. ....... .. ....... ... $ 139.95-Multiuser

'=1 Edudisc
'

Company name: Edudisc
Company address: 3 501 Amanda
Nashville. TN 37215
(615)269-9508
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Product name(s): MentorTM

MacVideoTM
MacAuthorTM
LAN quality: Good to excellent. Like producing a television

show, creating an interactive video is a group
process. It takes many different talents to create
an effective interactive video presentation. With
a LAN system, these talents can a ll be brought
together to assemble the many elements necessary for the final production. Men tor, MacVideo.
and MacAuthor combine to give network users
the tools to create these n ecessary elements.
Computers supported: Macintosh 512K

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II

~ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The Mac has ushered in some of the most innovative and creative educational programs ever developed for a microcomputer.
One of these quality programs has been created by Edudisc. and
it's a product that could change computing in this country.
Edudisc has developed, by m eans oflaser disk technology. a series of programs that create interactive video courses. Now individuals not only interact with a course on the Macintosh
screen, but also interact with a laser disk. A powerful component has b een added to an a lready powerful tool.
There is a great deal of talk about the technology of laser disk
and video disk interfacing with computers. The technology is
not really n ew. but the cost has been prohibitive for most institutions and individuals. Edudisc of Nashville. Tennessee. has developed a multilevel program aimed at closing the price gap
while still maintaining power and performance. Its series of programs are designed to integrate optical video disk technology
and the Macintosh.
1\vo programs comprise the Edudisc package-Mentor and
MacVideo. Mentor is the courseware authoring program; Mac-
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Video is the video disk editing software. Combined, Mentor and
MacVideo create interactive courses complete w ith video disk
presentations.

Components of Edudisc
Edudisc may be simple to use, but the way it functions quite
complex. Mentor is the primary "authoring" system used to create the actual course material and lessons. MacVideo allows the
user to edit video "clips" on video disks. These clips are then
integrated into the course created with Mentor. The end result
is an interactive video course controlled and monitored with a
Macintosh. For example, imagine taking a course in methods
of teaching learning-disabled children. Not only can you learn
the teaching methods, but you can watch the actual methods
being used in a real teaching situation. And that's not a ll: you
can actually manipulate a nd interact with the teaching s itua tion on disk.
MacVideo is the unique component of the Edudisc system,
connecting the Macintosh to the Panasonic 2023F or 2024F Motion Video-Audio/Still Video Optical Disk Recorder/Player. It allows you to look at the contents of a video disk and select the
stills or scenes that you need for your course. Once you have
edited your "clips," you install them in appropriate places in your
course. During the running of the course, the Mac is connected
to an optical disk player, allowing you to watch while you're
working.
Mentor and MacVideo are not difficult to use, but to dive right
into the programs without plotting your course would be a mistake. Above all, it takes detailed planning to create a course! The
author of a course is not only the writer, but is the director,
producer, film editor, and even photographer. All the components
should be thought out ahead of time to avoid frustration. Constructing a script design is probably the best method of planning your course. Deciding ahead of time the number and type
of video interactions makes it considerably easier to edit and
group your various audiovisual elements. MacProject and MORE
are extremely useful for creating a v isual plan of the project.
Once your project has been plotted out, it's time to use Mentor and MacVideo. You may create the course first and add the
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video component later, or you may find it easier to e dit your
audiovisual clips first and then integrate them into your course.
Either way, the results are the same. The methods depend upon
your particular learning style. Breaking your topic down into very
specific areas is useful; so is deciding which topics require audiovisual feedback and how you want them presented to your
audience.
Mentor provides two methods for presenting the
information-relational and linear. The linear format is the easiest. to construct, and the m ethod you should choose the first
time out with Men tor and MacVideo. As in the traditional approach to teaching, the student (or viewer) is instructed in a sequence of lessons and is expected to master each topic before
moving on to the n ext lesson. Mastery of a topic is determined
by some type of test, such as multiple-choice or fill-in-the-blanks.
Mentor provides the tools to create both lessons and tests.
Arranging information for a relational presentation is far
more complex than ordering a linear format. The relational format allows topics to be detailed. creative, and open-ended. In
the relational format. each topic has three concepts associated
with it, each with a "relational pointer text" based upon answers
that students provide to questions within the various concepts.
These answers then take the viewer into other concepts or other
areas of the course. There are no right or wrong answers. Each
answer takes the viewer deeper into the study of the overall
course subject. As you can begin to see, without a master plan
you could easily lose your way.
Mentor

When you first open Mentor. you will understand why preplanning is important. The opening m enu structure is familiar to
Mac users, with its traditional Apple, File, and Edit menus.
Selecting "New" from the File menu gets you started with your
course. From this point Mentor is straightforward. Mentor provides you the opportunity t.o determine whether your course
should follow a linear or relational format. You can intermix the
two formats to create a blend of relational and linear topics-a
powerful learning technique. Combining these two formats.
however. increases the n eed for detailed planning.
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Once you name your course, selecting "Add New Item" from
the Goodies menu allows you to add your topics. At this point
you can name the audiovisual clip to be associated with a specific
topic. As I said before, you can go back and add the clips later.
From this point you really begin to branch out. Under the
File menu there is a feature called "Launch Another Program,"
that allows you to jump to another application. For example, you
could jump from Mentor to MacPaint, copy a graphic, go back
to Mentor, and paste that graphic into your course. Any application that supports the clipboard can be used with Mentor.
Another use for the "Launch" feature is jumping from Mentor to MacVideo. In MacVideo you can edit your audiovisual clips
and then jump back to Mentor. In other words, you can add your
audiovisual components "on the fly." This feature is not
Switcher, but it is very useful.
Besides writing multiple-choice and fill-in-the-blanks questions, the creator of a course can also add a review feature for
use when the wrong answer is selected. Reviews serve two purposes: they provide new learning branches by creating new information and topics for the viewer to explore; they also help set
up evaluations of viewers' answers. Reviews are useful, too, for
establishing summaries. The "Student Summary" feature under
the Evaluations menu provides a summary of the viewers' experiences with the course. The summary shows where the viewer
went wrong and suggests possible learning alternatives.
The viewer can also take "Excursions," jumping to other
topics, valuable because they present "what-if' scenarios, "howto'' procedures. and quick references. As a learning tool. the excursion function prompts the viewer to explore and go beyond
a specific topic.
The most powerful aspect of Mentor is not in its authoring
capabilities, but rather in its ability to integrate with an optical
disk, creating powerful audiovisuals that can enhance the learning of any subject. Integrating audiovisuals with an optical disk
is easy. MacVideo is used to accomplish the actual editing of the
optical disk. The audiovisual segments are then grouped into
"clips" that are called by Mentor. With Mentor's authoring capabilities, you can create interactive video with any or all of your
selected segments.
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Mentor interfaces with several optical disk playback units.
Some of them are: Pioneer 6000 and 6010, Sony 1000 and 2000,
Pioneer 4000 and 1000, and the Panasonic TQ-2024F. The Pioneer 4000 and 1000, however, will require an RS232 adapter,
available from Edudisc.
MacVideo

MacVideo allows you to edit optical disks and create your own
optical disk for use with Mentor. Where does one get optical disks
for editing? There are several sources, and a catalog is available.
Many of the disks are in the public domain and cost very little,
while others are commercial laser disks and cost several hundred
dollars. These disks contain many valuable motion and still
scenes. Contact Edudisc to find out how to get the catalog.
The equipment needed for recording your own optical disk
are an audiovisual/still video optical disk recorder and an optical disk playback unit. There are several brands. Edudisc recommends the Panasonic TQ-2023F Motion Video-Audio/Still Video
Optical Disk Recorder and the Panasonic TQ-2024F Motion
Video-Audio/Still Video Optical Disk Player. It should be pointed
out that the recording capabilities of the Panasonic TQ-2023F
are somewhat limited. The Panasonic is referred to as a "WORM"
recorder-Write Once, Read Many.
MacVideo has controls for extracting the specific scenes you
need for your course. Be sure to write down the names of your
clips. You need to use the exact name of the clip in Mentor in
order to get the correct audiovisual sequence in your course. As
with Mentor, editing with MacVideo takes preplanning. It's better to plot your course first and then add your audiovisual components. The MacVideo control panel a llows you to control the
speed of the disk, find the starting and ending points of any
chosen clips and specific frames, and edit the clips you created
before writing them to the optical disk.
Even though MacVideo is easy to use, you still have to operate whatever optical disk recorder is used. The Panasonic
recorder takes input from other sources beside other optical disk
players. Video tape can a lso be used as a source of audiovisual
clips. If all of this "video" stuff sounds too confusing, keep in
mind that Edudisc will master a video disk for you from a video
tape. Since companies and schools have access to video tape
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equipment, this is the way to go. Contact Edudisc for information about this service. Another word of caution-optical disk
recorders are expensive! About $25,000 and up, they are usually
out of the reach of most public schools, but not the universities.
The video tape option is more feasible for public schools and
small businesses.
Both MacVideo and Mentor are easy to use, but preplanning
is essential. The programs adhere well to the Mac interface and
utilize Macintosh graphics. This is especially true of MacVideo.
Its control panel allows you to ·'slide" a lever to control the speed
of your optical disk. Both programs let you print various reports
and useful information and fully support both the ImageWriter
and the LaserWriter.
If you have never had any experience in planning a course
of any kind, you may want to get some help. Here's where a network full of creative users comes in handy. Once you have plotted your way and have planned where everything will go, creating
your interactive video course is relatively simple with Mentor
and MacVideo.
The manuals are fairly well-organized, but the information
tends to be a bit cluttered. A better design and layout would improve their readability. They have no documentation for the actual hooking up of the optical disk recorder/player to the
Macintosh. Edudisc assures me that this was an oversight and
that it will provide detailed instructions for hook-up.
Edudisc has created a series of programs that push the concepts of interacting with our computers to the limit, and they
have done it in a very Macintosh way. They have created two of
the most powerful tools available on a microcomputer.
Edudisc has also created several other programs aimed at integrating the Macintosh with optical disk technology. One is
called ImageMasterTM. It records, retrieves, and catalogs single
images, much as they do on the six o'clock news. You can think
of ImageMaster as an advanced visual database. Another program is a stand-alone authoring system called MacAuthor. It's
Mentor without the optical disk integration. In fact, MacAuthor
may be a good way to test out an interactive course before getting into the world of optical disks.
In time, developers will create interactive optical disk programs for many subject areas, but it will take a team effort. With
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LANs, team members are brought together in a unique way. The
creative process is often very individualistic. Users pool their individual creative endeavors to create a final product. Developing an interactive video becomes a fun process when you bring
together the individual creative talents of several people, the
Macintosh, and the power and ease of a Macintosh LAN.

~ PRODUCT PRICE(S)
Mentor and MacVideo ............ $595 (Includes cable to connect
to the RS232 port of the optical disk recorder/player)
MacAu thor ............... .. .............................. .............. .......... $200
ImageMaster ............ ... ......... ... ... .. .... ......... .. ................... $1,500

~ Guide
Company name: Owl International
Company address: 14218 NE 21st St.

Bellevue, WA 98007
(206) 74 7-3203
Product name(s): GuideTM
LAN quality: Excellent. Guide was designed with network

use in mind. It provides an important element
often missing in a LAN-on-line h elp. Guide
was designed along the lines of Hypertext. It
provides users with instant on-line assistance
in the form of " Electronic Manuals." It is not a
multiuser application; the files Guide creates
are designed to be read, never written to.
Computers supported: Macintosh 512K

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II
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IIII!J PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
How would you Mac users like a program with text editing like
a word processor, text manipulation like Thinl{Thnk, text and
graphics manipulation like FileVision, all dynamically linked
together to create one single document? Suppose I added that
any chosen elements in your document could become "hot"
a reas and, by simply clicking on these selected areas, files could
be dynamically and hierarchically linked together. 1b top it off,
this program can be a desk accessory, available to any and a ll
network users. This program exists now! It's called Guide,
created by OWL International. All of the Hypertext components
and more are combined in Guide. Most paper manuals come
complete with text and pictures. Often the pictures are more exciting than the text. Now imagine this same manual on your
Macintosh screen. Your opening screen might be the table of contents. Clicking on any chapter takes you directly to that chapter. Once there you can jump to any other section connected with
that chapter. Imagine an on-line manual that allows you to get
help on network use or any application simply by clicking your
mouse on a table of contents!
Guide presents a new way of viewing and using information
quite unlil<:e conventional m ethods. Computer pundits tell us
that in the not-too-distant future we will need to access a great
deal of information. Guide effectively represents the next generation of information retrieval, a turning point in the way we view
information on our computer screens.

Hypertext and Guide
Guide is based upon a concept called Hypertext, created back
in the '60s by the Palo Alto Resea rch group, the same bunch
that designed the Xerox Star computer that was the forefather
ofthe Macintosh. Until Guide came along, Hypertext programs
ran only on minis and mainframes. Guide allows the user much
more freedom than Hypertext does in mixing graphics and text
into the same document. The user can create a graphic and then
designated that graphic as a button, which can then link the
user to more graphics or text.
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The features of Guide a re as s imple as they are complex.
Documents can be created with either the Guide word processor or one of your favorites-Word or MacWrite, for example.
Guide's word processor is a simple text editor. But with a program such as Word, it's easy to create more complex documents.
You can change font and font s izes within Guide; it also supports
most Macintosh fonts.
Guide is able to cut and paste documents from any Macintosh program that supports the Clipboard. Beyond its basic text
capabilities Guide doesn't offer many "razzle-dazzle" features.
You can't create graphics with Guide, but you can use the ones
you created in MacPaint, MacDraw, etc. If it soun ds as if Guide
does not have much going for it, you're wrong. It is not the basic
features of Guide that give it its power. It's what Guide can do
with the documents you create that is amazing. Guide takes your
document.c:; and links them together to create a single file called
a "Guideline," which might be a network operations manual,
a training manual, instructional aids for network databases, or
on-line application tutorials, to name a few. A typical Guide
screen might look like Figure 5.10.
The links that Guide creates are a lso unique. All your files
that you used to create your Guidelines are linked via three "buttons.'' These buttons are associated with specific areas on the
screen, thus making sections of your screen "hot." When you
move your mouse over one of these h ot areas, your cursor
changes to one of the three buttons. The three buttons are:
1. Replacem ent
2. Inquiry
3. Note
The Replacement button jumps you into another section, giving you further information. The Inquiry button a llows you to
combine several buttons under one Replacement button. The
Note button pops up a small window with information or notes.
This window stays open as long as you click your mouse. As you
can see, you can have buttons within buttons within buttons,
thus setting up a hierarchical arrangement with all files linked
together.
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FIGURE 5.10 Typical Guide screen
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With a large Guideline you can get lost. You can get so deep
into your document that without clues you can't find your way
back. But Guide helps you out. There is a Retrace button that
allows you to retrace your last 32 mouse clicks. If that fails. selecting "Thp Level" from the Display menu takes you back to the
opening screen.
Guide lets you to print out anything that is on your screen
but you're limited to a very simple hard copy. Guide was not
designed to be a program like MORE. which gives you a great
many printing options. There is nothing fancy about your Guide
printout. But that's OK! Guide wasn't designed to produce
presentation quality charts and graphs. It's the program's ability to create on-screen documents with hierarchical linking that
makes Guide unique.
Guide can be used with a Mac 512K. Mac Plus. Mac SE. and
Macintosh II. In theory. Guide should work with Switcher X.X
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(whichever is now the "official" version). However. as most of
us a lready know, very little works with Switcher and the new
ROMs. You can try, but you will risk losing your data.
Another small but important feature of Guide is MiniGuideTM, a 50K desk accessory. It works just like Guide except
that it is read-only, and you would use it to read Guidelines that
you have already created. Once installed with the DNFont Mover.
MiniGuide will allow a user to read any Guide files that are on
disk, opening up possibilities of creating on-line tutorials, online manuals, instructional a ids for the handicapped. and much
more, without having to use the llOK Guide program on disk.
In addition to MiniGuide are Envelopes. Envelopes are like
labeled folders. In large Guidelines. you have to search through
too many documents using MiniGuide. A Guide Envelope allows
you to create a single Guideline by combining many smaller
Guidelines. You can think of it as putting lots of letters into one
envelope and calling that envelope "Love Letters." Creating Envelopes is the best way to go when creating on-line help for network use.
Guide does support HFS and most hard drives. Guide is not
copy-protected, making backup and installation on a hard disk
a snap. It's supported by most LAN me servers, and, in fact. Guide
works with any LAN system that supports the HFS and AFP
standards.
Guide is very easy to learn and use but a bit tougher to
master. Creating Guidelines takes preplanning and thought.
Using a program like MORE to create the basic structure of your
document would be helpful. Once you have created the structure, you are free to use your favorite word processor, graphics
program. or clip art. Once your individual pieces have been
created, you can use your outline to "guide" you (pun intended)
while you are creating your Guideline document.
Guide is the first program for a microcomputer that uses the
principles of Hypertext. Although it's considered a Hypertext
system, Guide can do much more. The features that let you create graphics, integrate those graphics into your Guidelines, and
make your graphics into "hot" buttons place Guide far beyond
the original Hypertext.
Even more important is Guide's new way of presenting information. Using a computer instead of paper to communicate
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will become more prevalent as technology progresses. We've all
heard of the "paperless office." Of course, this is an ideal but
Guide brings us closer to it with a tool to e nha n ce the manner
in which we view information. No longer are we restricted to the
Help files provided by developers or to manuals that are too thick
and too complex to tackle in just a weekend.
Guide m ay not revolutionize the computer industry, bu t it's
a product that will b ecome a forefather to even more advanced
Hypertext systems.

~ PRODUCT PRICE(S)
Guide ........................................................................... $295.00

'=1 LoserServe
Company name: Infosphere, Inc.
Company address: 4 730 SW Macadam Ave.
Portland, OR 97201
(503) 226-3620
Product name(s): LaserServe TM
LAN quality: Good to excellent. LaserServe is a print s pooler.
As such, it can tie up disk s pace that may be
n eeded for s erver or application operations. On
a network with a large server this would not be
a problem. LaserServe is d esigned to work in
conjunction with MacS erve.
Computers supported: Macintos h
Macintosh
Macintosh
Macintosh

512K
Plus
SE
II
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~ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Network users either love or hate spoolers. Without them, you
can lose your computer for hours-not a very productive use of
n etwork time. LaserServe is a print spooler for the Apple LaserWriter, but it works with the Applelhlk ImageWriter, too. LaserServe is designed to operate in the background and in conjuction
with MacServe. When you start to print, LaserServe captures the
file a nd saves it to dis k. It then creates a printing queue and
places your document in that queue. You can adjust the p~int
ing priority of your files by selecting Priority Service option.
LaserServe works as a stand-alone desk a ccessory or as part
of MacServe. LaserServe ma nages up to 16 print jobs at a time
with queue ordering a nd individual job control. Once printing
begins, no other users on the network can interfere with the
printing job. LaserServe also:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Spools to multiple printers, using the Chooser or
MacServe.
Can save and remember print configurations that are set
up to be installed at system startup.
Contains a printing "fail-safe" feature. All print jobs are
saved on your disk until completely printed. In the case
of a system crash , files will a utomatically resume printing upon restart of the system.
Works with other PostScript printers.
Is m a n aged a nd configured from a d esk accessory.
T h ere's no need to leave your a pplication to mana ge
LaserServe.
Works with other AFP file servers, su ch as AppleShare.

LaserServe offers n etwork users excellent print spooling. You
know how frustrating network printing can be if you h ave ever
waited 30 minutes or more for your document to be printed.
LaserServe leaves your Mac free to continue its application, turning waiting time into produc tive time.

lltJ PRODUCT PRICE(S)
LaserServe .... ........ .. ....... ....... .... ....... ......... ..... $125/workstation
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~ MARS 2
Company name: Micro Dynamics, Ltd.
Company address: 8555 Sixteenth St.

Suite 802
Silver Spring, MD 20910
(800) 634-7638
Product name(s): Multiuser Archival and Retrieval System

(MARS™ 2)
LAN quality: Excellent. MARS was designed to retrieve docu-

ments quickly and easily. On large LANs. the
ability to do this is invaluable. With the increase of optical disk storage device, MARS is a
necessity.
Computers supported: Mac intosh 512K

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II

ltJ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
MARS was primarily designed to work with opt ical disks called
WORM drives. WORM stands for Write Once, Read Many. With
MARS you can input, compress. index, format. and store documents. The result of these gyrations is fast and efficient retrieval
of your documents. MARS a lso works with s everal hard disks.
Whe n you're using mass storage devices with capacities in th e
n eighborhood of gigabytes, you appreciate the a bility to locate
a specific document quickly. Looking for a specific document
on a full five-gigabyte WORM drive using the standard HFS filing system could take a long time. MARS reduces your search
time from minutes to s econds.
MARS works in a multiuser e nvironment. Any network user
can quickly use the indexing services available to the network
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with the MARS system. Once a document has been retrieved,
it can then b e printed, copied, sent to someone else, or trashed.
Because it makes document retrieval so easy, MARS has had
to include security features. Three levels of security are available :

•
•
•

User access control. This is a login procedu re that allows only designated personnel access to the MARS
system.
Document assignment. Each document can be ass igned specific directions as to who is a llowed to view
the document.
Data encryption. Any document to be sent over the
network can be encrypted.

As a final feature, the MARS system can be completely customized to fit your company's special data storage requirements.

~ PRODUCT

PRICE(S)
MARS 2 ..... ...... ......... ........... ................. ......... ............ ..$15,000

'=1 SmortScrop and the Clipper
Company name: Solutions, Inc.
Company address: Box 989

Montpelier, VT 05602
(802) 229-0368
Product name(s): SmartScrap TM

The ClipperTM
LAN quality: Fair. Both SmartScrap a nd The Clipper were
designed as stand-a lone products. However, as
DAs they provide network users with some excellen t graphic utilities. There may be some
difficulties if more than two or three users at-
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tempt to access these DAs at the same time.
Some problems can be avoided if users maintain a scrapbook file on their network startup
disk.
Computers supported: Macintosh
Ma cintosh
Macintosh
Macintosh

512K
Plus
SE
II

ltJ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Finally someone has come up with some DAs that actually allow
you to use your Scrapbook for more than holding ''scraps.''
SmartScrapTM and The ClipperTM are from Solutions International. These two DAs allow you to locate pictures and text from
your scrapbook, trim them to fit your space, and then paste them
into your document.

SmartScrap
This DAis essentially a replacement for your old Scrapbook file.
When you access SmartScrap, you are presented with a handy
table of contents of all of your Scrapbook documents. You can
then "page" through your Scrapbook and find the document
you nee d. You can even view the entire document by using the
vertical and horizontal scroll bars.

The Clipper
Once a docume nt has been selected from SmartScrap (or your
regular Scrapbook). you can use The Clipper to determine the
exact dime nsions that you want the document to occupy. The
Clipper trims or scales the document before you paste, ensuring that the picture is the exact size and shape that you want.
It's easy to install both The Clipper and SmartScrap with the
standard DA/Font mover (V 3.2). Both are easy to use. With the
new version of MS Word (3.0), the ''Insert Graphics'' feature performs the same sealing function as The Clipper. With other ap-
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plications, The Clipper com es in very ha n dy. For network users,
h a rd dis k sp ace can be a premium, a nd Scrapbook files can b ecom e very la rge. SmartScrap a llows n etwork users to maintain
large scrapbook files on th eir system sta r tup dis ks. With The
Clipper. users can quickly scale a nd crop a gra phic. Once
prop erly edited, the graphic can be im m ediately saved on t h e
server for n etwork access.

ltJ PRODUCT PRICE(S)
Sma r tScrap and T he Clipper .. .. .. .................. .. .. .. .. .. ...... $49.95

~ SuperLoserSpool
Company name: SuperMac Software
Company addre ss: P.O. Box 390725

Mountain View. CA 940 39
(4 15 ) 964-9694
Product name (s): Su perLaserSpool™

DiskFitTM

LAN quality: Excellen t. Both Su perLaserS pool a n d Dis k Fit
were designed to operated in a n etwork environment. Su perLaserSpool comes in a multiuser version a nd p rovides a ny n etwork user
w ith a spooler for th e LaserWriter. Dis k Fit erea les "Smart" backups on floppy dis ks.
Computers supported: Macintosh 5 12K

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II
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ltJ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
SuperMac Technology built their reputation on fast and reliable
hard disks for the Mac. Now th ey have branch ed into th e software market . They have created two products making life in the
fast LAN a little bit easier. These two p roducts are SuperLaserSpool and DiskFit.

SuperLaserSpool
SuperLaserSpool is a print spooler for the Apple LaserWriter.
What makes SuperLaserSpool different from other print spoolers
is speed . It's 5 to 40 times faster than other spoolers. As with
other spoolers, SuperLaserSpool creates a print file and then
places it in a print que to await its turn to be printed. You can
delete or rearrange (change priority of) files while they're in the
print que with this ever-prese nt desk accessory.
SuperLaserSpool gets its speed by creating a very compact
spool file. Normal Macintosh printing can create a print file that
is two to four times larger than the original materia l. By com pacting the file, SuperLaserSpool ensures that the print file takes
up minimum disk space. Another factor that affects a spooler's
speed on a LaserWriter is the way it handles downloaded fonts.
Most spoolers replace the LaserWriter or LaserPrep system files,
thus slowing the printing process. SuperLaserSpool uses these
system files, avoiding the system crashes often associated with
some downloaded fonts. The result is much faster printing of
your document .

DiskFit
DiskFit is a n etwork backup program that backs up data onto
floppy disks in a "smart" way. DiskFit creates a s eries of "smart
disks" that it continually updates to reflect changes made to files
on the hard disk. DiskFit then revises just the affected files on
the floppy, saving you large amounts of time. All files are saved
in the standard Macintosh format and a ppear as individual icons
on the Desktop.
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Files can be saved incrementally or in batch. Once DiskFit
sees that a disk is 95 percent full, it automatically prompts you
for a new disk. If you're in the middle of copying a very large
file, DiskFit moves the entire file to the new disk. Documents
that are too long to fit on one disk will be split into two or more
parts.

~ PRODUCT PRICE(S)
SuperLaserSpool.. .................................... .. ....... ..... ...... $149.95
DiskFit. ................. .......... .. .. ... ........................................ $79.95

1!:1 lnBox
Company name: Think Technologies, Inc.
Company address: 420 Bedford St.

Lexington, MA 02173
(617) 863-5590
Product name(s): InBox™ for the Macintosh

In Box™ for the PC
LAN quality: Excellent. InBox was designed to handle the E-

Mail duties of any network. In addition to electronic mail service, InBox provides other E-mail
features. It works as a concurrent application
with AppleShare.
Computers supported: Macintosh 512K

Macintosh Plus
Macintosh SE
Macintosh II

ltJ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
InBox provides electronic mail (E-mail) services to Macintosh
LANs that work with any combination of Macs and MS-DOS
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computers. In fact, InBox for th e PC works with Apple's AppleThlk board for the PC and PC-MacBridge/ATB from Thngent Technologies. In addition to this support for MS-DOS computers is
support for in ternetwork connectivity. InBox can bridge the
AppleTh.lk n etwork to IBM Thken RingTM, 3Com's EthernetTM .
PC-Net™, and Novell's NetwareTM. E-mail can be stored or sent
from any of these n etworks.
InBox operates as a desk accessory on any file server. With
d edicated file servers like AppleShare, InBox works as a concurrent a pplication. lnBox is considered an E-mail application , but
there is much more to InBox tha n just E-mail services. Users
can send m essages, m emos, a nd files to individuals, groups, or
an e ntire n etwork. The a bility to send file s is one of the more
powerful features of InBox.
InBox allows you to send spreadsheets, graphics, and reports
to a nyone connected to the n etwork, complete w ith attach ed
m emo. Some of the other features of InBox include:

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Automatic Logon. InBox is automatically " turned on"
when you start up your system and needs no complicated logon procedures.
Forwarding and Reply. Messages can be rerou ted automatically to the appropriate person or group. Forwarded
messages can a lso be responded to.
File Enclosures. A feature tha t allows you to send
s preadsheet, graphic, or text files to another user a nd
even attach a memo to the file if you wish.
Address Lists. Maintains a listing of all mailboxes and
Message Centers throughou t the n etwork. Users can
scroll through th e list a nd simply check off who they
want mail sent to.
Routing Lists. This allows you to send m essages and
files to a specific individual or group on th e network.
Alerts. No m atter what application you are in, InBox
alerts you that you have mail by sounding an a udible
s ignal a nd placing a m essage banne r on the top of your
screen.
Phone Messages. Phone messages are delivered to a
user on the standard pink telephone message slip.
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•
•

Screen Copy. Screen data can be captured and sent as
E-mail.
Password Protection. Mailboxes are protected with
user-assign ed passwords. Likewise, a ll m essages and files
are encrypted both during transmission and while stored
in a Message Center.

InBox provides a network with an important component-a
way of delivering messages and files quickly and efficiently. Unlike formal file transfer programs that perform some type of file
conversion, InBox simply sends or receives data from a Mac or
MS-DOS computer. It works with as few as two computers, making it a n effective product for both small and large LANs.

ltJ PRODUCT PRICE(S)
InBoxTM for the Macintosh .......................... ..... $395/starter kit
InBox ™ for the Macintosh .......... ................... $125/connection
InBoxTM for the PC ......................................... $195/connection

CHAPTER

Troubleshooting
Guide
As easy as Mac LANs a re to set up and use, there are inevitable
problems that pop up. Some of th em are hardware problems,
others are software problems, a nd yes, some are even user
problems. Careful planning before you install, s et up, configure,
a nd use your LAN goes a long way to alleviate difficulties. Also,
good network a dministra tion is a must. That doesn't mean it's
n ecessary to hire a high-paid micro guru! It does mean someone n eeds to take the respons ibility to administer the network.
The bottom line in avoiding problems is communication! Communication between users takes two forms, on-line communication and live communication. If your n etwork is down, on-line
communication is, of course. impossible; but if you have established a "live" n etwork to h andle problems, then user frustration, compla ints, and downtime can be kept to a minimum.
This troubleshootin g guide is just that, a guide! It's n ot meant
to be a comprehensive replacement for your m anuals and technical support gurus. But some problems crop up on a regular
basis. Many LAN problems can be traced back to a very s imple
cause-but it can take two or three days to find it. Like the su ggestions for setting up your n etwork, problems generally fall into
four categories:
•
•
•
•

Cable
Hardware (the computer itself)
Software
Users
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These four areas represent the most common problem areas in
a LAN. Users are included because 80 percent of the trouble
you'll have on the network will be user oriented.
Before getting into specifics, there are some general rules to
follow that can save you time and money in the long run. These
are good rules for a network administrator to follow, and all users
of the LAN should understand and follow them as well.
1. Be sure to check out the problem in person. 'frouble shooting you do in person has two advantages. First, you see
firsthand what the problem is. Sometimes, what may seem
to be a major problem when explained over the phone turns
out to have a simple solution when you view it yourself. Second, a personal appearance a lways carries more weight
than an impersonal phone call. When working with only a
computer, especially in a LAN setting, it is easy for a user to
feel controlled. People respond better when they can see and
talk to real human beings.
2. Back up your data. Always back up your data! Unless
you have totally lost your connection, try to back up your
work. Even if you must temporarily use floppies, it's better
than losing everything. If you have hit the dreaded "Bomb
Box" with the Mac, you're probably out of luck. In this case,
join the "I didn't back up, so I lost my data" club.
3. Check out the most obvious problems first. Sometimes even the most baffling problem has a simple solution.
Check the cable connections at the computer and connector
level. Check your users. Has everyone logged off correctly?
Check your software. Are users using the "real thing," the
right version? Remember, everyone on the network needs to
be using the same versions of the system files and applications.
4. Try to isolate the problem; then replicate it. 'fry to
find out if it's a cable, hardware, software, or user problem.
Isolating the difficulty also helps you find a permanent solution to the problem. Intermittent problems are the worst.
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They seem to come and go at will and always occur at the
most inconvenient times. Murphy's law is always in effect.
5. Keep a log of problems and solutions. Everyone on
the network should have a "problem log book." When
problems occur, they should be documented, a long with the
solution- even if that solution is to trash everything and
start over. Writing down those things will save you time
later.
These are just some basic ideas to follow. But they'll do no one
any good if they're not communicated to all the network users.
We can start with a look at the cable system, since laying out
your cable is generally the first step you take in setting up your
LAN, although the cable itself is rarely the source of major
problems.

~ CABLE

TROUBLES
1. No indication of network activity. If your computer
appears to be connected to nothing except itself, and you
don't see any server(s) or other users, there are several possible causes. First, check your connections; make sure each
unit on the network has a connector attached to it. And
make sure you are plugged in! This may seem ridiculous,
but it isn't. AppleTh.lk connectors are famous for being easily
"unplugged." Sometimes you think the cable is plugged in,
but when you examine it carefully you see the conn ector is
not pushed in all the way. Then check your topography. If
you're in a loop configuration, AppleTh.lk or PhoneNET won' t
like it. If all connections check out, make sure AppleThlk is
turned on. Pull down the Chooser from th e Apple menu. Be
sure the Active button for AppleThlk is clicked. It looks like
Figure 6 .1.
Finally, check your cable for breaks or cracks. Check the
areas where you had to stretch or bend the cable; a crack or
break could be the culprit.
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FIGURE 6.1

:o

Chooser

AppleTalk 1... lmageWriter

~

Laser Writer

User Name:

l••~f@@ii)il
AppleTa l k

@Active
0 Inactive
3.2

After inspecting a ll connections and cable locations, you
may have to look at hardware or software to find the source
of the problem.
2. Not all servers and/or nodes show up. Make sure
everyone is connected to both the connectors and the computer. Sometimes you do not have a good connection to
your computer. This can prevent a node and/or server from
showing up.
3. Dialog box indicating AppleTalk must be connected.
Open th e Control Panel from th e Apple menu and make
sure that the Appleialk button is connected. Once again,
check your connections; if you have disconnected your computer from the network, even for a few minutes, the Mac
m ay disconnect Appleialk on its own.
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4 . Jumbled data and/or garbage characters. Often interference will cause words to come out looking like this:
Hi Bo(* How Ar(*$ T598ay
Interference is caused by electrical energy and electromagnetic fields. Make sure your cable is located away from
fluorescent lights and heavy power cables. If you are using
coaxia l, the large telephone cables associated with sophisticated telephone systems will cause interference and create
problems on the network.
5. Sudden loss of network activity. Look for either a
hardware or cable problem. Check connections and cable for
breaks, cracks, and loose connections. Someone may have
accidently unplugged a node.

~ HARDWARE TROUBLES
Hardware problems are usually very obvious! When your computer goes down you know it. More than likely you can't even
boot up. Your disk is consistently rejected, or more likely, you
get the infamous"sad Mac." If you consistently get the sad Mac,
be prepared to take your computer in for repair. So that you don't
void your warranty or service agreement, have your hardware
serviced by an authorized Apple service technician, who has access to special diagnostic software and can pinpoint the hardware problems. Using both Macintosh II and MS-DOS in your
network brings up another level of troubleshooting at the addon boards level.
When you reach the level of having to check your hardware,
it is assumed that you have ruled out cable problems. If not, go
back and check your cable and cable connections.
The following hardware suggestions are not meant to replace
the opinions of a qualified service technician, but to give you
a starting point from which to diagnose hardware problems. As
I m entioned before, hardware problems are usually quite easy
to identify when they occur.
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1. You get the "Sad Mac" when you turn on your computer. This is a lmost always an indication of a hardware
error. See the Sad Mac in Figure 6.2. The numbers under
th e Sad Mac are important to the technician. Write them
down.

2 . You get the "Serious System Error" bomb. More than
likely this is a software problem. However, some error codes
that pop up while you are working can be hardware related.
3. Servers and/or active users are not listed. If all cable
connections check out, check the hardware. For the Mac
512K and the Mac Plus, checking the hardware can be
d ifficult. If you suspect hardware failure as the cause of this
problem, call in an authorized technician to check out the
ports and built-in communication controllers. With the
Macintosh SE and the Macintosh II, you have an extra hardware level to check, the board level. Like the Mac 512K and
Mac Plus, the Mac SE is a "closed" machine. However, because of the addition of a s lot, the Mac SE can use an addi-

FIGUBE 6.2 Sad Mac
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tiona! communications board. The Mac SE may have to go
in to the shop, but if you are using a communications
board, check it first. The Mac II uses add-on boards for communication purposes. If you are using a Mac II or Mac SE as
your main server and a re using a communication board,
check the board first. Start with the simple and obvious solutions. Are the boards plugged in correctly? Are they
pushed all the way in? A loose board causes all kinds of
problems. Is the board in the right slot? This is not an issue
with the Mac SE, but the Mac II has six slots available. Pull
the board(s) out and physically examine it. Do you see any
cracks, broken wires, a misaligned or cracked chip? If you
find nothing wrong with the board, put it back in. Now see
if the problem is still there. Sometimes an add-on board can
be poorly seated in its s lot. The software is trying to look for
a server or users. but the board is not allowing the signals
to get through.
If you integrated MS-DOS computers, follow the same
procedure, but check some additional things. Is your MSDOS computer set for the right speed? Some of the MS-DOS
machines allow you to switch between a 4 MHz and an 8
MHz speed. If you are operating your PC at 8 MHz, try
switching to 4 MHz.
Another avenue to explore with the MS-DOS computers is
really a software problem but one that affects the hardware's
function. Th be more specific. it's a DOS problem. If users
and/or server(s) are not showing up, check your DMA, or
Direct Memory Access, channelling. Very simply, MS-DOS
computers a llocate "channels" that dictate how to communicate through the various ports. MS-DOS computers assign
slots as either communication ports or printer ports. AppleThlk cards are designated as COM ports.
Most of the time, the user never has to worry about
which ports are assigned to w h at card. The computer generally takes care of this. Occasionally, if your PC is ''loaded''
with add-on cards, it becomes confused. A good example of
this is the TOPS LAN. Normally, TOPS for the PC sets the
DMA channel to = ONE. This s imply allows the PC to decide how to handle things. Changing th e DMA channel in
the CONFIG.SYS file should alleviate any problems. If
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servers(s) and users are not showing up and you suspect
that it may be DMA problems, change your CONFIG.SYS file
to read "DMA =NONE." This may not work with all of the
Applellllk boards and their software. Check the manual or
call the company for verification.

4. You are logged into one network but cannot access
another. This occurs when you are "bridged" or linked into
another network. An example might be linking an Applellllk
n etwork into an Ethernet n etwork via Kinetics FastPathTM
bridge. First check all your cable conn ections. Next check
out your add-on boards: Are they pushed in all the way? Are
they in the right s lots? Does your application support Zone
Information Protocol (ZIP)?
5. You get "Disk Full" or other disk error messages. If
this error occurs, the first thing you need to do is to back
up everything . If this error happens with the server, back up
the entire h ard dis k. Next, use one of your hard disk utilities
to check your disks for errors. For MS-DOS computers, go to
the C > and type CHKDSK, a DOS program that checks
hard disks. It does not work on any hard disk on the network other than the one that is directly connected to the
MS-DOS computers. In other words, CHKDSK is not a network utility. Often, a disk gets confused and thinks it's full
when it really isn't. After you have checked the disk. try to
recover any space you can. Several commercial programs
available for th e Mac can h elp you do this. Some of the hard
disk utility programs that come with a hard disk include
routines that recover disk space.
Many hard disk utilities include an option to repair the
disk. This does not m ean that your disk is physically
damaged; it means that with all the reading and writing a
disk does, the information, tracks, and sectors have gotten
all screwed up. If necessary. "repair" your disk. After you
h ave backed up every thing a nd recovered or repaired your
disk. restore your software.
6. The system won't boot up. Check the power supply
both at the computer and at the power source. Is there
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power at the outlet? If you are connected to a surge protector, try plugging something else into it and make sure it's
working. If you get a Sad Mac, see the above procedures.
After checking out the obvious, have your computer's power
supply checked. Computer power supplies do go bad.

~ SOFTWARE TROUBLES
These are the most difficult problems to diagnose. Often it is easy
to tell if the problem is software related. Software usually has
built-in dialog boxes that alert you to trouble. But these same
wonderful messages do not tell you what to do. You can spend
hours with some company's tech support before finding a solution. There are a large number of LAN software packages available, so many variations on the same problem can occur. It would
be impossible to list a ll the possible error messages associated
with all the different programs. Error codes are found in the "System Error Has Occurred" dialog box, also known as the dreaded
"BOMB BOX." (See Figure 6 .3)
1\vo buttons a re associated with this box. One says "Restart"
and the other says ''Resume.'' The Resume button is usually
dimmed, which leaves only the Restart button to click. This has
the same effect as selecting "Shutdown" from the Special m enu.
Sometimes everything freezes up, and when this happens you
have no choice but to turn the Mac off, wait a few seconds, then
turn the Mac on again.

FIGURE 6.3 Bomb box
~!.•

•'

Sorry, o system error hos occurred

( Restort ) ( Resume )

ID=-02
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The following guid elines are not final answers to all softwarerelated problems. Instead, they are general suggestions that may
h elp you when you're tech supporting the product yourself or
talking to tech support personnel.
1. Rule out hardware and cable causes. Have you
checked your cable and cable connections? Remember to
check out the obvious causes first. Have you ever thought
that your lamp was defective and later discovered you had
forgotten to plug it in? This m ay sound dumb, but strangely
enough we humans do make errors. Check all your cable
connections and wall outlets, look for breaks or cracks in
the cable and any possible interference. After ruling out
cable and hardware error. start checking out the software.
2 . Keep accurate notes. Keep a troubleshooting log book
at each station. Jot down even the most insignificant detail.
Sometimes this little fact can help solve a big problem. Accurate notes can also h elp to replicate the problem and save
you time when the problem occurs again.
When an error occurs with most programs, you get the
dreaded BOMB BOX! This usually includes an error ID-02,
21, or some other number. Write this number down. If you
have to call the software company for assistance, it h elps
them if you say, "I get a consistent 02 error every time
I . .. " The error code helps to identify the type of error and
what can be done about it.
3. Don't be afraid to call a company for technical support. You'd be amazed at how many people never call for
technical support after they buy a software package. They're
afraid that tech support personnel will think they're "dumb"
and their problem is not a "big deal." When you buy a software package, especially sophisticated LAN systems, you are
paying for technical support! Use it. Find ou t ahead of
time if this is the case and get the support you paid for.
No tech support question is too dumb or insignificant,
even if some technical guru at the company thinks so. If you
are having a software problem a nd it cannot be corrected inhouse, get help. Sometimes the tech support personnel will
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give you an answer that sounds more complicated than the
problem. If this happens, ask them to explain it in lay
terms.
4 . Know the version and registration number of your
software. Knowing thes e two fa cts helps if you h ave to call
a company for assistance. A company may have created an
update of your particular application and h asn 't notified
you. Updates usually fix bugs and add extra features. The
problem you are experiencing may be solved in the update.
Companies are supposed to notify their customers of updates and fixes, but they don't always do it.
5. Try to be specific about the problem. "My screen
does funny things'' doesn 't tell a technician very much. Saying ''There are intermittent garbage characters on my
screen whenever I ... " is more specific. Even more specific
would be to indicate the exact steps you took that caused
the problem to occur. When you can describe a software
problem in terms of specific symptoms, a diagnosis is easier
to come up with. Medical doctors say the same thing. Of
course, you could just take two aspirin and call in the
morning.
6. Try to replicate the problem. Intermittent problems
cause the most hassle. There is nothing worse than never
knowing when, or if, a problem will occur. Try to retrace
your steps and make the trouble recur. Often, a software
problem is cau sed by a user error, such as pressing the
wrong key combinations or selecting the wrong settings. If
you can re plicate the problem, write down exactly what
you did! This makes troubleshooting a lot easier.
7. Find an alternative way of doing a task that will
avoid the problem. There's an old Henry Youngman joke
that goes, "A man walks into the doctor's office and says,
'Doctor, Doctor, it hurts when I do this.' And the doctor says.
'Don't do that.' " Believe it or not, this works with computers. If you consistently ge t an error when you do a
specific task, you may have hit upon a combination that
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causes a problem that not even the beta testers found. 'fry
to find another way to do the same task without causing the
error. If you find another way. call the company, let them
know exactly what the error was, what you did that caused
the problem, and how you fixed it. If the bug and the fix
you discovered is one the developer never found, hold out for
ten million bucks before you give them any details.

'=I USER TROUBLES
Nobody likes to hear about troubles caused by users. Most often
these difficulties are avoidable, the result of poor communication. This cause is closely followed by lack of. or poor quality
of, training. Many times, hours spent on tech support could have
been saved if the user had known what to do before using the
network. As easy as Macintosh LANs are to use, training is still
needed.
1. Communicate. This cannot be stressed enough. The
concept of "High Thch-High Thuch" is very important. LAN
users need a lot of human communication and support.
Both are essential to the proper operation of a LAN. If you
find a new and better way of doing something, tell someone
else. Hold regular meetings to discuss LAN concerns and
improvements. One of the elements that has made the Mac
so successful is its personality. The Mac is a "human" computer. Live communication should increase when a Macintosh is connected to a LAN.
2. Train your staff. There is nothing worse, and more dangerous, than LAN users who are unfamiliar with its operation. Train them! If new software or hardware is added,
retrain them. The time spent in training could save thousands of dollars lost in downtime.
3. Create "cheat sheets." Keyboard templates, reference
cards, reminder notes, and fact sheets are all examples of
"cheat sheets." Even with a Macintosh LAN. remembering
all the commands is hard. Keyboard templates fit over your
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keyboard and provide reminders of which keys do what.
References cards are u nusally plastic-coated (great for coffee
drinkers) and provide command highlights. But you don't
have to depend on commercial cheat sheets. Make your own.
Customize them to the n eeds of you r users.
4. Communicate. Keep communicating!
5 . Hold regular meetings to discuss LAN needs (and
wants). This improves communication. With programs such
as TOPS, you have any number of file servers (hosts) available on the n etwork at any time. Distributed file serving demands organiza tion. Who is going to publish what, and who
can have access? Unless everyone on the network knows
what is going on, some user gets burned. A weekly or even
daily " publishers' sheet" helps by listing the vital information on what is b eing published.
6 . Create on-line user help. Some programs are available
that allow you to create your own customized on-line help.
GuideTM from OWL Interna tional is just such a program. It
a llows you to create an interactive manual that can be customized and changed according to your needs. The manual
can be accessed via a desktop accessory called MiniGuideTM
and can provide instant h elp regard less of what you are
doing or working on.
7 . Establish a LAN "hot line.'' Users need access via
computer or phone-or both-to someone who can answer
questions and solve problems. To save time and frustration,
this hot line should be used for troubleshooting only! When
users can talk to a human, they may fell less frustrated and
angry.
8 . Read the manuals. As bad as most manuals are, you
should read them. Familiarize yourself first with the layout
of the manual. Sometimes you can be your own best
troubleshooter. Manuals often provide some n ew and useful
insights that just may solve your problems.
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9 . Check the network periodically. Most LAN software
comes with some form of software for monitoring network
activity. It allows you to see where heavy usage, printer tieups, and snags are. If you don't have access to this software,
talk to the person who does.
10. Communicate. Need I say it again? Never stop!
This troubleshooting guide is not meant to be an all-inclusive
troubleshooting manual, but a helpful collection of suggestions
and tips. By following these suggestions, you can avoid major
problems. Of course, there's no accounting for the unexpected,
which is always scary wh en you don't know what is going on.
If all else fails, blame it on gnomes!

CHAPTER

Wrap-Up

That's it! There you have it. Finito, the end, all done, th ...
th ... th ... that's all, folks! LANs have been portrayed as the
"end-all" of microcomputer products. In fact, LAN systems just
get the ball rolling. Macintosh has opened up the world of the
computer to individuals who never dreamed they could, or
would, ever use one. LANs, once thought to be the exclusive
property of upper-crust corporate America, are being cut down
to size. The gap between the user and the "System" has narrowed dramatically.
Remember 1968 and the paranoid fear of "The System?"
Thday, we have met the System and they are us! With the Macintosh and LANs. anyone can have access to the System. We can
derive whatever information we need from the System and use
that information for our own purposes. With this freedom comes
social responsibility. The computer industry has taken its knocks
for the antics of "hackers·:_some of whom, having made a few
free phone calls, now own (or did own) some of the largest corporations in America. Hackers are the social morons who make
a game out of destroying people's bank accounts, stealing government information, and, in general, ripping everyone offl As information becomes more accessible to the average person.
societal safeguards need to be developed. As I indicated in the
introduction, this book is about more than software, hardware,
hard disks, and cable. It is about communication-electronic
communication that concerns people.
Since reading George Orwell's 1984, we have all become cognizant, if not paranoid, of ''Big Brother.'' The fear of Big Brother
is the fear oflosing all control we do have over our lives. In 1984,
central computers controlled all information and communica305
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tion. Even in today's world, LANs can evoke the fear of "Big
Brother.'' Fortunately, we do not live in a world with Big Brother.
However, learning to communicate over LANs has been a difficult
process. 1b do so productively has been even more difficult. In
the past, it was understood that individuals needed a great deal
of technical expertise in order to effectively communicate over
a LAN. With this expertise came power! Now, as in other areas,
Macintosh and Macintosh LANs have come along to open up
communications, to put control of information into the han ds
of the humans who must use these machines. Some see this as
a threatening situation.
In general, LANs represent a new mode of communication.
Over the past several years, even the general public has become
conditioned to accept comm unications via LANs of one type or
another. Movies and television both have depicted individuals
using some form of LAN communication. This exposure is
preparing society for LAN use. Young people are entering the
workplace already comfortable with communicating over computers. As the "changing of the guard" takes place in the workforce, LANs are sure to become as commonplace as the
telephone. Programs developed through the Apple University
Consortium (AUC) have served to help this trend along.
Schools that are part of the AUC are selling Macintosh computers
to thousands of students a year, who are using their Macs to write
theme papers, masters' theses, and doctoral dissertations. Some
students even develop and sell their own Macintosh products.
Once these students leave college with their Macs, what computer do you suppose they'll feel most comfortable using?

~ US

vs. THEM?
Bringing Macs into the workplace is going to have an impact.
One question is inevitable: "Which computer is better, IBM or
Macintosh?" For some of us. this question brings up memories
of childhood arguments: My brother can beat up your brother.
My Ford is better than your Ch evy.
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The comparison of Mac LANs to IBM LANs is inevitable. It
has been written that the Mac has excellent second generation
LANs while some IBM LANs a re starting to introduce a fifth
generation of their LAN products. The comparison is misleading. It implies that the Macintosh LAN is OK but still not in the
same leagu e as an MS-DOS-based network. If this is true, why
are so many developers turning their attention to developing LAN
products for the Macintosh? Apple has taken a different approach
to this competition between Macintosh and IBM. Instead of opposing the MS-DOS-based LANs, Apple has decided to embrace
the DOS standards-not by creating IBM clones, but by creating the "enabling technology" to communicate with MS-DOS
networks. Already we see enabling technology creating Macintosh connections not thought feasible several years ago. A brief
breakdown might illustrate this point.

Macintosh Connections
Mainframes

•
•
•

IBM
DEC
Wang

•
•

Prime
Unix

•
•
•

Applelalk
Ethernet
IBM Thken Ring

•
•
•

Macintosh to Macintosh
Macintosh to Apple II
Macintosh to MS-DOS

•

HP

LANs

PCs
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Protocols Supported

•

Applellilk

•

XNS

•
•

TCP/IP
NetBios

•

SNA

•

DCA

Keep in mind this is a partial list. It may take some imagination, some human communicating. but other connections can
be made. The key to a ll of this enabling technology is the Macintosh itself. While this may sound trite, it's an important point.
LANs are difficult enough to use without adding the mumbojumbo of new language. When strange and foreign connections
are made with Macintosh LANs, users have the security of knowing they are still using a Mac! Icons, point-and-click technology.
and the user interface are all there. Apple's plan of creating enabling LAN technology using Macintosh as the hub is paying off.

Companies
The companies presented are just a start. By the time this book
reaches the shelves. more and improved products will have been
accounced. An important aspect of all LAN products is their adherence to the Macintosh user interface. End users and their
needs are finally getting the attention of the LAN community.
Fortunately, companies such as 3Com and Novell are beginning
to turn their attentions to Macintosh. These companies are the
major players in the LAN game and will serve to "legitimize"
the Macintosh LAN market. After all, if 3Com says Macs are good
LAN computers, it must really be true!

~ WHAT IS NOW-AND WHAT WILL BE
What I hope to have suggested in this book is the potential for
Macintosh users in the world of local area networking-what is
and what will be available. Half the battle is knowing what is
out there. Information is valuable! By the time this book reaches
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the shelf, some of this information will be "old news." But that's
OK! With the Macintosh. even old news can be useful.
Given the rapid pace of computer technology. predicting the
future has at best become a foolhardy venture. New products
are being introduced every day. Some make it to market. others
do not. Because there are over one million Macs on the market,
the future for Mac LANs looks bright. New innovations are coming to solidly establish the Macintosh in the business community.
The very philosophy of the Macintosh promotes creative alternatives. One of these alternatives is based upon the DynaBook
theories of Buckminster Fuller. Fuller's ideas were further expanded upon by Alan Kay, former head of the Xerox Palo Alto
Research group that designed the Xerox Star computer, forerunner of the Macintosh. The DynaBook was to be a small computer,
about the size of a notebook, but with the power of a mainframe.
It would be so easy to use that children would carry them to
school instead of their traditional books. The DynaBook would
be able to link quickly and easily into data information systems
a ll over the world. allowing for instant access to any type or
amount of information. Pundits have seen the Macintosh as the
first step towards the DynaBook.
Where the technology will lead us is anyone's guess. John
Naisbitt points out in his book, Megc:iltends, that our society has
moved from an industry-based to an information-based way of
life. If this is true, then in the future everyone will need access
to more and more information. The truck driver will need information about weather and road conditions in order to plan the
best route and speed for the best fuel economy. Will the truck
driver have to go back to school to learn about computers? Probably not. The Macintosh, or some future derivation with the
same ease of use and standard user interface, will enable lruck
drivers, busy executives, and even magazine writers to adopt the
computer as a handy tool. Will the Macintosh become the tool
of the future? Who knows?
The communications that Macintosh LANs open to our society are a starting point. We are seeking a metamorphosis of
communication that will take place not only in the computer
industry, but in society as well. Nicholas Negroponte. Director
of The Media Laboratory at MIT, is a pioneer in the field of com-
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munication and its effect on society. His vision echoes that of
John Sculley, CEO of Apple Computer, Inc. Negroponte has said,
" ... the way to figure out what needs to be done (in communications) is to explore th e human sensory and cognitive systems
and the ways that humans most naturally interact. Join this and
you grasp the future.'' The point to be made relates directly to
Apple's concepts of creating "enabling technologies" for the computer industry.
It is difficult to describe the rela tionship between human and
computer, and we have not yet coined a word for the interaction. We can use a computer to calculate, create, organize, memorize, and communicate information: but at the same t ime this
complex processing of information has a profound feedback effect, changing our view of the world as well as the way we do
our work. More than a passive tool, the computer is an active
extension of the human mind and body.
Computer n etworking adds yet another dimension-and
more power-to this interaction. The result should be better
human communication. Local Area Networks that are simple
to create and easy to use may be leading us closer to a society
of the mind, a synergetic community.

Glossary

Architecture How a computer system is put together, how the components fit together, and how the
software interfaces with the system. Network architecture
describes how all of the LAN components fit together to improve
communication.
ASCII Abbreviation for American
Standard Code for Information Interchange.
Asynchronous A method of transmitting data. Bits of data are
added at the beginning and end of
each character that is transmitted.
With asynchronous transmission ,
the receiving and sending nodes
do not have to "stay in sync" with
each other. Because of the extra
bits being sent. asynchronous
communication is more prone to
errors.
Attenuation The reduction in
strength of electrical impulses
during transmission. Attenuation
is the opposite of gain.

Bandwidth The difference between
the highest and lowest frequencies
of transmission.
Baseband Baseband is a simpler,
cheaper, and less sophisticated
broadcast bandwidth than its
counterpart, broadband. In baseband, the entire bandwidth of the
LAN cable is used to carry the
digital signals. A baseband channel can transmit only one signal
at a time, and that signal is
usually digital.
Baud A measurement of the speed
of a signal being transmitted over
some form of media, such as LAN
cabling or telephone wire.
Bit Actually a contraction of Binary
digiT. A binary unit has a value of
e ither 0 or 1. Bits are the basic
method of storing and transmitting data.
Broadband The counterpart of baseband, broadband is more complex.
Baseband can carry only one signal at a time; broadband usually
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carries multiple signals simultaneously on a LAN. Not only can
broadband transmissions carry
digital signals, but video signals
as well. The channels on a broadband network are typically kept
separate with a technique called
"frequency division multiplexing."
With this technique local cable TV
stations can transmit 50 channels
of TV on a single coaxial cable.

Cache A portion of the CPU's RAM

that is set aside for memory. The
computer can treat the RAM
cache like a disk drive. Information is accessed many times faster
from a RAM cache than from disk
drives.
Coaxial cable A type of electrical
cable. The coaxial cable has a
solid piece of metal wire covered
with insulation and then surrounded by a tubular piece of
metal. It is called "coaxial" because the tubular piece of metal
has an axis of curvature that coincides with the center of the piece
of wire. Coax cable has a wide
bandwidth, making it useful for
broadband transmissions.
CPU Abbreviation of Central
Processing Unit, the heart of the
computer. It is the CPU that is ultimately responsible for all the
magical things your computer
does.

Disk server Generally a combination

of hard disk and software that allows a user to share the storage
space of a mass storage device.
The disk server is different from a
file server. A disk server allows
users to share disk space, while a
file server a llows users to share
disk space as well as files.
DMA Abbreviation for Direct
Memory Access, a fast method for
computers to move data from a
storage device direct.ly to RAM in
order to speed up processing.
DOS Abbreviation of Disk Operating System. A computer uses a
DOS to direct and control the
operation of many computer
resources. The most popular DOS
is MS-DOS, which was developed
by Microsoft Corporation. This is
the DOS that is used in those
other computers.

Fiber optics A LAN medium that

consists of glass fibers. A detector
transforms the light signals on a
fiber-optic cable into electronic
signals that your computer can
read. Fiber-optic cable is expensive, but has the largest bandwidth and is impervious to
electromagnetic interference.
Some say that when the ''Big
Bomb" drops. fiber-optic LANs
will still work. Of course, they
might need some living person to
operate them.
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File server Generally a hard disk

with software that a llows use rs to
share the same files.
Firmware Firmware is a combination of hardware and software.
Add-on cards and Erasable
Programmable ROMS (EPROMS)
are examples of firmware.

1/0

One of the most widely used abbreviations in the computer industry, it stands for Input/Output.

Login The process of signing on to

a LAN. Login procedures generally
control access to the network.

Gateway A device or software that

Modem A device that allows com-

allows two networks with different
protocols to communicate with
each other. Interbridge, from
Hayes Microcomputer products, is
an example of a gateway.
GIGO An abbreviation for Garbage
In, Garbage Out; i.e., if you put
garbage into the system, you get
garbage out of the system. This is
a way of expressing the belie f that
computers n ever make mistakes,
that it's the huma n operators who
determine the validity of the
output.

puters to communicate via the
telephone system. Modems convert the digital signals of a computer into the analog signals
n eeded by telephones. Modem actually comes from the term,
MOdulator/DEModulator.
Multitasking The simultaneous performing of two or more tasks by a
computer. Multitasking allows you
to recalculate a spreadsheet while
writing a letter to your parents.
Network A collection of anything

Host The computer that provides

network services to the LAN
users. Hosts can be either dedicated or distributed. A dedicated
host is "dedicated" to one
purpose-acting as the host; a ll
users on the LAN access it. A distributed host system allows multiple users to act as hosts for the
LAN, i.e., to determine what is
availa ble for network use, who can
access the data, and how users
can access data.

that serves a single purpose. Computers hooked together form Local
Area Networks (LANs). Most of us
have a "network" of friends whom
we can depend on for assistance
and information. Networks can be
as sophisticated as the telephone
system or the fe deral government,
or as simple as a person's support
group.
Network topography The physical
geography of a n etwork: a star,
ring, parallel, serial, or combination.
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OSI Abbreviation for Open Systems

Interconnection, which is based
on the standards set by the International Standards Organization
(ISO). The OSI model provides a
set of standards for developing
LAN products and is based upon
seven layers of operation. Each
layer is dependent on the layer
above it. They are: physical, data
link, network, transport, session,
presentation, and application.

Que (or queue) The letter after "P."

Actually it's a holding line for
data, maintaining it on hold until
its turn comes to be sent to a
printer or user.

Repeater A device that amplifies a

signal's strength from one piece of
cable to another. A signal that
travels over a LAN cable loses its
strength over distance. A repeater
intercepts the signal, gives it a
kick, and sends it on its way.
Ring A type of LAN topography.
Computers are connected in a ring
or loop configuration. LAN data is
then passed from one computer to
another. using the computers as
repeaters until the data reaches its
destination. IBM uses a token ring
topography for one of its network
systems. Macintosh cannot use a
ring topography, but it does have
the capability of connecting and

sharing data with a token ring
network.

Star A LAN topography in which a ll

computers on the network are
wired directly to a centralized
h ost. If the host goes down , then
none of us can live life in the fast
LAN.
Synchronous A form of network
transmission, the counterpart of
asynchronous transm ission. Synchronous transmission uses a
constant time interval between
successive bits. monitored by timing clocks at each end of the
transmission. Unlike asynchronous transmission, characters
are spaced by time, not by start
and stop bits. Because you do not
have to add bits, synchronous
transmission is much faster.
However, because you must use
sophisticated timing clocks. synchronous transmission can be
quite expensive.

Token What you n eed to ride the

bus. Actually. it is a unique combination of bits sent to a computer
on a ring network. When received,
the bits give permiss ion to the
receiving node to transmit. These
unique bits, or tokens, contain the
necessary addressing information
to determine where the informa-
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tion that is being sent needs to
terminate.
Twisted-pair 1\vo insulated wires
wrapped around each other. They
may or may not be surrounded by
a shield. The most common
twisted-pair network is the telephone system. 1\visted-pair is
popular for use in LANs for
several reasons: 1, It is inexpensive; 2, it is easy to install; 3, it is
lightweight; and 4. existing telephone lines can be used.
WAN Abbreviation for Wide Area
Network. A WAN is designed to
connect users who might be

hundreds or thousands of miles
apart. Actually, our once national
telephone network is a good example of a WAN. WANs are becoming popular with brokerage
houses that do a great deal of international trading. Connected
with a WAN, they can maintain
contact w ith the stock exchanges
throughout the world on a 24hour basis. For example, when the
New York stock exchange goes
down, the London exchange is up.
When the London exchange is
closed, the Tokyo exchange is up.
This translates into 24-hour
moneymaking.
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